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1 Review of Vectors and Vector 
Properties

Vectors, points, lines, planes, volumes and frames are the basic objects upon which simple

three-dimensional CAD operations are performed.  Using these objects depend on a working

knowledge of and facility with vector operations.  We focus on vectors first.  Operations on

vectors are based on hypernumbers. 

1.1 Hypernumbers

A hypernumber is a generalization of complex numbers.  We can also think of them as

sequences of numbers in which order is important. We denote a hypernumber by an italicized

upper case letter.  Thus,  denotes the ordered sequence of numbers

, which are referred to as the components of A.  The number of components is

referred to as the dimension of the hypernumber.

Hypernumbers of the same dimension can be added and subtracted to produce another

hypernumber. Thus, for hypernumbers  and :

•

•

Hypernumbers can be multiplied by a scalar.  Thus, for any scalar k and hypernumber A,

.  

Multiplication between hypernumbers vary according to the type of hypernumbers.

Hypernumbers are useful in that they can be used to represented a number of different

mathematical objects. Quaternions are examples of hypernumbers used in geometrical modeling

to represent vectors and transformations.  Hypernumbers of dimension n are represented as n-

tuples.

A a1 a2 … an, , ,( )=

a1 a2 … an, , ,

A a1 a2 … an, , ,( )= B b1 b2 … bn, , ,( )=

A B+ a1 b1+ a2 b2+ … an bn+, , ,( )=

A B– a1 b1– a2 b2– … an bn–, , ,( )=

kA ka1 ka2 … kan, , ,( )=
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1.2 Vectors

Vectors represent a magnitude and a direction.  Pictorially vectors can be drawn as a directed

line segment. Direction is indicated by an arrow and the magnitude by the length of the line

segment. Vectors are denoted by emboldened overlined lower case letters though for

convenience in subsequent chapters we will omit the overline.

 The magnitude of vector  is denoted by .

A vector with unit magnitude is known as a unit vector.

Vectors can be added together to form another vector.

Vector addition gives rise to the parallelogram law of vector addition which states that any

vector is sum of two more vectors which represent specific directions, which represent the

components of the vector.  In the diagram below, . 

When the vector components are specified with respect to a fixed point (origin) the vector is

termed fixed otherwise it is free.  Typically, a fixed vector is specified by using the Cartesian

coordinate system.  Thus,  where ,  and  are vector components in the

three coordinate directions.  The magnitude of the component vectors are respectively denoted

as vx, vy and vz and , where i, j and k are unit vectors along the principal

coordinate directions.  It should be clear that the vector can also be represented as the

hypernumber .

A vector with no magnitude and no direction is known as the zero vector.  

v
v v

v v

w

u

u

u v+

u v w+ +

P
Q

v

vQ

vP

v vP vQ+=

v vx vy vz+ += vx vy vz

v vxi vyj vzk+ +=

v vx vy vz, ,( )=
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1.3 Vectors and Points

We note that there is no uniform notation in the literature; the following notation below makes

clear the difference between scalars, points, (column) vectors, row vectors and matrices.

Consider a collection of three scalars x, y and z.  Two interpretations are pertinent:

Vector

 specifies a vector; a direction and magnitude

Point

 specifies a point; a location in some spatial coordinate system.

We consider a vector as an element of ℜ3 and a point an element of the three-dimensional

Euclidean space E3.  Assume a right-handed cartesian coordinate system.

Right-handed coordinate system

The following relations exist between points and vectors:

Subtraction

For any two points p and q, there is a unique vector  such that  = p − q.

Addition

q +  specifies a unique point p such that p − q = .

On the other hand, given a vector , there are infinitely many pairs of points p, q such that  =

p − q.  For if p, q is one such pair of points and if  is an arbitrary vector, then p + , q +  is

another such pair because  = (p + ) − (q + ). 

v
x

y

z

x y z
T= =

p
x

y

z

x y z
T= =

Y

Z

X

p

qp − q

v v

v v

v v
w w w

v w w
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Head to tail axiom

Every triple of points p, q and r satisfies (p − q) + (q − r) = p − r.

The essential difference between vectors and points lies in the operations that are defined on

them.  Addition is defined on vectors, but not on points.  Subtraction is defined on both.  There

are a number of other operations that are defined solely on vectors or solely on points.  We visit

these ideas more formally below.

1.4 Fundamental Properties of Vectors

Suppose , ,  are vectors and let  be the zero vector.

•  +  is a vector closure

•  +  =  + commutativity

• (  + ) +  =  + (  + ) associativity

•  +  =  +  =  identity

•  + (− ) = −  +  = inverse

Suppose k, l are real numbers.  Then,

• k  is a vector

• k(  + ) = k  + k  

• (k + l)  = k  + l

• (kl)  = k(l )

• 1  = 

You need to convince yourself that these properties are true for n-dimensional vectors, that is,

for a given n, as elements of ℜn.

1.5 Linear Combination and Vector Spaces

Definition 1.1  Let , , …,  be vectors, expressed as n-tuples, in some n-dimensional 

space.  Let a1, a2, …., kn be scalars.  The vector a1  + a2  + … + ak  is called a linear 

combination of , , …, .  The collection of all such linear combinations of , , 

…,  is called the vector space spanned by the set of vectors( , , …, ), and is 

denoted ℜk.

u v w 0

u v

u v v u

u v w u v w

u 0 0 u u

u u u u 0

u

u v u v

u u u

u u

u u

v1 v2 vk
v1 v2 vk

v1 v2 vk v1 v2
vk v1 v2 vk
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Using the above definition alone, convince yourself that the properties above hold for n-tuple

vector spaces.

For our purposes either definition 1.1 or the above properties (taken together) can be used to

define vector spaces.  The properties are more general, although definition 1.1 has the

advantage of being constructive.

1.6 Linear Independence and Vector Bases

Let , , ,  be vectors in ℜ3, with , ,  distinct and non-zero and , k ∈ ℜ.

and  determine a plane through the origin.  Assume that  is not a linear combination of  and

, that is, , k, l ∈ ℜ.  , , and  are therefore non-coplanar. 

Theorem 1.1   Any vector in ℜ3 is a linear combination of ,  and , that is:

 = k  + l  + m  

Corollary 1.2    In any set of four vectors in ℜ3, at least one is a linear combination of the 

other three.

Corollary 1.3    The expression of any vector in ℜ3 as a linear combination of three non-

coplanar vectors is unique.

Definition 1.2   A collection of vectors , , …,  in which no member of the collection

can be expressed as a linear combination of other members of the collection is said to be

linearly independent.  Alternatively, if the vector equation a1  + a2  + … + ak  = 0

has only one solution, namely a1 = a2 = … = ak = 0, then the collection is linearly

independent.

Definition 1.3   If V is any vector space and S = { , , …, } is a finite set of vectors in

V, then S is called a basis for V if: (i) S is linearly independent and (ii) S spans V.

In ℜ3 any set of three noncoplanar vectors is a basis.

u v w r u v w u kv≠ u
v w u

v w ku lv+≠ u v w

u

v
w

r

Illustrating theorem 1.1 and corollaries 1.2 and 1.3.

u v w

r u v w

v1 v2 vk

v1 v2 vk

v1 v2 vk
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Natural Basis

The natural basis of ℜ3 is denoted by , , .

, , 

The natural basis is orthonormal, meaning that its constituent vectors are pairwise orthogonal

and that each is unit length.

Definition 1.4   Any subset U of V that is closed under a linear combination defines a

subspace of V.  Moreover, U is a vector space, i.e., U satisfies the fundamental properties of

vectors stated in section 1.4.

As an example, in ℜ3 any collection of vectors that defines a plane is a subspace of ℜ3.

1.7 Inner or Dot Product

Definition 1.5   The inner product or dot product of two vectors  and

 is the scalar  = ux vx + uy vy + uz vz

Given this definition we can easily show that the following properties hold:

•  =  symmetry

•  ⋅ (k  + l ) = k ( ) + l ( )bi-linearity

• (k  + l ) ⋅  = k ( ) + l( )

•  ≠ 0 ⇒  > 0 positive definiteness

Alternatively we can define the dot product  =  with θ the angle between  and

 and then show that  = ux vx + uy vy + uz vz.

i j k

i
1

0

0

= j
0

1

0

= k
0

0

1

=

u ux uy uz
T

=

v vx vy vz
T= u v⋅

u v⋅ v u⋅

u v w u v⋅ u w⋅

u v w u w⋅ v w⋅

u u u⋅

The length of a vector  equals  = .  Unit vectors have a length equal to 1.

The distance between two points p and q equals distance (p, q) = d(p, q) = .

The angle between two vectors  and  equals angle( , ) = 

Orthogonal vectors have a dot product equalling zero.

u u u u⋅

p q–

u v u v u v⋅
u v
------------⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞acos

u v⋅ u v θcos u
v u v⋅
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Geometric interpretation

A geometric interpretation of the dot product is that it gives a scaled projection of one vector

onto another.  Consider the diagram below.  In it, vector  has a projection of length

onto vector .  But  =  if  = 1.  Therefore, if one of the vectors is of unit

length, the dot product of two vectors is the length of a projection of the non-unit length vector

onto the unit length vector.  If both vectors are of unit length the relation above is symmetric.  If

neither vector is of unit length, then the dot product still represents a projection, but that

projection is scaled by the length of the vector onto which the projection is taken.  Thus, in

general ( ) /  =  = the length of the projection of  onto .  This geometric

interpretation is crucial in constructing and understanding the notion of a frame (or coordinate

system).

1.8 Cross or Vector Product

Definition 1.6  The cross product of two vectors ,  in ℜ3 is

 = 

The determinant expression applies to general ℜn, n ∈ ℵ.

An alternative definition, valid for ℜ3, is  =  ,where  is a unit vector at right

angles to the plane containing  and  such that the three form a right handed coordinate system

and θ is the angle between  and .

Convince yourself that  = −( )

v v θcos

u v θcos u v θcos u

u v⋅ u v θcos v u

θ u

v

v θcos

 = 1u

u v

u v×

uyvz uzvy–

uzvx uxvz–

uxvy uyvx–

i j k
ux uy uz

vx vy vz

=

u v× u v θsin w w
u v

u v

v u× u v×
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The cross product has the following spatial interpretation.

We have already seen one; that the cross product of two vectors in ℜ3 produces a third vector,

orthogonal to both of the vectors, and forming a right-handed coordinate system.

Another significant interpretation has to do with the magnitude of .  is twice the

area of the triangle defined by  and .

It follows that if  and  are orthonormal then  is also orthonormal.  This last fact is

important for geometric computations.

Given definition 1.6 we can show that the following properties hold:

•  ⋅ ( ) = 0 (  is orthogonal to )

•  ⋅ ( ) = 0 (  is orthogonal to )

•  = 

• k( ) =  = 

• ,  and 

1.9 Vector Geometry

We can use vector geometry to describe geometrical objects quite simply.

Line

A line is a collection (or locus) of the all its points. The line can be described by a vector. A

fixed point on the line can be described by a vector. Every other point on the line can be

θ

θ

uv

 = w u v×

 = w v u×

uv

= w u v θsin

= w u v θsin

u v× u v×
u v

u v u v×

u u v× u v× u

v u v× u v× v

u v× 2
u

2
v

2
u v⋅( )2–

u v× ku v× u kv×

i j× k= j k× i= k i× i=
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described by a linear combination of these vectors. Thus, p(u) =  + u  describes a point on the

line for each u.

Planes

Planes can be described using vectors in four ways. Again, using the locus method and since a

plane corresponds to distinct independent vectors we have p(u,w) = + u + w  representing

any point on the plane.

Since three noncollinear points are sufficient to define a plane we have from above,

p(u,w) = + u(p1−p0) + w(p2−p1) as the equation of a plane.

Any vector perpendicular to a plane is known as the normal to the plane.  The normal is

perpendicular to every line in the plane, Thus,  and  which

can be normalized as  From this, we can write  as the equation of the plane.

Given any vector  to a point on the plane and which is also perpendicular to plane, then for any

point p, we have  as representing the equation of the plane.

Point of intersection of a line and a plane

One final example is to find the point of intersection of a line and a plane. We have

p = and p = . The point of intersection satisfies both equation and

hence,  = . We solve for t, u and w as follows. We show the solution for t. To

do this we need to eliminate variables u and w, the coefficients of  and  respectively.

Multiplying both sides by  accomplishes this.

p0 t

p0

p

t

p0 s t

p0

n s t×= n p0 p1–( ) p1 p2–( )×=
n
n
------ p p0–( ) n⋅ 0=

d

p d–( ) d⋅ 0=

d
p0

p1

p2

t

n

s

Illustrating the different ways of defining a plane using vectors

a ub wc+ + d te+

a ub wc+ + d te+

b c

b c×( )
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From which, 

In a similar fashion we can solve for u and w which we leave as an exercise.

b c×( ) a ub wc+ +( )⋅ b c×( ) d te+( )⋅=

b c×( ) a⋅ b c×( ) d t b c×( ) e⋅+⋅=

t
b c×( ) a⋅ b c×( ) d⋅–

b c×( ) e⋅
-------------------------------------------------------=



2 Review of Matrices and Matrix 
Methods

Matrix

A matrix is a rectangular array of numbers or elements arranged in m rows and n columns.

 

Equivalently, , where aij represents the entry in i-th row and j-th column.

Order

The order of a matrix is the number of rows and columns. Thus a matrix with m rows and n

columns has order m × n. 

Equality

Two matrices are equal if and only if they are of the same order and have the same elements.

That is, A = B if and only if aij = bij for every i and j. Matrices of unequal order or unequal

elements are not equal.

2.1 Special Matrices

Whenever n = m, the matrix is called square.

If n = 1, it is a row matrix. If m = 1 it is a column matrix.  Row and column matrices are also

referred to as vectors.

A square matrix with zero elements everywhere and nonzero elements along the diagonal is

known as a diagonal matrix.  That is, aij = 0 for every 

A

a11 a12 a13 a14

a21 a22 a23 a24

a31 a32 a33 a34

=

A aij
=

i j≠
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 is a diagonal matrix.

A diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are all equal is referred to as a scalar matrix.

A scalar matrix in which every diagonal element is 1 is the identity matrix.  That is,

, where δij = 0, if  and δii = 1.  δ is referred to as the Kronecker delta.

A square matrix whose elements are symmetric about the diagonal is referred to as a symmetric

matrix.  That is, aij = aji for every 

A square matrix is antisymmetric or skew-symmetric if aij = −aji for every . We use

antisymmetric matrices to evaluate vector products.

2.2 Matrix Arithmetic

Let ,  and ….

Matrix addition 

Adding two matrices produces a third matrix by adding corresponding elements.  That is, A +  B
= C or aij + bij = cij. 

 Matrix subtraction

Subtracting one matrix from another also produces another matrix by subtracting corresponding

elements.  That is, A −  B = C or aij − bij = cij.

Of course, only matrices of the same order can be added or subtracted together.

We can add and subtract any number of matrices of the same order. Thus, A + B − C + D − E …
is valid matrix arithmetic provide the matrices are all of the same order. 

d11 0 0 0

0 d22 0 0

0 0 … 0

0 0 0 dnn

I δi j
= i j≠

i j≠

i j≠

A aij
= B bij

= C cij
=

2 3–

1 4

0 1–

5 1–

2 9

2 7

+
2 5+ 7= 3– 1– 4–=

1 2+ 3= 4 9+ 13=

0 2+ 2= 1– 7+ 6=

7 4–

3 13

2 6

= =

2 3–

1 4

0 1–

5 1–

2 9

2 7

–
3– 2–

1– 5–

2– 8–

=
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Multiplying a matrix A by a scalar k produces the matrix B = kA, or bij = kaij in which every

element of A is multiplied by the scalar k.

Matrix multiplication

The product of two matrices is another matrix. here the number of columns of the first matrix

must equal the number of rows of the second. The resulting matrix has order given by the

number of rows of the first matrix and the number of columns of the second.  Thus, 

where 

When two matrices can be multiplied as a product we say that the matrices are conformable In

general, matrix multiplication is not commutative. That is, . However, AI = IA = A. 

Transpose of a matrix

By interchanging the rows and columns of a matrix A we obtain its transpose, AT.  That is,

.  For example, if  then, .

A m n× B n p× C m p×=

cij ai1b1 j ai2b2j … ainbnj+ + +=

Multiplying 3 x 3 Matrices

We give a general example of multiplying a 3 × 3 matrix by a 3 × 2 matrix by arranging

the matrices as shown below.

Here each row of A is multiplied by a column of B to give the appropriate entry in C.

Thus, .  

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

b11 b12

b21 b22

b31 b32

c11 c12

c21 c22

c31 c32

c21 a21b11 a22b21 a23b31+ +=

AB BA≠

aij
T

aji= A
3 1 2

0 1– 2–

3– 0 4

= AT
3 0 3–

1 1– 0

2 2– 4

=
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Notice that the transpose of a row vector is a column vector and vice versa. For this reason,

vectors can be represented either by row and column matrices. The transpose of a vector is a

vector.

The following is a summary of basic matrix arithmetic.

• A + B = B + A

• (A + B) + C = A + (B + C)

• k(A + B) = kA + kB

• (k + l) A = kA + lA

• k(lA) = klA = l(kA)

• (AB)C = A(BC) = ABC

• A(B + C) = AB + AC

• (A + B)C = AC + BC

• A(kB) = kAB = (kA)B

• (A + B)T = AT + BT

• (kA)T=kAT

• (AB)T = BTAT

• If AAT = I, then A is an orthogonal matrix.

Representing a system of linear equations

One of the more common uses of matrices is to represent a system of linear equations. 

For example,

 can be represented by three matrices:

,  and  

and the system equation can be expressed as the matrix product AX = B.  We show how

the equations can be solved in the sequel. 

x 3y– z+ 5=

4x y 2z–+ 2–=

2x– 3y+ 1=

A
1 3– 1

4 1 2–

2– 3 0

= X
x

y

z

= B
5

2–

1

=
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2.3 Determinant

The determinant is an operator in the form of a square matrix that results in a single value.

Determining the determinant is an important part of many vector and matrix calculations

especially in geometrical modeling.  The determinant of a matrix A is denoted by |A|.

We start with a 2 × 2 matrix, .

For 3 × 3 matrix, 

In general, the determinant of a n × n matrix A can be calculated as follows.

Minor

The minor of an element aij of an matrix A is the determinant of another matrix  obtained

by deleting the row and column containing the element aij.  That is, the determinant of the

matrix produced from A by deleting row i and column j.  Thus, each  is an n−1 × n−1 matrix. 

Cofactor

The cofactor of an element aij of an matrix A is the product of the minor with a plus or minus

sign determined according to . We can arrange the cofactors of A into a

matrix C. The determinant |A| is then sum of the product of each element of any row (or

column) and its cofactor.  That is, 

This is a recursive procedure that reduces computing the determinant to summation and

multiplication of the elements of the matrix.

2.4 Properties of Determinants

The following are important properties of determinants. 

• |A| = |AT| 

• Interchanging any two rows (or columns) changes the sign of the determinant.

• If two rows (or columns) of A are identical, then |A| = 0

• If elements of any row (or column) of A are all zero, then |A| = 0

a11 a12

a21 a22

a11a22 a12a21–=

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

a11
a22 a23

a32 a33

a12
a21 a23

a31 a33

a13
a21 a22

a31 a32

+–=

Ai j'

Ai j'

cij 1–( )i j+
= Aij'

A aijcij

i
∑ aijcij

j
∑= =
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• If B is obtained by multiplying any row (or column) of A by the scalar k, then |B| = k |A|.  

Therefore, |kA| = kn |A|

• If B is obtained by adding a multiple of one row (or column) to another row (or column) 

of A, then |B| = |A|.

• |AB| = |A| |B| 

• If |A|. = ±1, then matrix A is orthogonal.

2.5 Matrix Inversion

The inverse of a square matrix A is a matrix A−1 that satisfies AA−1 = A−1A = I. The elements

of the inverse matrix can be easily determined by the elements of determinants of A.  That is,

 

Or, more compactly as 

Note that whenever, |A|=0, the matrix does not have an inverse.

Solving a System of Equations

We can solve a system of linear equations using matrix inverses. Suppose AX = B.  Then, from

A−1AX = A−1B, we get X = A−1B as the equation of the solution.  Note that a system of linear

equations only has a solution if and only if .  

Let row matrices A = [a1 a2 a3] and B = [b1 b2 b3] represent two vectors a and b.  Then, the

scalar or dot product .  

aij
1– cji

A
-------

1–( )i j+ Aj i'

A
------------------------------= =

A 1– CT

A
-------=

Example

 gives , which yields |A| = 34, which in turn, yieldsA
2 1– 3

1 6 4–

5 0 8

= CT
48 8 14–

28– 1 11

30– 5– 13

=

A 1– 1
34
------

48 8 14–

28– 1 11

30– 5– 13

=

A 0≠

a b⋅ ABT
=
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If the components of A are arranged to form the antisymmetric matrix , then the

cross or vector product is given by .

Note that the cross product can also be described as the determinant:

where i, j and k represent the bases vectors of the vector space.

2.6 Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues

We can use matrix multiplication to change the magnitude and direction of a vector.  If P is a n

× 1 vector, we can transform P by a n × n matrix A so that . It is possible to find a

scalar λ such that ;or, .  Every vector for which this is true for a given A is

an eigenvector of A and λ is the eigenvalue for A corresponding to vector P. Thus,

.  This equation has nontrivial solutions if  so that |A − λI| = 0.  This is the

characteristic equation and its solution are the eigenvectors of A corresponding to λ.

 

0 a3– a2

a2– 0 a1

a2– a1 0

a b×
0 a3– a2

a2– 0 a1

a2– a1 0

BT
=

a b×
i j k

a1 a2 a3

b1 b2 b3

=

P' AP=

P' λP= AP λP=

A λI–( )P 0= P 0≠

A simple example

Let . 

Setting |A − λI| = 0 we have .

Or, (5 − λ)(1 − λ)+3 = 0; λ2 − 6λ + 8 = 0, which yields λ = 2,4.

A 5 1–

3 1
=

5 λ– 1–

3 1 λ–
0=
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Similar Matrices

Consider B = TAT−1.  Then A and B are similar matrices.  |A| = |B|, A and B have the same

characteristic equations and eigenvalues, although not necessarily the same eigenvectors.  If T

can be defined so that TAT−1 is a diagonal matrix, then elements of this matrix are the

eigenvalues of A.  It follows then that |A| = |TAT−1| = λ1λ2 … λn.

We have seen APi = λiPi for each eigenvalue λi and corresponding eigenvector Pi.  We can

construct the matrix expression AE = EΛ, 

where  and .  

Then, E−1AE = Λ provided the eigenvalues are all distinct.  This process is called the

diagonalisation of matrix A.

If A is a symmetric matrix A = AT. If A and B are symmetric (AB)T = BTAT = BA.  Thus, the

product of two symmetric matrices is symmetric if and only if the two matrices commute.  The

eigenvalues are real.  For any real symmetric matrix A there is an orthogonal matrix R such that

R−1AR is a diagonal matrix. If the eigenvalues are distinct, the eigenvectors are mutually

orthogonal.

(example continued)

For λ = 2, we have  which yields 3x = y.

For λ = 4, we have  which yields x = y.

Thus, [k 3k]T and [k k]T define families of vectors corresponding to Eigenvalues 2 and 4

respectively

5 1–

3 1

x

y
2 x

y
=

5 1–

3 1

x

y
4 x

y
=

E P1 P2 … Pn
= Λ

λ1 0 0 0

0 λ2 0 0

0 0 … 0

0 0 0 λn

=



3 Geometric Transformations, 
Coordinate Representation and 
Frames

3.1 Geometric Transformations

Geometric transformations fall into five distinct types as illustrated in figure below. Each

distinct class of transformations has invariants, i.e., features about the geometrical object that

are preserved under transformation. For instance, isometries preserve distances, lines, conic

sections, angles, parallelism.  Similarities preserve all but distances though all distances are

equivalently scaled.  Affine geometries preserve parallelism but not angles.  Projective

geometries preserve lines – moreover, conics get mapped onto one another.  Topological

transformations are the least restrictive and correspond to deformations of the object from one

kind to another.

Isometry

Similarity

Affinity

Projective

Topological

Types of geometric transformations
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Invariants 

A point is fixed point if the transformation maps the point onto itself.  For example, the center of

rotation is a fixed point under rotation in the plane. 

If a transformation maps points on a line onto image points on another line, then the

transformation is a collineation.  All affine transformations are collineations.  

Distance preserving transformations preserve angles, areas and volumes.  Congruence

(isometries) are distance preserving transformations.

Conformal transformations preserve angle but distance.  Similarities are conformal trans-

formations.

Points on a figure can be traversed in counterclockwise or clockwise direction  A transformation

in which points on the image figures are traversed in the same way is a direct transformation.  If

the orientation of the figure is reversed the transformation is said to be opposite.  Reflection is

an example of a opposite transformation.

In matrix terms, in general, a transformation can be described as P' = TP, where P' and P are

column matrices and T is a square matrix.  To incorporate translations in this form we would

need define homogeneous coordinates.

Homogeneous Coordinates

In homogeneous coordinates, we define the coordinates of a point as x(t)=tx, y(t)=ty, … , t,
where t is a parameter. These are the coordinates of points in a projective space. Typically we

set t = 1, and define the point to be (x, y, … , 1) which we can represent as a column matrix:

Since points can be formed from any given point and a vector, it follows that vectors can be

represented as the column matrix:

A transformation matrix is defined as n+1 × n+1 matrix of form:

P

x

y

…
1

=

v

vx

vy

…
0

=
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.

Transformations in the Plane

The isometries in the plane are: translation, rotation, reflection and glide reflection.  Affine

transformations additionally include dilation (scale), shear and inversion (half turns).

Isometries  have the property that , negative value indicates that the

transformation is opposite.  

Similarities satisfy , where k is the scale factor.

Affine transformations satisfy 

Since the transformation is nonsingular, each affine transformation has an inverse and thus

satisfies P = T−1P'.

The following table summarizes the properties of affine transformations in the plane.

Isometry
, 

Identity: 

Translation: 

Rotation through θ: 
Reflection about a line inclined at α: 

Inversion (half turn): 

Similarity Dilation: 

(+ isometry)

Equilateral

T

a1 b1 … λ1

… … … …
an bn … λn

0 0 … 1

=

T
a b h

c d k

0 0 1

= a b

c d
1±=

a b

c d
k±=

a b

c d
0≠

a b

c d
1±=

ab cd+ 0=

a d 1= = b c 0 h,= =, k 0= =

a d 1= = b c 0= =,
a d θcos= = b c–=, θsin=

a d– 2αcos= = b c=, 2αsin=

a d 1–= = b c=, 0=

a b

c d
k±=

a d k= = b c=, 0=

a b

c d
1=
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In the sequel we concentrate on transformations in 3D.

3.2 Coordinate System

Representation of and operations on coordinate systems are largely a matter of structuring

information to apply the dot product in appropriate ways. It is usually a very good idea to

understand everything about coordinate systems by constructing representations from vectors

on up. In other words, do not treat transformations as black boxes.

Conventional form for bases for vector spaces is to use orthonormality. Orthogonality buys

independence of representation – the projections of orthogonal basis vectors onto each other

have zero length. Normality (unit length of basis vectors) buys simplicity in the use of the dot

product – the dot product of any vector  and a unit basis vector  is the coordinate of vector

in the basis vector . Because almost all of the bases we use in geometric modeling are

orthonormal, when we use the word basis below, it should be understood as meaning

orthonormal basis.

Theorem 3.1   If S =  is an orthonormal basis for ℜ3 and  is any vector in ℜ3,

then: 

Theorem 3.1 explains how to represent a vector in terms of another basis; essentially how to

change coordinate systems. Its application is at the heart of coordinate representation.

3.3 Frames

When we deal with points we need one more piece of information: a reference point or origin.

A frame is defined as the combination of an orthonormal basis  and a point of origin

o, written as a 4-tuple of three vectors and a point .

Then, for any point p, there exists a vector  such that

Affinity Shear x-direction: 

y-direction: 

Strain x-direction: 

y-direction: 

a b

c d
0≠

a d 1= = b k c, 0= =,
a d 1= = b 0 c, k= =,

a k d, 1= = b c 0= =,
a 0 d, k= = b c 0= =,

v e v

e

e1 e2 e3, ,{ } u

u u e1⋅( )e1= u e2⋅( )e2 u e3⋅( )e3+ +

e1 e2 e3, ,{ }
e1 e2 e3 o, , ,( )

u

p u o+ u e1⋅( )e1= u e2⋅( )e2 u e3⋅( )e3 o+ + +=
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Notation

Consider first a notation for vector bases. A basis in ℜ3

comprises three vectors. In our case, we consider only right-

handed bases. We refer to the basis vectors either as {x, y, z}

or as {n, o, a}. The former is in reference to the X, Y, and Z

axes of a Cartesian coordinate space, the latter to the words

normal, orientation, and approach. To see the relevance of

these word extend your right hand in front of you with the

index finger pointing at something, the thumb at right angles

to the index finger and the middle finger at right angles to

both index finger and thumb. The normal vector then is aligned with your middle finger, the

orientation vector is aligned with your thumb, and the approach vector is aligned with your

index finger.

Frames as Coordinate Systems

When we use a frame as a coordinate system, three kinds of questions arise, of which the

following are archetypal:

• What is the representation of one frame in terms of another frame?

• What is the representation of an object (e.g., a point) in frame B that is expressed in 

terms of frame A?

• What is the representation of a movement of an object from one place to another? 

These questions correspond to three views of a frame:

1) as a representation

2) as a mapping

3) as an operator

{A}

x(n)

y(o)

z(a)

Example

Note that it is not necessary for the bases to be orthonormal to define a frame.  For any

set of bases , and an origin o, a point p in the frame can be represented as an

affine combination: .  Relative to this frame the coordinates of

p are taken to be .  For example, in the frame F defined by bases {(1, 0, 0), (0,

2, 0), (1, 0, 1)} with origin (2, 2, 2), the point with coordinates (1, 2, 3) relative to F has

coordinates: 1(1, 0, 0) + 2(0, 2, 0) + 3(1, 0, 1) + (2, 2, 2) = (6, 6, 5) in the Cartesian

coordinate system

u1 u2 u3, ,{ }

p c1u1 c2u2 c3u3 o+ + +=

c1 c2 c3, ,( )
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All of these involve representing a change in spatial location and orientation, i.e., a

transformation. We typically consider several such changes: rotation, translation, scaling,

shearing, and perspective. In this course we will concern ourselves mainly with representation

of the similarity transformations, namely, rotation, translation, and scaling The affine

transformations are a more general class that includes the similarities plus strain and shear. This

class is the largest one that can be represented without recourse to full homogeneous

transformations. The homogeneous transformations – familiar to those who have studied

graphics – permit the representation of perspective as well.

3.4 Rotations

Let us look first at representing rotations. The fundamental question we ask is how to represent

a basis that is rotated relative to another basis.

A counterclockwise rotation about a coordinate axis has a positive rotation angle if we look

along the positive half of the axis toward the coordinate origin

Now consider a basis B' that is rotated by θ about the a(z) axis relative to another basis B (you

might think of B as the natural basis if that will simplify things for you).

By applying elementary trigonometry, we can see that the

representation of the a vector will remain unchanged, while

the vector n' is given as (cosθ, sinθ, 0) and the vector o' is
given as (−sinθ, cosθ, 0). Thus we have a new basis B' that

is written in terms of the old basis B. By convention, we

write this as a row vector of three column vectors, i.e., as a

matrix.

3.4.1 Geometric Representation of Rotation Matrices

Two geometric interpretations of rotation matrix rows can be made. 

The first is given above – the columns of a rotation matrix are the basis vectors of a basis in

terms of another basis. This definition motivates the notation that we will use:

n

n'

oo'

θ

n o a

θcos θsin– 0

θsin θcos 0

0 0 1

RA
B nA

B oA
B aA

B
=
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means the representation of a basis B in terms of a basis A. 

The subscripted entity is the object that we are representing; the

superscripted entity is our frame of reference.

The second interpretation arises from considering the row vectors of a basis and the fact that, for

orthonormal bases,  the inverse of a rotation matrix is its transpose.  If we invert a

rotation matrix  then we can interpret it as  – its column vectors are the vectors of the

basis A in terms of the basis B. Since the inverse is the transpose in our case, in the original

matrix , the row vectors are the vectors of basis A in terms of the basis B.

The above is easily proven. The definition of an inverse is that R R−1 = I, where I is the identity

matrix. 

Any rij ∈ RRT is the dot product of the i-th row of R and the j-th column of RT. If i = j then rij is

the dot product of a vector with itself (the transpose switches the rows and the columns) and

thus equals 1. If i ≠ j then rij is the dot product of two orthogonal vectors (all our basis vectors

are orthogonal) and thus equals 0. Thus the diagonal of the matrix (where i = j) comprises 1's

and the rest of the matrix comprises 0's. This is the definition of an identity matrix. Thus RRT =
I. But, by the definition of inversion, RR−1 = I. Therefore RT acts as an inverse for R. (Note that

we cannot say that RRT = RR−1 therefore RT = R−1 as the argument AB = CB ⇒ A = C does

not hold for matrices in general.)

Representation 

The above permits us to represent a basis in terms of another basis.

Mapping

Consider a vector expressed in terms of basis . Call that vector . To compute its

representation in terms of the basis A we need to project  onto the basis vectors of A in a

common coordinate system. That system is B. The equation  gives us this result. In

the above, the elements of  are computed as the dot products of the vectors of A in terms of B

and the vector .

R
Frame

Object
epresentation

R 1– RT
=

RA
B RB

A

R
A
B

R
A
B

n
B

A

o
B

A

a
B

A

n
A

B o
A

B a
A

B
= =

R
A
B v

B

v

v
A

R
A
B v

B
=

v
A

v
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Operator

The third type of question to be answered considers that we wish to move an object at q to q'

while keeping its representation within the same coordinate system A. In this case, consider that

the object we wish to move has its own basis B associated with it alone. When we move q, we

move B with it. Thus q has a constant representation in terms of B and our problem reduces to

determining the relation between A and B. But that is the problem that we have solved above.

Therefore we write .  But in this case B is a virtual system. In effect we have

computed the effect of moving q directly. It just turns out that the expression for conveying a

move has exactly the same form as the expression for conveying a change of coordinate system.

The interpretation is what varies. Since we usually conceive of no second coordinate system as

involved in this equation, we write

q' = Rq

3.5 Translation

A translation is specified by a vector of translation, that is, given a point p and vector , the

point q = p +  specifies the location of the point p after the translation specified by .  Or, in

terms of frames, with , by  

3.6 Transformation Matrices

By combining  and , we can

define a frame {B} with respect to a

frame {A}:

q
A

R
A
B q

B
=

Example

Suppose frame B is rotated relative to frame A about Z axis through 30°. Then

.  Thus, for example, R
A
B

0.866 0.5– 0

0.5 0.866 0

0 0 1

= p
B

0

2

0

= p
A

1–

1.732

0

=,

u

u u

pA
B oB oA–= pA pB pA

B+=

pA
B

{A}

{B}

RA
B pA

B

p
A

R
A
B p

B
p

A
B+=
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Representation

A frame may be represented by a single 4x4 matrix  if we consider the following

representations for points and vectors.

vector  and point 

Mapping

Frames implement mappings between coordinate systems 

 = 

Operator

Frames implement operations on points, vectors, lines,

frames, (and planes). The trick is to interpret Ap in terms

of {B}.  is the transformation to use, but {A} does not

really “exist” in the final result.  

The same mathematics implements each of the above

interpretations:

.

 =   = 

Representing the relationship of one frame to another in ℜ3 using a 4 × 4 matrices is known as

homogeneous transformation.

n o a p

v

x

y

z

0

x y z 0
T

= = p

x

y

z

1

x y z 1
T

= =

TA
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A
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A
B
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0 1
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{A}
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3.6.1 Mapping between Multiple Coordinate Systems

Example

Suppose frame B is rotated relative to frame A about Z axis through 30° and translated

10 units and 5 units in X and Y respectively. 

Then .  

Thus, for  and , then 

T
A
B

0.866 0.5– 0 10

0.5 0.866 0 5

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

=

p
B

3

4

0

1

= p
A

10.598

9.964

0

1

= T
B
A

0.866 0.5 0 4.964–

0.5– 0.866 0 0.598–

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

=

p
A

B

{A}

{B}

{C}

{D}

{E}

Ep

p
A

T
A
B T

B
C T

C
D T

D
E p

E
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3.6.2 Inverse transformations – matrix inversion

3.7 General Rotations

We can describe the rotation of a point (or point figure) in space as a product of successive

rotations about each of the principal axes. 

   

Rotations about n-axis(x)  o-axis(y)  a-axis (z) through respective angles γ, β and α.

For this we establish a consistent sequence of rotations because order of rotation is important.

Different orders produce different results.  There are a number of distinct conventions to

achieve a compact representation of a general rotation. 

3.7.1 Pitch, Yaw, Roll

Rotation about fixed axes: roll, pitch, and yaw

The terms roll, pitch and yaw refer to rotational movements about three orthogonal directions,

mostly in use in robotic applications.  Imagine an airplane. Roll is the rotational movement

along the axis of fuselage (direction of flight); pitch is the rotation about the axis alongside the

wingspan; and yaw is the rotation about an axis perpendicular to these two. The convention for

order of rotations to describe a general rotation is a γ yaw followed by a β pitch followed by an

α roll.

p
A

B

{A}

{B}

{C}

{D}

{E}

Ep

pA TA
B TC 1–

B TC
D TE 1–

D pE
=

1 0 0

0 γcos γsin–

0 γsin γcos

βcos 0 βsin

0 1 0

βsin– 0 βcos

αcos αsin– 0

αsin αcos 0

0 0 1
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where 

Explanation

Remember operations on vectors, and rotation matrices are just compositions of three vectors.

where s denotes sine and c denotes cosine.

p
A

R
A
B rpy γ βα( ) p

B
=

R
A
B rpy γ βα( ) Ra α, Ro β, Rn γ,=

R
A
B rpy γ 00( ) Rn γ,=

RA
B rpy γ β0( ) Ro β, RA

B rpy γ 00( )=

R
A
B rpy γ βα( ) Ra α, R

A
B rpy γ β0( )=

RA
B rpy γ βα( )

cαcβ cαsβsγ sαcγ– cαsβcγ sαsγ+

sαcβ sαsβsγ cαcγ+ sαsβcγ cαsγ–

sβ– cβsγ cβcγ
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3.7.2 Euler Angles

Rotation about the axes of the rotating system: z-y-x Euler angles

In this convention we distinguish between a fixed global frame and a local frame rigidly

attached to an object.  Initially the coordinate frames coincide. Subsequent rotations are

performed with respect to the local frame so that when we rotate the object the frame rotates

with it. The rotation angles are referred to as the Euler angles. The rotation axis correspond to

the moving axes.

 

Explanation

It is simpler to think of rotating {A} around the fixed axes of {B}. Rotating {B} by α is

equivalent to rotating {A} by −α.  So we compute for an arbitrary vector Ap:

 (notationally equivalent to rpy where r = z, p = y, y= x)

But, , , and 

∴ 

In other words, the sequence of Euler angle rotations is equivalent to rotations through these

angles taken in reverse order about the fixed axes.

RA
B zyx α βγ( ) Ra α, Ro β, Rn γ,=

n o
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n o
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n o
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n o

a
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n''
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α

pB RA
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R
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= Ru θ–,
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3.7.3 Interpretation via successive operations: roll, pitch, yaw about a fixed 
reference frame

Roll Pitch Yaw Representation (x-y-z) γ β α 

 

 

We need to combine (functionally compose) the operations in the order in which we did them:

A
B

C
D

A
B

C

D
γ

β

"Lock" C and D together to give 

Rotate C by β about 

R
C
D

yCRotate D by γ about xD

A
B CD

A
B CD

α

“Lock” B and C together to give 

Rotate B by α about 

RB
C

zB

“Lock” C and D together to give RA
B

R
A
D R

A
B R

B
C R

C
D Ra α, Ro β, Rn γ,= =
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3.7.4 Interpretation via successive operations: euler angles about the axes of 
the moving frame 

Z YX Euler Angles Representation θ φ ψ

 

 

We need to combine (functionally compose) the operations in the order in which we did them.

By using the inverses we get:

A
B

C
D

A

B
C

D

φθ

Rotate B, C and D by θ about zB

"Lock" A and B together to give

 ; or, 

Rotate C and D by φ about 

RA
B Ra θ,= RB

A Ra θ–,=

yC

A
B C

D

A
B CD

ψ

“Lock” B and C together to give

; or, 

Rotate D by ψ about 

RB
C Ro φ,= RC

B Ro φ–,=

xD

“Lock” C and D together to give 

; or, RC
D Rn ψ,= RD

C Rn ψ–,=
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But,

 and (XY)−1 = Y−1X−1

Now, let γ = ψ, β = φ, α = θ

Therefore,

The net effect of rotating about fixed axes in the order xyz is the same as rotating about moving

axes in the order zyx.

3.8 Rotation about an Arbitrary Axis

Suppose we are interested in a rotation about an arbitrary axis  through an angle θ.  To

accomplish this we first rotate  till it is alignment with the z axis. We can do this by first

rotating  about the z axis through an angle γ, and then rotating it about the x axis about α.  We

then perform the rotation about θ and then return  to its original position.  Thus,

3.9 Quaternions

Using quaternions to represent vectors and transformation matrices occasionally help simplify

calculations.  We briefly illustrate quaternions and their applications to geometrical modeling.

A quaternion is a 4-tuple, a = a + aii + ajj + akk, with i2 = j2 = k2 = −1, ij = k, jk = i, ki = j, ji =
−ij, kj = −jk and ik = −ki.  That is, a quaternion has a real part and a vector part.  Quaternion

arithmetic works as follows.  Setting a quaternion to be the sum of a scalar and a vector

 we have:

The conjugate of a quaternion A is the quaternion , from which it follows that 
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.

This leads to the definition of the norm  of a quaternion where . 

•  is the inverse quaternion and 

•

•

We can define a vector  by the quaternion , which is also known as a pure

quaternion.  Pure quaternions satisfy the following:

• |v| = |v|

•

• + properties of vectors

• If |v| = 1, then v is a square root of −1.

• If |v| = 1, then , where  is a unit vector. (Polar form)

3.9.1 Rotation as Quaternions

A rotation through an angle 2θ about an axis through the origin in the direction of a unit vector

 is specified by the quaternion  and is given by:

where p is a pure quaternion.  In matrix form, R(p) = RP can be expressed as

Compositions of rotations is easily given by . 

Since |rk| = 1 for each k, . Moreover,  can be expressed as a quaternion of the

form cosα + sinα .

Quaternions prove useful in application to animation or ‘in-betweening.’
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3.10 Reflection about a Plane through the Origin

The representation for reflections in any plane through the origin can be easily determined from

its normal vector.  If  is the normal to the plane then each point p is sent to p' under the

reflection satisfies . See illustration below.

In matrix form, a reflection is defined as I − 2NNT where N is the row vector that represents the

unit normal . 

3.11 3-D Isometries

The other isometries in space, viz., rotary reflection, glide reflection and screw transformation

can be obtained by combinations of translation, reflection and rotation.  Inversion in space is an

extension of the inversion in the plane.

n

p' p 2 p n⋅( )
n 2

-------------------n–=

n
p

p'

p n⋅
n 1=

n



4 Lines and Planes

4.1 Lines

In the plane or in two dimensions, the following table indicates the familiar ways of describing

lines.

In space, we use the notion that a line is uniquely defined by a point (location) and a vector

(direction / rotation). Given a point p and a vector , any point q on the line has equation

, in homogeneous coordinates:

Equivalently, a line is uniquely defined by two points p1 and p2 (affine combination):

q = p1 + λ (p2 − p1)

= (1 − λ) p1 + λ p2(!! addition of points and multiplication of point and scalar)

= λ1 p1 + λ2 p2 (λ1 + λ2 = 1)

The length L of any line is | p2 − p1| and the numbers  represent the angular

orientation of the line and are referred to as the direction cosines of the line.  The direction

cosines dx, dy and dz satisfy . 

Slope-intercept b, m y = mx + b

Point-slope (x1, y1), m y − y1 = m (x − x1)

Two-point (x1, y1), (x2, y2)

Intercept a, b

y y1–

x x1–
-------------

y2 y1–

x2 x1–
----------------=

x
a
--- y

b
---+ 1=

u

q p λu+=

x

y

z

1

xp

yp

zp

1

λ

ux

uy

uz

0

+=

x2 x1–

L
----------------

y2 y1–

L
----------------

z2 z1–

L
---------------, ,

dx
2

dy
2

dz
2

+ + 1=
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Point of Intersection

We can easily solve for the point of intersection of two lines should they intersect by using

vector arithmetic.  

Let a and b be lines given by pa = p1a + λa (p2a − p1a) and pb = p1b + λb (p2b − p1b).  

We have  and likewise for . Note that here p denotes a vector

and not a point in homogeneous coordinates. pa = pb represents the point of intersection if and

only if . 

4.2 Planes

A plane is uniquely represented as a row-vector ,

such that a point p  is on a plane γ  if and only if (plane equation):

γ p = 0 ⇔   = 0 ⇔  a x + b y + c z + d = 0

This test is known as the plane operator.

4.3  Normal Vector

Consider two points p1 and p2 on a plane γ:

γ p1 = 0 ∧  γ p2 = 0

⇔  γ (p1 − p2) = 0 ⇔   = 0

⇔  a (x1 − x2) + b (y1 − y2) + c (y1 − y2) = 0

⇔  γv ⋅ (p1 − p2) = 0

where γv is the (row-)vector , that is, a vector normal to the plane γ.

λa

p1a– p1b p2b×( )⋅
p2a p1a–( ) p1b p2b×( )⋅

------------------------------------------------------------= λb

0 λa λb, 1≤ ≤

a b c d

x

y

z

1

a b c d

a b c d

x

y

z

1

a b c 0

x1 x2–

y1 y2–

z1 z2–

1

a b c 0
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4.4 Normal Distance

A point p is on a plane γ if γv ⋅ p + γd = 0 (plane operator).

Consider the dot product of two arbitrary vectors  and . .  Consider too the

diagram below in which the projection of  onto  is given.

The projection length of  onto  is given by . By manipulating the dot product

expression, we get: 

In our definition of the plane operator above γv ⋅ p can be replaced by :

But  is the projection length of p onto . Thus  is also the projection length of p

onto . Since, under the plane operator, p is on γ if the above holds, then  is the distance,

measured along γv, between the plane and the origin. 

Therefore, the interpretation of the plane representation is

• γv is a vector normal to the plane, and

γd is a value, which if scaled by the negative of the reciprocal of  gives the distance, along

γv, from the plane to the origin.

a b a b⋅ a b θcos=

a b

b

a

b

θ

a
b θcos

b a b θcos

b θcos
a b⋅

a
----------=

γv p θcos

γv p θcos γd+ 0=

p θcos
γ– d

γv
--------=

p θcos γv

γ– d

γv
--------

γv

γd–

γv
--------

γv
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4.5 Scaling of Planes 

A plane multiplied by a positive constant is another representation of the same plane. This can

be shown by considering the effect of scaling on plane operator. If γ p = 0 then k (γ p) = 0 for

any k ∈ ℜ.

4.6 Normalization of Planes 

Like the other objects we have seen, the interpretation of a plane is simplified if the plane is

normalized, i.e., if γv is made into a unit vector and γd is scaled by the same scaling factor as γv.

,

In a normalized plane γd is simply the negative of the distance along the vector γv to the plane.

4.7 Plane Transformations

Planes are transformed by the inverse of the matrix that transforms a point. That is:

Aγ = Bγ 

To show that the above is true, we break the plane γ into two parts: the vector γv and the scaled

distance γd. This is possible as these do not interact with each other in the multiplication of a

vector and a matrix: γv is affected only by the rotation component of a transformation and γd is

affected by only the translation component.

The vector γv behaves like any other vector, that is, were it a column vector multiplying a

rotation matrix by it would yield the appropriately transformed result vector. But γv is a row

vector, therefore, when multiplied by a rotation matrix, the matrix must be transposed to have

the same effect. Since  and the rotation component of  is ,

Aγv = Bγv .

The scaled distance γd is more difficult.

Aγd = − Bγv ⋅  + Bγd

But , the location of the origin of frame A with respect to frame B. Further Bγv

⋅  is the scaled projection of  onto Bγv. If γv is a uit vector then Bγv ⋅  is the distance

that must be moved along γv starting at the origin of B to meet a plane parallel to γ and through

γN γ
γv
------- a

m
---- b

m
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m
---- d

m
---- m, a

2
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the origin of frame A. To this add the distance Bγd along the same vector to get the distance

along γv from γ to the origin of A. Since scaling of planes does not affect the plane per se, if γv is

not a unit vector the result still holds.

Thus, for both the γv and γd components of γ, the relation Aγ = Bγ  holds. Since the

components are treated independently in the matrix multiplication, the relation taken as a whole

is true.

Consider a point p represented with respect to frames A and B:

Ap =  Bp

It is easy to show that the plane operator holds with respect to both frames:

Aγ Ap = Bγ  Ap = Bγ   Bp = Bγ Bp

4.8 Sidedness of Planes 

The results of the plane operator can be divided into three classes. 

γ p > 0, γ p = 0 or γ p < 0

Two points, not on γ, are on the same side of γ if they belong to the same class as determined by

the plane operator. Thus γ defines a half-space, a locus of points that partitions E3 into the

categories out, on, and in. The choice of which side of a plane is out or in is by convention, but

once made it must be maintained throughout a mathematical system. We presume here that

points for which γ p > 0 are in the half-space defined by the plane γ.

If a plane is multiplied by a (negative) constant, the actual plane represented remains the same if

the plane is considered to be simply a planar locus of points. However, the plane representation

is also considered to carry information about the sidedness of a plane.

Consider the following cases:

T
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An effective rule of thumb for a plane is that the plane vector always points further into the

“meat” of the half-space.

4.8.1 Half-Spaces

In general, this method of describing half-spaces can be employed for any analytic function, for

example, curves and surfaces. Mathematically, a half-space is represented by a function

h(x, y, z) = 0.  By convention the points that satisfy h(x, y, z) > 0 are in the half-space. 

Half-spaces can be combined by using the Boolean operators to create complex closed shapes. 

o

n

a

γv = , γd = 22
2

------- 2
2

------- 0 γv = , γd = 22
2

-------–
2

2
-------– 0

γ

γ

o

n

a

h1
h2

h1 ∩ h2

h1 ∩ h2 ∩ h3 ∩ h4
A ∪ B

A

B

A = ∩ hai

B = ∩ hbj



5 Models and Representations: 
mathematical preliminaries

5.1 Levels of Models1

A model, in general, is an artificially constructed object that makes the observation of another

object easier.  We consider geometrical models at three distinct levels:

• World of physical objects of interest

• Mathematical modeling space

• Representation space

A mathematical model for our purpose is an abstraction, idealization of real three dimensional

physical objects.  We can consider this abstraction at many different levels, e.g., at the user

interface level, at the level of the algorithmic infrastructure, or at the arithmetic substratum.

At the interface level, users interact with a modeling system through language that is textual,

visual or both employing conceptual tools for creating, modifying, archiving and destroying

geometrical objects.  In addition, there may also be tools to reason about the properties of

these objects. Designing user interfaces for geometrical modeling systems is an open design

question, one that involves identifying a catalog of forms, features and constraints of interest

and understanding how these interplay.

The mathematical and algorithmic infrastructure implements these conceptual tools along

with auxiliary tools needed by these operations. Examples include constructing the

intersection of two objects, determining interference of solids, smoothly connecting two

surfaces, determining whether points are in- or outside a solid, constructing sweeps,

extrusions and other solid developments, etc.  Since efficient algorithms depend on

appropriate representations for geometries, it is critical to study different schemata for

representing solids and to convert between them.

1. A A G Requicha. Representations for rigid solids: theory, methods and systems, Computing

Surveys 12 (1980) pp. 437-464
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The arithmetic substratum deals with the primitives and computations associated with these

to implement the algorithms and solve the mathematical problems.  The major problem here

is one of implementing algorithms free of errors usually due to imprecise arithmetic caused

by round-off and cancellation.  Solutions to these problems involve developing solutions

that exhibit greater accuracy and numerical stability.

Geometric Models

Many problems we try to solve through models are inherently geometrical.  A number of

different approaches are employed to describe shapes and solids from simple images through

two dimensional drawings to solid models, the latter most reflecting somewhat “complete”

representations of physical objects.  These of course do not come without problems or issues.

For example, the figure below illustrates both hidden line views of a solid with and without a

central hole and the corresponding wire-frame description of the solids. Clearly, this visual

presentation is not without ambiguity.

The requirements on geometrical models especially that of general applicability demand

completeness, integrity and accuracy of these models.  The above figure illustrates the lack of

completeness  of information as exemplified by the wireframe model. Another kind of problem

is one of integrity, which is exemplified by the problem of removing hidden lines and surfaces

for visual presentation. Typically geometrical models are converted to polyhedra and the

conversion may result in polygons that intersect each other seemingly at points and lines that do

not constitute common edges or vertices.  The third type of problem is one of complexity one

kind of which is exemplified by the issue of generating polyhedral models. Even a simple object

may requires hundreds and thousands of polygons. Another kind of complexity is the formation

of the appropriate set of mathematical equations to represent the geometrical forms.
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Nonetheless, representations are useful as:

– ways of describing physical objects;

– as abstractions of specific properties or characteristics;

– and more importantly, as “forms” that can be “operated on”, making them suitable for 

(computer) manipulation

Geometric modeling is the characterization of the modeling and representation spaces, and the

specification (and proof) of the relationship between these spaces.

• Objects in modeling spaces are typically defined implicitly, e.g., the modeling space of

polyhedra can be described as the set of all planar faced solid objects.

• Objects in representation spaces are defined explicitly, by roster or an enumeration

procedure. (Enumeration procedures are usually algebras or grammars.)

Applications of geometric and solid modeling can be found in engineering, product design,

CAM, prototyping, robot programming, motion planning – that is, in fields such as architecture,

engineering, computer science and mathematics – sometimes with conflicting demands from the

subject.

5.2 Representation Scheme

A representation scheme is a relation between a modeling space and a representation space.

The representation space R is the collection of all syntactically valid representations.  Given an

alphabet of symbols and operators (or syntactical rules), such representations are constructed as

finite symbol structures.  Then, a representation may be viewed as a language generated by

some grammar.

The mathematical modeling space M is a collection of abstract geometric entities. Through

association, these entities define the semantics of the representations.

M
modeling space

R
representation space

D
domain

V
range

MODEL REPRESENTATION

Θ: D → V

Θ-1

representation scheme

(semantics) (syntax)
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A representation scheme Θ is a relation between a modeling space and a representation space

with domain D and range V (image of D under Θ).  Any representation r in the range V is both

syntactically correct (r ∈ R) and semantically correct (has corresponding elements in the

domain D, i.e., Θ−1(r) ⊂ D).  Such a representation is said to be valid.  A representation r ∈ R is

unambiguous or complete if it corresponds to a single element of D, i.e., Θ−1(r) is a singleton

{m}.  It is unique if its corresponding models can be represented by r only, i.e., Θ(Θ 1(r)) = {r}.

R is specified in advance, albeit mostly indirectly, either algebraically (with operators) or

grammatically (using syntax rules).  M is not specified in advance, the generation of some of its

members is the task of a design.  As a result, we are more interested in Θ−1.

Formal and Informal Properties of Solid Models

The following table specifies the formal and informal properties of solids, the former specified

mathematically, the latter stated in more imprecise fashion.

expressive power Reflects the extent of the domain, the precision of representation: 

Θ is semantically exhaustive if D = M

validity A representation r is valid if r ∈ V:

Θ is syntactically valid if V = R  (integrity ensured)

Θ is well-formed if D = M and V = R

ambiguity and 

uniqueness
Θ is unambiguous if Θ−1 is a function (completeness ensured)

Θ is unique if Θ is a function

If Θ is both unambiguous and unique, there exists a one-to-one 

correspondence

closure Reflecting the fact that under closure for operators in the 

representation space: r ∈ V ∧  op(r) → r' ⇒  r' ∈ V :

• completeness: able to reach the whole range from one point

• non-redundancy: get to each point only once

• monotonicity with respect to properties: operator does not

change properties

conciseness Reflects the “size” of representations and the non-redundancy of 

representational elements

applicability Reflects computational ease in terms of efficient, correct, robust 

and extensible algorithms

description 

languages

Reflects the ease of creating a representation
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5.3 Mathematical Models of Solids

Solid models are based on two basic kinds of mathematical objects:

Point-set topology → which reflects 2- and 3-D solidity

Algebraic topology → which reflects essentially 2-D bounding surfaces

Set Theory

Both rely on set theory, in particular, on point set theory in the sense that a geometrical object

can be regarded as the locus of points that are contained in the object.  Thus, every object can be

regarded as a point set.  Each point set is a subset of a universe of points representing, for solids,

3D space.  Points sets define a Boolean algebra under the operations of union and intersection.

The properties of a Boolean algebra are listed below  Note  and E denote the complement and

universe respectively. .

Union properties

 is a set Closure

Commutativity

Associativity

Identity

Idempotency

Complement

Intersection properties

 is a set Closure

Commutativity

Associativity

Identity

Idempotency

Complement

Distributive properties

A
c

A B∪

A B∪ B A∪=

A B∪( ) C∪ A B C∪( )∪=

A ∅∪ A=

A A∪ A=

A A
c∪ E=

A B∩

A B∩ B A∩=

A B∩( ) C∩ A B C∩( )∩=

A E∩ A=

A A∩ A=

A A
c∩ ∅=

A B C∩( )∪ A B∪( ) A C∪( )∩=

A B C∪( )∩ A B∩( ) A C∩( )∪=
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The Boolean operations and set complement are illustrated in the venn diagrams below. Note

that set difference can be defined in terms of ∩ as follows: 

Complement properties

E
c ∅=

∅c
E=

A
c( )

c
A=

A B∪( )c
A

c
B

c∩=

A B∩( )c
A

c
B

c∪=

A B– p A∈ p A B∩∉( ){ }=

A B∪ A B∩

A B– B A–

A Ac

A

B
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5.4 Point-set Topology 

Abstract definitions

Definition 5.1  A topological space is a set S together with an assignment of subsets of S, 

called neighborhoods of their respective points, such that

(1) every point p ∈ S is in some neighborhood,

(2) the intersection of any two neighborhoods of a point contains a neighborhood of that 

point.

Definition 5.2   Given a topological space S, a subset A of S and a point p of S, p is near A,

written p ← A, if every neighborhood of p contains a point of A.

Example

Topology of open disks

• A neighborhood of a point p in the plane is any open disk

that contains p: δneighborhood (p) = {q | ⎢p − q⎥ < δ}

Note that δ can be as infinitesimally small as possible or as

infinitely large as possible.

• A point p is near a subset A of the plane if every

neighborhood of p contains a point of A

Properties

• A set is closed if it contains all its near points, the closure of a set A, denoted c(A), is the set

of points in S near A (includes A).

• A set A is open if no point in A is near the complement of A, the interior of a set A, denoted

i(A), is the set of points not near the complement of A.

• A set is bounded if it is contained in a neighborhood, the boundary of a set A, denoted δ(A),

is the set of points near A and near its complement.

• A set is compact if it is both closed and bounded.

• A set is connected if whenever the set is divided into two non-empty disjoint parts then one

of these parts contains a point near the other (A = B ∪ C, B ≠ ∅, C ≠ ∅, B ∩ C = ∅).

5.5 Continuous Transformations

Point-set topology is based on the concept of continuity or continuous transformation.

Definition 5.3   A continuous transformation from a set D to a set R is a function f with

domain D and range R such that for any point p ∈ D and set A ⊂ D, if p is near A, then f(p) is

near the set f(A) = {f(q) | q ∈ A}.

p ← A

p ← A/
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Examples in the Plane

• Any transformation that preserves the size and shape of circles is continuous,

i.e., rotations, reflections and translations

• Scaling, stretching, folding, composition, …

• Stereographic projection

This is an infinite stretch.  The domain is the sphere x2 + y2 + z2 = 1 in space with the north

pole (0, 0, 1) removed.  Consider the transformation s taking each point p (x, y, z) to the

point q in the xy-plane so that points p, q and the north pole lie in a straight line:

Consider the identity transformation I that leaves each point fixed: I(p) = p. A transformation u:

D → R is invertible if there is a transformation v: R → D such that the composition v ° u = I.

The transformation v is an inverse for u.

Definition 5.4   A topological transformation is a continuous transformation that has a

continuous inverse transformation.  Two sets are topologically equivalent if there is a

topological transformation between them.  A topological property of a set is a property

possessed alike by the set and all its topological equivalents (a property preserved under a

topological transformation).

Examples in the Plane

• A cell is any figure topologically equivalent to the (closed) disk D = {p | ⎢p⎥ ≤ 1}

• A path is any figure topologically equivalent to the line segment L = {(x, y) | y = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1}

• A closed path (or Jordan curve) is any figure topologically equivalent to the circle

C = {p | ⎢p⎥ = 1} 

s x y z, ,( ) x
1 z–
----------- y

1 z–
----------- 0, ,⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞=

x
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•
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6 Point-Set Models of Solid1

Definition 6.1  A solid is a compact (bounded, closed) subset of E3.

Additionally a solid satisfies the following requirements:

• rigidity: invariance under rigid transformations, a rigid object is an equivalence class of

point sets of E3 such that there exists a rigid transformation between any two point sets from

the same class.

• regularity: no isolated points, lines or faces.

• representational finiteness: restricted to objects whose surfaces are algebraic, i.e., they are

representable by means of (finite) polynomials of x, y and z.

Definition 6.2   The regularization of a point set A, denoted by r(A), is defined by r(A) =

c(i(A)).  Sets that satisfy r(A) ≡ A are said to be regular.  A bounded regular set is termed an

r-set.

Regularization has the effect of eliminating dangling vertices, edges and faces.

1. C M Hoffman, Geometric and Solid Modeling, pp. 13-37

M Mäntylã, An Introduction to Solid Modeling, pp. 29-34

“dangling
face”

edge”

solid
cube

“dangling
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Regularized set operations are regularity-

preserving variants of the Boolean set

operations.

A ∪* B = c(i(A ∪ B)) = r(A ∪ B)

A ∩* B = c(i(A ∩ B)) = r(A ∩ B)

A −* B = c(i(A −B)) = r(A − B)

6.1 Decomposition Models

In these models a point set is represented as a combination of some basic building blocks glued

together.  We consider one such, viz., octree representation.

The octree is an adaptive space subdivision model. The octree uses a recursive subdivision of

the space of interest into 8 equal quadrants arranged as an 8-ary tree. Each octree is arranged

around a local origin. Each node of the tree represents a 3D rectangular region and consists of a

code and a eight pointers towards each of its eight children. If the code = black, the space

represented by a node that is all material and is also a leaf node; if code = white, the space is

empty and again, the node is a leaf node; otherwise, code = grey, and the node represents part

material and part empty space. It is easy to show that 7/8-th of the nodes of an octree are leaves.

In this way any solid can be represented as a collection of 3D rectangles of varying sizes.

6.1.1 Octree Representation

Octrees are constructed from primitives by a classification procedure between the primitive

instance and an arbitrary node in the octree. The classification distinguishes between:

• a white node (its 3D region) which is in the exterior of the primitive

• a black node which is in interior of the primitive

• and a grey node which is partially in the interior of the primitive

A

B

A ∩ B A ∩* B
“dangling

face”
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The following algorithm illustrates the construction of an octree representation of a primitive.

Make-Octree (P, R, depth)

code ← Classify(P, R) 

if (code = GREY) 

if (depth = 0) 

code(R) ← BLACK

else
Subdivide(R)

for each octant i {1 ... 8} do 

Make-Octree(P, child(R)[i], depth−1)

else
code(R) ← code

Any octree modeler consists of procedures to generate an octree representation from

parametrized primitives; Boolean operations to produce the octree representing the union,

intersection or difference of two octree solids; geometric transformations of an octree solid (this

is relatively hard); procedures to calculate properties of octree solids; procedures for displaying

an octree solid (this is a relatively simple traversal of the tree) and shading an octree solid

(which although involves a tree traversal is not so straightforward).

The Boolean operation involves a synchronous traversal of the two octrees with a node by node

comparison. We illustrate the procedure for intersection.

• The nodes are both leaf nodes. The resulting node is a leaf node in the resulting octree

representation and for the resulting code to be BLACK both nodes have to be BLACK. 

• One of the nodes is a leaf node. If the leaf node is BLACK, the subtree of the nonleaf node is

copied as the resulting subtree.

• Both nodes are GREY in which case the procedure recursively considers the children of the

nodes

1
2

3
4

7
8

6
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Properties

Other decomposition techniques include cell decomposition in which basic cell types are glued

to together. A solid is modeled by a collection of semi-disjoint cells which may touch each other

but no interior points in common.  Finite element models are examples of cell decomposition.

6.2 Constructive Models

In these models a point set is represented as a combination of primitive point sets:

• primitive solid types → instancing

• construction operators → combining

– under regularized Boolean operations: union (∪*), intersection (∩*) and difference 

(−*)

– under rigid transformations

6.2.1 Half-space Models

Primitives are half-spaces.

Definition 6.3   A point set A has a characteristic function gA(p): p → {0, 1} where

gA(p) = 1 if p ∈ A and gA(p) = 0 if p ∉ A.

In particular, half-spaces are represented using real-valued analytic functions of x, y and z

defined everywhere in E3.

Real-valued analytic functions are generalizations of polygonal functions.  Real-valued analytic

functions are locally in agreement with their Taylor series expansions; this implies that they

expressive power Approximate representations

validity All octrees are valid representations of some solid, provide 

connectivity requirements are not imposed.

ambiguity and 

uniqueness

Unambiguous up to the limit of resolution. For any given 

resolution, for any given solid, its octree is unique.

closure of 

operations

Closed under Boolean operations and geometrical 

transformations.

conciseness Number of nodes is proportional to the surface area of the solid.

applicability Algorithms for octree modeling are based on tree traversals.

description 

languages

Generally derived from conversion from other representations.
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possess derivatives of all order everywhere.  The reason for choosing this type of function is

that it can be shown that objects based on functions of the type are closed under the regularized

Boolean operations.

For any such function f(x, y, z), a characteristic function can be written.

g(f(x)) :

Thus every function f(x, y, z), defines a half-space,

that is, it divides space into two regions (neither of

which needs to be bounded). Points are inside or

on the boundary of the half-space if the value of

the characteristic function applied to them is 1.

Points are outside the space if the value of the

characteristic function applied to them is 0.

Then, the modeling space M is defined as the class

of Boolean combinations of available half-spaces.

The corresponding representations are semi-

analytic (combinations of real-analytic functions). 

Properties

expressive power Dependent on the selection of half-spaces available and the 

generality of the operations.  (Not all surfaces can be 

represented as analytic functions.)

validity Not every combination of half-spaces yields a finite point set

ambiguity and 

uniqueness

Each valid combination of half-spaces determines a solid.  Half-

space models are unambiguous, half-space representations are 

not unique.

closure of 

operations

Any combination of two half-space models defines a new valid 

model.

conciseness Half-space models are relatively concise.

applicability Algorithms for half-space modeling are based on set-

membership classification.

description 

languages

Instantiation and combination yield relatively simple 

descriptions.

x 0 1,{ }→
g f x( )( ) 1 f x( ) 0≥⇒=

g f x( )( ) 0 f x( ) 0<⇒=⎩
⎨
⎧

,

h

r

H1

H2

H3
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6.2.2 Constructive Solid Geometry

Primitives are bounded solids. i.e., r-sets.

• represented as (bounded) combinations of half-spaces

• parametrized

CSG representations are binary trees. Nonterminal nodes represent operators, either rigid

transformations or regularized Boolean set operations; terminal nodes represent primitive

instances.  

<CSG-tree>::= 

<primitive instance> |

<CSG-tree> <regularized set operation> <CSG-tree> |

<rigid motion><CSG-tree>

Textually, the above figure can be described by the following sentence:

(z-translate(block(xa, ya, za),δz) ∪* block(xb, yb, zb)) −* 

(x-move(y-move(z-cylinder(radius, height),δy),δx)

The representation can be extended to a directed acyclic graph (dag), which allows

subassemblies of a design to be represented only once.

−*

∪*

C

B

A

B

C
z-move

A

x-move

y-move
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Properties

The representation scheme may be extended to allow for generalized CSG primitives (e.g.,

polyhedral primitives and sweeping primitives), provided the necessary procedures are

available.

expressive power Dependent on the selection of primitives (and half-spaces) 

available and the generality of the operations.  (Not all surfaces 

can be represented as analytic functions.)

validity Every CSG-tree is guaranteed to model a valid solid object, 

provided that the primitives are valid.

ambiguity and 

uniqueness

Every CSG-tree unambiguously models a solid, CSG 

representations are not unique.

closure of 

operations

Regularized set operations are algebraically closed for CSG 

trees.

conciseness In principle, relatively concise.

applicability Algorithms for CSG modeling use a divide and conquer 

approach.

description 

languages

Usually textual
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7 Classification Algorithms for CSG 
Representation

A CSG representation only has an implicit description of the geometry of the modeled solid. For

many applications, such as graphical output, this must be evaluated accordingly.  Given the

structure of a CSG tree, a divide-and-conquer approach to the design of algorithms for CSG

representations follows naturally.  Applied to CSG trees, the idea is to process the subtrees

recursively for each node, combining the solutions of subproblems taking into account the

particular node operations.  The recursion ends at the primitive leaves, where the problem is

solved for the particular primitive.

Set membership classification is the generic algorithm for CSG representations, based on the

divide-and-conquer approach.  Set membership classification classifies a candidate set C

against a reference set R and produces three sets CinR, ConR, CoutR, representing the parts of C

that are inside, on (the boundary), and outside of R respectively.

The most elementary of set membership classification algorithms is point/solid classification in

which the candidate set is a point, the reference set a CSG tree, and one of the output sets

contains the point (the others being empty).

Two forms of the classification algorithm are of interest:

• Naive point set classification is simple, illustrates the basic structure of the algorithm well,

but is incorrect for certain cases.

• Point set classification using neighborhoods corrects the flaws of naive point set

classification by incrementally adding the notion of neighborhoods to the earlier algorithm.

7.1 Naive Point-set Classification

There are three steps in the algorithm

1) Propagate the candidate set to the nodes of the tree.  

A point is unchanged when passing through a Boolean operation node; it is transformed 

by the inverse of the transformation of a transformation node (rotation or translation).
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2) Classify the candidate set with respect to the primitive solids (leaf nodes).

3) Propagate the classifications back up the tree.  

Classifications pass through transformation nodes unchanged and are combined by the 

following tables at the combination nodes.

The following pseudo-algorithm illustrates this approach.

Classify (C, R)

if R is a primitive

Classify-Prim (C, R)

else if op(R) is a rigid transformation

T ← Inverse(op(R))

Classify (Transform (T, C), child(R))

else
Combine (Classify (C, left(R)), Classify (C, right(R)), op(R))

7.2 Point-set Classification using Neighborhoods

Naive point set classification fails in certain cases where classifications of on and on must be

combined at operation nodes.

The problem occurs because the neighborhoods of the points being classified combine so as to

make the point either inside or outside the object.  For example, in a union, when a point is on

∪* in on out ∩* in on out

in in in in in in on out

on in on? on on on on? out

out in on out out out out out

\* in on out

in out on in

on out on? on

out out out out
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two half spaces that are coincident but oppositely oriented, the result should be put the point in

CinR, whereas the naive classification puts it in ConR.

The solution is to include neighborhood information in the results of the point-primitive

classification step of the naive algorithm and to pass and combine the neighborhoods during the

upward propagation step.  In essence, we do a Boolean operation on neighborhoods at each

operation node in the upward classification.

A neighborhood of a point p with respect to a solid S is the intersection with S of an open ball of

infinitesimal radius ε centered at p.

• p is inside if the neighborhood is a full ball

• p is outside if the neighborhood is an empty ball

For ease of explanation we consider a solid as made up of planar surfaces. We decompose the

surfaces into vertices, edges and faces. 

• if p is on the surface and in the interior of a face, the neighborhood is a halfspace

 

A B A ∪* B A −* BA ∩* B

A B A ∪* B A −* BA ∩* B

p

Neighborhood of an interior face
point is a half-space
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• if p is on the surface and in the interior of an edge, the neighborhood is a wedge or a

collection of wedges with a common edge

• if p is on the surface and coincident with a vertex, the neighborhood is a cone or a collection

of cones with a common apex

Refining the Classification during Upward Propagation

As stated previously, the combination tables above do not take into account geometric

information on the neighborhood structure, and hence, do not always produce the correct

results.  For example, under union, two half-spaces may remain a half-space or become a full

ball.  In the latter case the on classification for a point must change to an in classification for the

point.  To repair the naive method of point-set classification we must perform the Boolean

operations on the neighborhoods themselves.  The first step is represent the neighborhoods

properly.

p p

Neighborhood of an interior edge point is
a wedge or a series of wedges

p

Simple neighborhood of a
vertex

p

General neighborhood of a
vertex
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Representation of Neighborhoods

The representation of neighborhoods must account for all these special cases.

• Out neighborhoods are the null set.

• In neighborhoods are the universal set.

• On half-space or face neighborhoods are plane equations with face normals pointing

towards the exterior of the face.

• On edge neighborhoods are sector maps (or equivalently for polyhedra, intervals on a

modular real line).  These are the set of sectors (at least triangles) that contain the point and

the edge.

• On vertex neighborhoods are polygon maps on a spherical surface (basically the set of

sectors coplanar with the faces that contain the vertex).  Notice that vertex neighborhoods

can be inferred from the adjacent edge-neighborhoods of the point.

Consider a union node.  Let NL and NR be the neighborhood classification for the left and right

subtrees.  Let N denote the resulting classification.

The in, out cases

• If NL is a the full ball (i.e. in), N = NL.

If NL is a the empty ball (i.e., out) N = NR.

The on cases

• NL and NR are face-neighborhoods.

N is an edge-neighborhood unless the faces are coplanar (i.e., the face equations are the

same) in which case N is a face-neighborhood (i.e., still classified as on) or the full ball (i.e.,

reclassified as in) depending on the orientations of the faces (This is determined by the

direction of the face normals).

pp p

Face-neighborhoods
⇒ face-neighborhood

Face-neighborhoods
⇒ edge-neighborhood
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• NL and NR are edge-neighborhoods.

N is a vertex-neighborhood unless (i) the edges coincide in which case N is an edge-

neighborhood (ii) and additionally, two sectors are coplanar and disjoint in which case N is a

face-neighborhood.

• NL (NR) is a vertex-neighborhood and NR (NL) is an edge-neighborhood.  

N is a vertex-neighborhood unless each cone of the vertex neighborhood is contained in a

wedge of the edge-neighborhood.

• NL and NR are vertex-neighborhoods.

N is a vertex-neighborhood unless (i) the cones form a wedge in which case N is an edge-

neighborhood (ii) and additionally, two sectors are coplanar and disjoint in which case N is a

face-neighborhood.

In a similar fashion, we can define refinement rules for the other Boolean operations.

p p

p

Edge-neighborhoods
⇒ vertex-neighborhood

Edge-neighborhoods
⇒ edge-neighborhood

Edge-neighborhoods
⇒ face-neighborhood

p

Vertex-neighborhoods
⇒ vertex-neighborhood

Vertex-neighborhoods
⇒ face-neighborhood

Vertex-neighborhoods
⇒ edge-neighborhood

p

p
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7.3 Computation of Set-primitive Intersections

For many instances of the problem of finding the intersection between a candidate set and a

half-space, a good solution can be found by putting the candidate set in parametric form and the

half-space in implicit form.

For example, consider classifying a line segment against a plane.

The plane γ in implicit form: a x + b y + c z + d = 0

The line segment in parametric form:  which expands to 

A point p is on a plane γ if (plane operator)

γ p = 0

⇔ 

⇔  

The solution for t is

If t is between 0 and 1, the line segment intersects the plane.

Note that the denominator is the dot product of the plane normal and the line vector. It is

precisely when this dot product is zero that no intersection will exist because the line will be

parallel to, or, in the plane. Any algorithm must, of course, check for this occurrence and return

no intersection when the line segment is parallel to the plane and the entire line segment as

intersection when the line is in the plane.

7.4 Usage

The following are some of the uses of CSG representation.

• Generation of wire frame model

• Boundary evaluation: the generation of images with hidden lines removed

• Ray casting

• Computation of integral properties, e.g., volume
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7.5 Redundancy

It is possible because of the nature of the CSG tree that it may contain redundant information.  A

simple case of redundancy occurs when considering interference.  Two CSG trees T1 and T2 do

not interfere if T1 ∩* T2 = ∅.  

In general, a subtree  of a CSG tree T is redundant if

replacing  with the null object Λ or with the

complement Ω of the null object does not alter the shape

defined by T.  In the first case  is Λ-redundant in T; in

the other case,  is Ω-redundant in T.  In the figure

shown on the right, A is Λ-redundant in A ∪* B and B is

Ω-redundant in A ∩* B. 

Redundancies occur in other ways as well.  For example,

in modifying a CSG tree we may create a subtree that contain parts that are not necessary for the

object defined by the tree.  A general approach to detecting redundancy is to approximate the

CSG tree by enclosing the objects by simple geometric shapes, e.g., a sphere or a box and to

apply conditions based on the approximation.  We fix a class Σ of approximating shapes, say,

boxes  Then, each subtree can be approximated by a shape .  For each intermediate

node, we have the following approximation rules:

• If T = T1 ∪* T2, σ(T) = σ(σ(T1) ∪* σ(T2))

• If T = T1 ∩* T2, σ(T) = σ(σ(T1) ∩* σ(T2))

• If T = T1 −* T2, σ(T) = σ(T1)

The approximation at the root of the CSG tree T contains the entire object. If, for any subtree

of T, σ(T) ∩* σ( ) = ∅, then the subtree  can be deleted from T.

A

B

T′
T′

T′
T′

T′ σ T′( ) Σ∈

T′
T′ T′



8 Algebraic Topology and Surface 
Models

We now consider a modeling space that is based on properties of the boundary and not on the

volume of solid objects: The boundary of a solid consists of a collection of faces that form a

closed surface.

8.1 A Quick Recap

A topological space is a set S together with an assignment of subsets of

S, called neighbor-hoods of their respective points, such that

1) every point p ∈ S is in some neighborhood,

2) the intersection of any two neighborhoods of a point contains a 

neighborhood of that point.

Given a topological space S, a subset A of S and a point p of S, p is near

A if every neighbor-hood of p contains a point of A.

The topological space represents a ‘hierarchical’ division of the set S into ‘constituent’ parts

according to the Boolean operations of intersection and union. Note that a finitely many

intersections of neighborhoods of a point p is a neighborhood of p.  Furthermore the union of

finitely many neighborhoods of a point p is also a neighborhood of p.  Moreover, a

neighborhood is an open set.

A continuous transformation from a set D to a set R is a function f with domain D and range R

such that for any point p ∈ D and set A ⊂ D, if p is near A, then f(p) is near the set f(A) = {f(q) |

q ∈ A}.

A topological transformation is a continuous transformation that has a continuous inverse

transformation.  Two sets are topologically equivalent if there is a topological transformation

between them.

A topological transformation is also called a homeomorphism.  Two sets are said to be

homeomorphic if they are topologically equivalent.

Topological
Space

Continuous
Transformation

Topological
Transformation

Homeomorphism
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8.2 Manifolds

Intuitively, a surface may be regarded as a subset of E3 which is essentially “two-dimensional”,

every point of the surface is surrounded by a two-dimensional region of points belonging to the

surface. 

Abstractly, we define a surface or 2-manifold to be a topological space where every point has a

neighborhood topologically equivalent to an open disk of E2.  In general, 

Definition 8.1  An n-manifold in Ek, where n ð k, is a topological space in which every point 

has a neighborhood that is topologically equivalent to En.

All of the solid physical objects we see around us are 3-manifolds bounded by 2-manifolds.

A 2-manifold with boundary can be thought of as a subset of a 2-manifold in which the

complement of the subset is open.  Thus a 2-manifold with boundary has points topologically

equivalent to a halfspace of an open disk of E2.  In general,

Definition 8.2   An n-manifold with boundary is a topological space that has points with

neighborhoods that are topologically equivalent to the positive halfspace

En+ = {(x1, …, xn) ∈ En | x1 ≥ 0}

2-manifolds with boundary are models of portions of the boundaries of 3-manifolds.

Examples

Note that there exists a topological equivalence between some surfaces and the boundaries of

some r-sets.  We say that an r-set A is a realization of a 2-manifold M in E3 if M and the

boundary of A are topologically equivalent.

However, not all r-sets are realizations of 2-manifolds (see figures below).  The class of 2-

manifolds that have at least one realization as an r-set are called the realizable 2-manifolds.

The simplest example of a surface is the plane or any open subset of the plane

A sphere is an example of a surface without boundary

A cylinder is an example of a surface with boundary
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8.3 Plane Models

In order to establish sufficient conditions for the realizability of 2-manifolds, we introduce the

concept of plane models.  Consider the surface with boundary of a cylinder, obtained from a

single disk in the form of a rectangle by gluing together a pair of opposing edges.

We consider a special topology on (labeled) plane figures where a point on a labeled edge has a

neighborhood consisting of the union of two half-disks around symmetrical points on

identically labeled edges.  Such symmetrical points on edges are said to be (topologically)

identified and are treated as a single point.

Examples

sphere

torus

two-holed torus (connected sum of two tori) 

twisted surfaces (Möbius strip, projective plane, Klein bottle) (see page 77).

α

p
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Recall that a cell is any figure topologically equivalent to a (closed) disk.  We define a complex

to be any figure that is built by gluing together one or more cells.

8.3.1 Polygons

A polygon is a cell with a finite number of points on the boundary chosen as vertices. Sections

of boundary between vertices are called edges.  A polyhedron is a complex that is topologically

equivalent to a sphere. The constituting cells are called faces  Then, a complex is any

topological space that is constructed out of vertices, edges and polygons by topological

identification.  Formally, we define the identification of edges and vertices as follows.

Definition 8.3   Given a set P of polygons, a collection of edges a1, a2, … of the polygons

are termed identified when:

(1)  Each edge is assigned an orientation and placed in topological correspondence with the

unit interval in such a way that the initial point corresponds to 0 and the final point to 1.

(2)  The points on the edges a1, a2, … that all correspond to the same value from the unit

interval are treated as a single point.

(3)  We consider as neighborhoods the disks entirely contained in a single polygon plus the

unions of half-disks whose diameters are matching intervals around corresponding points on

the edges a1, a2, … .

Definition 8.4   Given a set P of polygons, a collection of vertices p1, p2, … of the polygons

are said to be identified when:

(1)  This collection of vertices is treated as a single point.

(2)  We consider as neighborhoods the disks entirely contained in a single polygon plus the

unions of portions of disks around each of the points on the edges p1, p2, … .

8.4 Realizable Plane Models

Topological identification can produce neighborhoods that are not disks and thus do not satisfy

the definition of a 2-manifold.  To model 2-manifolds we must restrict topological

identification.

Definition 8.5   A plane model is a surface subdivision if the following conditions are

obeyed in the topological identification of plane models

(1) Each edge is identified with exactly one other edge.

(2) For each collection of identified vertices, the polygons identified at that collection can be

arranged in a cycle such that each consecutive pair of polygons are identified at an edge

adjacent to a vertex from the collection.

Surface subdivisions do not in general have realizations as r-sets. An additional property is

required:
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Definition 8.6   (Möbius rule) A plane model is orientable if each polygon can be given a

definite direction around the polygon, such that for each pair of identified edges, one edge

occurs in its positive orientation in the direction chosen for its polygon, and the other

appears in the negative direction.

Examples

The Möbius strip (twisted cylinder) is a surface with boundary that is not orientable.

The Klein bottle (twisted torus) is a surface without boundary that is not orientable.

Properties

A surface is compact if and only if its subdivisions use only a finite number of polygons.

A surface is connected if and only if the polygons in a subdivision of the surface can be

arranged in a sequence so that each polygon has at least one edge identified to an edge of an

earlier polygon in the sequence.

Every orientable, compact, connected surface is topologically equivalent to either a sphere

or a connected sum of tori.
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8.5 The Euler Characteristic

Probably the most important topological property of orientable surface subdivisions is the Euler

characteristic. This characteristic is arrived at simply by counting the vertices, edges and

polygons of the subdivision.  Consider the following notation:

v - number of collections of identified vertices

e - number of pairs of identified edges

f - number of polygons

The Euler characteristic χ of a polyhedron equals 2:

χ = f − e + v = 2

The Euler characteristic of a cell equals 1.

Betti Numbers

In general, the Euler characteristic can be expressed using the Betti numbers h0, h1 and h2.  The

resulting equation is called the Euler-Poincaré formula:

χ = f − e + v = h0 − h1 + h2

Topological significance of the Betti numbers:

The zeroth Betti number h0 equals the number of components (connected pieces) of a

surface.

The first Betti number h1 is the connectivity number of the surface.  It equals the largest

number of closed curves that can be drawn on the surface without dividing the surface into

two or more pieces.  More intuitively, h1 equals twice the number of ‘holes’ in the object.

The second Betti number h2 reveals the orientability of the surface and equals h0 for the

kinds of surfaces we are interested in.

We adopt the following mnemonic notation:

s - number of connected surfaces or ‘shells’ (s = h0)

h - the number of holes or handles (also called the genus of the surface) (h = h1/2).

χ = v − e + f = 2(s − h)

This assumes that a face is bounded by a single loop of vertices.  Otherwise, consider l the total

number of loops:

χ = v − e + f − (l − f) = 2(s − h)

The Euler characteristic is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for plane models to

model orientable 2-manifolds.
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8.6 Simplicial Complexes

In order to show the equivalence between a surface and the boundary of an r-set in the

Euclidean space E3, we need to consider an embedding of the surface in E3.  The

correspondence between manifolds and point-sets becomes more tangible if we consider

simplicial complexes.

We define a simplex as a convex combination of points.

Definition 8.7   A d-simplex S is the largest set of points obtainable as a combination of d+1

linearly independent points pi (that form a set P) such that

s ∈ S  if  s = a1 p1 + … + ad+1 pd+1 with  ∑ ai = 1, ai ≥ 0. 

The coordinates of a point s in terms of the points p of P are called the barycentric coordinates

of s.  These are unique given P.  (A parametric line equation is closely related to barycentric

coordinates.)

Then, a 0-simplex corresponds to a vertex, a 1-simplex to an edge, and a 2-simplex to a

triangular face.

The boundary of a d-simplex S obtained from a set P consists of all (d−k)-simplices (0 < k ≤ d)

obtainable from P and is denoted ¹(S).  The simplices of the boundary of a simplex are known as

its ‘faces.’  How many simplices are on the boundary of a simplex?

A simplicial complex C is a finite set of simplices satisfying the following restrictions:

Every ‘face’ of a simplex in C is also in C.

The intersection of two simplices in C is either empty or is in C

(in the latter case, the intersection of two simplices S1 and S2 in C is a ‘face’ of both S1 and

S2). 

We say that the simplices in a simplicial complex are properly joined.

p1 p1 p1 p1

p2 p2 p2

p3 p3

p4

0-simplex 1-simplex 2-simplex 3-simplex
(point) (line segment) (triangle) (solid tetrahedron)
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Then, a surface is topologically equivalent to a simplicial complex C of dimension 2 satisfying

the following restrictions:

Every 1-simplex in C is incident to exactly two 2-simplices.

The link of every 0-simplex in C is a triangulation of a circle.

This corresponds to the conditions for a plane model to be a surface subdivision.

(a) Properly joined simplices in a complex

(a) Improperly joined simplices in a complex



9 Boundary Representations

Boundary models represent a solid indirectly through a representation of its bounding surface.

They represent a solid object by segmenting its boundary into a collection of faces and generally

represent each face by its bounding edges and vertices.  The representation consists typically of

a directed graph containing face, edge and vertex nodes.  

We assume that each boundary representation scheme has a finite number of generic primitive

surfaces.  Faces, then, satisfy the following conditions:

• Each face is a subset of some primitive surface.

• Each face must have area and neither have dangling edges nor isolated points

• Each face of an object is a subset of the object's boundary.

• The union of all the faces of an object equals the object's boundary.

Other restrictions that are imposed though not essential include:

• Faces may not overlap.

• Each face must be connected.

• Faces may have no holes.

Faces have to be represented unambiguously if a boundary representation scheme is to be

unambiguous:

• A planar face may be represented by its bounding edges or vertices.

• A non-planar face requires that its “host” primitive surface is also represented.

Other information though, generally, redundant but included for efficiency are:

• The surface normals of the faces to indicate inside and outside.

• Adjacency relations between faces, edges and vertices (topological information).

It is customary to bundle and distinguish the geometrical information (face and curve equations

and vertex coordinates) separately from the topological information (adjacency relations

between faces, edges and vertices).

A similar definition and representation of edges (in terms of vertices) is required if faces are

represented by their bounding edges
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Properties

9.1 Boundary Models

All boundary models represent faces in terms of explicit nodes of a boundary data structure.

Beyond that, alternatives for representing the geometry and the topology of a boundary model

exist.

• Polygon-based boundary models (polyhedral models)

Faces are represented as polygons, each polygon consisting of a sequence of coordinate

triples.  Sometimes, face relationships are completely implicit (minimal model).

expressive power Potentially as rich as, or even more powerful than CSG schemes, 
given the appropriate primitive surfaces.  However, some bound-
ary representation allow only 2-manifold surfaces.

validity A boundary model is valid if it defines the boundary of a 
“reasonable” solid object.  There exist two types of conditions for 
validity, topological (realizable and orientable 2-manifolds) and 
geometric.  Geometric conditions are more difficult and 
computationally expensive to check:
1. each three-tuple of vertex coordinates must represent a distinct 
point of E3.
2. edges must either be disjoint or intersect at a common vertex.
3. faces must either be disjoint or intersect at a common edge or 
vertex.

ambiguity and 
uniqueness

A boundary representation scheme is unambiguous if faces are 
represented unambiguously, but generally they are not unique.

closure of 
operations

Boundary models are usually not closed under set operations, but 
the Euler operators are natural closed operations for boundary 
models.

conciseness Boundary representation schemes are not concise.

applicability The ready availability of representations for faces, edges and the 
relations between them simplifies algorithms for generating line 
drawings and supporting graphical interaction.

description 
languages

Computer assistance is almost essential to construct even moder-
ately complex objects.  The following constitute some frequently 
used description mechanisms:
− conversion from CSG
− two-and-half-dimensional drawing (extrusion or sweep)
− local modifications (e.g., Euler operators)
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• Vertex-based boundary model

Vertices are defined as independent entities of the boundary data structure, in order to

eliminate the redundancy in a polygon-based boundary model, where vertex coordinates

appear as often as the vertex appears in a face.  Often, a consistent orientation for the

vertices of each face is maintained.

• Edge-based boundary models

A face boundary is represented in terms of a closing sequence of edges (loop).  Edge nodes

are useful for recording topological relationships.  Generally, edges and faces are

consistently oriented.

vertex coordinates

v1 x1, y1, z1

v2 x2, y2, z2

v3 x3, y3, z3

v4 x4, y4, z4

v5 x5, y5, z5

v6 x6, y6, z6

v7 x7, y7, z7

v8 x8, y8, z8

face vertices

f1 v1, v2, v3, v4

f2 v6, v2, v1, v5

f3 v7, v3, v2, v6

f4 v8, v4, v3, v7

f5 v5, v1, v4, v8

f6 v8, v7, v6, v5

Vertex based model

v1

v2

v3

v4

v5

v6

v7

v8

f2

f3

f4
f5

f6

f1e1

e2

e3e4

e9
e10

e11e12

e7

e6

e5

e8

Edges, faces and vertices of a cuboid
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9.2 Topological Information

We need to be able to compute neighborhood information about every representable solid.

Computing neighborhood information is the main purpose for building the representations.

We apply the following notation:

group indicates that the group ordering is unspecified

[group] indicates an ordered linear list of elements

<group> indicates an ordered cyclic list of elements

{group} indicates an unordered group of elements

numeric superscript indicates the cardinality of the group.

Relations

Vertex Edge Face

Vertex VV VE VF

Edge EV EE EF

Face FV FE FF

vertex coordinates

v1 x1, y1, z1

v2 x2, y2, z2

v3 x3, y3, z3

v4 x4, y4, z4

v5 x5, y5, z5

v6 x6, y6, z6

v7 x7, y7, z7

v8 x8, y8, z8

face edges

f1 v1, v2, v3, v4

f2 v6, v2, v1, v5

f3 v7, v3, v2, v6

f4 v8, v4, v3, v7

f5 v5, v1, v4, v8

f6 v8, v7, v6, v5

edge vertices

e1 v1, v2 

e2 v2, v3 

e3 v3, v4 

e4 v4, v1 

e5 v1, v5 

e6 v2, v6 

e7 v3, v7 

e8 v4, v8 

e9 v5, v6 

e10 v6, v7 

e11 v7, v8 

e12 v8, v5 

Edge based model
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Semantics of relations

Syntax of relations

The following relations are singly sufficient:

V<E> all edges around a vertex

E{<E>}2 all edges around each end of an edge

F<E> all edges around a face

If we have any one of these three relationships in a data structure we can in principle get at all

neighborhood information. In practical systems we need at least an additional adjacency

relationship so that we can represent the third element type. 

9.3 Winged-edge Data Structure

The winged-edge data structure elaborates on the edge-based boundary model by including loop

information in the edge nodes.  If each edge appears in exactly two faces, exactly two edges can

be identified for each edge that appear after this edge in its adjacent faces.  Given a consistent

orientation of the faces, each edge occurs exactly once in its positive orientation and exactly

once in the opposite orientation.  By convention, ncw identifies the next edge in the face where

the edge occurs in its positive orientation (clockwise), and nccw the next edge in the other face

in the same orientation.  In the most general variation, edge nodes of the winged-edge data

structure also include the identifiers fcw and fccw of its neighbor faces, and pcw and pccw of the

previous edges in the faces. 

Vertex Edge Face

Vertex
vertices of 
incident edges

incident edges incident faces

Edge
bounding 
vertices

adjacent edges 
(of same face)

incident faces

Face
bounding 
vertices

bounding edges adjacent faces

Vertex Edge Face

Vertex V<V> V<E> V<F>

Edge E{V}2 E{<E>}2 E{F}2

Face F<V> F<E> F<F>
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For the labeled cube given previously, we have the following tables to represent its winged edge

data structure.

ncw (successor)

vend

pccw (predecessor)

pcw (predecessor)

nccw (successor)

vstart

fcw

fccw

edge vstart vend fcw fccw ncw pcw nccw pccw

e1 v1 v2 f1 f2 e2 e4 e5 e6

e2 v2 v3 f1 f3 e3 e1 e6 e7

e3 v3 v4 f1 f4 e4 e2 e7 e8

e4 v4 v1 f1 f5 e1 e3 e8 e5

e5 v1 v5 f2 f5 e9 e1 e4 e12

e6 v2 v6 f3 f2 e10 e2 e1 e9

e7 v3 v7 f4 f3 e11 e3 e2 e10

e8 v4 v8 f5 f4 e12 e4 e3 e11

e9 v5 v6 f2 f6 e6 e5 e12 e10

e10 v6 v7 f3 f6 e7 e6 e9 e11

e11 v7 v8 f4 f6 e8 e7 e10 e12

e12 v8 v5 f5 f6 e5 e8 e11 e9

vertex first edge coordinates

v1 e1 x1, y1, z1

v2 e2 x2, y2, z2

v3 e3 x3, y3, z3

v4 e4 x4, y4, z4

v5 e9 x5, y5, z5

v6 e10 x6, y6, z6

v7 e11 x7, y7, z7

v8 e12 x8, y8, z8

face first edge

f1 e1

f2 e9

f3 e6

f4 e7

f5 e12

f6 e9

The full winged edge data 
structure for a cube
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For any face f, the edges and vertices in any face can be determined as follows (given in C-like

code):

#define NEXT(n,orient)(orient? n → ncw : n → nccw)

#define cw 1

#define ccw 0

e_stack ← v_stack ← ∅
e = f→first_edge

push e into e_stack

push e→vstart into v_stack

if (e→fcw == f) orient = cw else orient=ccw

while (NEXT(e,orient)!= f→first_edge) {

e = NEXT(e,orient)

push e into e_stack

push e→vstart into v_stack

}

¶ e_stack contains the edges of face f in cyclic order
¶ v_stack contains the vertices of face f in cyclic order

9.4 Split-edge Data Structure

The split-edge data structure is also called an half-edge data structure.  An edge is represented

as two distinct edge-halves:

• Each edge-half is contained in only one face

• Each face has its own set of unique edge-halves

• The clockwise ordering of edge-halves around a face determines the face’s orientation

• Each edge-half has one and only one orientation

• An edge-half is ordered in the opposite direction of its other half

eh

other eh

cw eh ccw eh

vertex

face 1

face 2
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C structs

For a 2-manifold solid the simplest split-edge data structure can be specified as follows.

 

Example Algorithm - Face Equations

An efficient way of calculating face equations (from Mäntyla, 1988, p217) is the following

algorithm by Newell.  Let the vertices of a face be v1, v2, …, vn.  Then the coefficients of the

plane equation [a b c d] can be calculated by

/* Vertex has three coordinates; 

Coords may real, int or rational*/

typedef struct { Coords x, y, z } Vertex;

/* Plane is defined by an equation with four coefficients */

typedef struct { Coords a, b, c, d } Plane;

/* Edge-half is a node in a doubly-linked list,has a root vertex, 

has a pairing edge-half and belongs to a face */

typedef struct Edge_half {

Vertex *vertex;

struct Edge_half *next; /* next node in list */

struct Edge_Half *prev; /* previous node in list */

struct Edge_half *mate; /* mating edge half */

struct Face *face; /* face to which edge half belongs */

} Edge_half;

/* Face consists of an oriented list of edge-halves */

typedef struct Face {

struct Edge-Half *eh_ptr;

struct Face *next;

struct Face *prev;

struct Plane eq;

} Face;

/* Solid consists of a list of faces */

typedef struct Solid {

struct Face *f_ptr

} Solid;
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where index addition is modulo n

 

where

 for 

a yi yi 1+–( ) zi zi 1++( )
i 1=

n

∑=

b zi zi 1+–( ) xi xi 1++( )
i 1=

n

∑=

c xi xi 1+–( ) yi yi 1++( )
i 1=

n

∑=

d xav yav zav
– a b c⋅=

wav
1
n
--- wi

i 1=

n

∑= w x y z, ,{ }∈

int faceeq (Face *f) {

Vertex pv, mv; 

Coords x, y, z

Coords a, b, c, norm;

int n = 0;

/* loop through the edges of the face */

a = b = c = 0;

eh = f→eh_ptr;

repeat {

plus(eh→vertex, eh→next→vertex, &pv)

minus(eh→vertex, eh→next→vertex, &mv)

a += mv.y * pv.z; b += mv.z * pv.x; c += mv.x * pv.y;
x += eh→vertex→x; y += eh→vertex→y; z += eh→vertex→z;

n++;

eh = eh→next;

} until (eh == f→eh_ptr)

if ((norm = sqrt(a * a + b * b + c * c)))!= ZERO) {

f→eq.a = a/norm; f→eq.b = b/norm; f→eq.c = c/norm; 

f→eq.d = (f→eq.a*x + f→eq.b*y + f→eq.c*z)/(-n);

return TRUE;

} else {

error("null face equation");

return FALSE;

}

}

op (Vertex *u, *v, *w) {
w→x = u→x op v→x 
w→y = u→y op v→y
w→z = u→z op v→z

}
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9.5 Validity

A boundary model is valid if it defines the boundary of a

reasonable solid object.  That is,

• The set of faces forms the skin of the solid with no

missing parts 

(topological integrity)

• Faces do not intersect except at common vertices or

edges.

• The boundary of faces are simple non-self

intersecting polygons.

(geometric integrity)

It should be clear that the data structures above ensure

topological integrity as well as the fact that the faces are

consistently oriented.  However, the data structures do

not guarantee geometric integrity; this needs expensive

compiutational tests.

9.6 Faces with Several Boundaries

When faces are allowed to have several boundary loops, i.e., when the faces are not simply

connected, the data structures described above are insufficient.  

Two alternative approaches exist:

1) By connecting the boundary segments with 

auxiliary edges. (bridge-edge representation). 

Note the special edges may have to be specially 

marked to avoid inclusion in a wire-frame 

display.

2) By adding a separate loop node that models a 

simple boundary into the boundary model, and 

associating each face with a list of face loops.

9.7 Manifold versus Nonmanifold Solids

Manifold solids adhere nicely to the topological theory.  However, the manifold property is not

necessarily retained under (regularized) Boolean operations.  Three approaches to treating

nonmanifold structures exist:

Invalid models
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• Objects must be manifolds, so operations on solids with nonmanifold results are not allowed

and are considered an error.

• Objects are topological manifolds, but their embedding in 3-space permits geometric

coincidence of topologically separate structures.

• Nonmanifold objects are permitted, both as input and as output.

From a robustness point of view, the second approach is likely to lead to difficult geometric

problems.

A system of non-manifold solids can be represented as follows. We the leave the details to the

reader.

P

Q

P1

P2

Q1Q2
Q1

P1

P2

Solid

Face

nextprev

Loop

Split-edge

Vertex

Maintain a (doubly) linked list of solids

Maintain a (doubly) linked list of loops for each face. 
The first loop is the outer boundary and the 
remaining are the inner boundaries

Maintain a (doubly) linked list of split edges for each 
loop.

Maintain a (doubly) linked list of faces for each solid

Maintain the start vertex for each edge.

parent
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9.8 Describing Boundary Models

One of the major problems with boundary models is the complexity of their construction.

Manually specifying a correct boundary representation is difficult and it is easier to resort to

computational techniques to generate boundary models. Techniques in practice include

converting from CSG representations, using two and half dimensional models or local

modifications.  Another approach is to consider a grammatical approach.

Recall that a plane model of an orientable 2-manifold satisfies the following conditions:

1) Every edge is identified with exactly one other edge.

2) For each collection of identified vertices (i.e., vertices with same label), the polygons 

identified at that collection can be arranged in a cycle (loop) such that each consecutive 

pair of polygons in the loop is identified at an edge adjacent to a vertex in the collection.

3) The directions of the model's polygons can be chosen so that for each pair of identified 

edges, one edge occurs in the positive orientation chosen for the polygon and the other in 

its negative orientation.

We assume the split-edge data structure previously given. The following is a pictorial

specification of the rules for manipulating the data structure. The meaning and coding of each

rule are also given.

Rule 1 Create a seed vertex for each face.

Vertex* rule1(Coords x, y, z) { 

return (new Vertex(x,y,z));

}

Rule 2 Erase symbol S once at least one seed vertex has been created.

Rule 3 From a seed vertex create an edge-half

Edge_half* rule3(Vertex *v) { 

return (new Edge_half(v,NULL,NULL,NULL));

}

S S 

S 
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Rule 4 Add a vertex and edge-half to an existing chain of edge-halves 

(… indicates a chain)

Edge_half* rule4(Edge_half *eh; Vertex *v) {

return (eh→next = new Edge_half(v,NULL,eh,NULL));

}

Rule 5 Make a face by closing up a chain of edge-halves 

Face* rule5 (Edge-half *eh0, *ehn) {

Face *newf;

faceeq(newf = new Face(eh0,NULL,NULL));

eh0→prev = ehn; ehn→next = eh0;

for (eh=eh0;eh→next!=eh0;eh=eh→next) 

eh→face=newf;

return newf;

}

Rule 6 Adjoin two faces by identifying vertices and pairing two edge-halves.

(Three rules specified in one. Identified vertices are darkened.) 

  

  

Fj

Fi Fj

Fi Fj

Fi Fj

Fi Fj
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rule6 (Face *f1, *f2) {

Edge_half *e1, *e2;

Face *f;

int found = FALSE;

e1 = f1→eh_ptr;

while (! found && e1→next != f1→eh_ptr) {

e2 = f2→eh_ptr;

while (! found && e2→next != f2→eh_ptr) {

if (e1→vertex == e2→next→vertex &&

e2→vertex == e1→next→vertex) {

found = TRUE;

e1→mate = e2;

e2→mate = e1;

}

e2 = e2→next;

}

e1 = e1→next;

}

if (found)

insert_face(f1,f2);

}

The rules begin by applying to an initial state identified by the symbol S, indicating a single

shell object. To prove (informally) that the rules work, consider a plane model for a solid and

apply the rules in reverse.  For each face the inverse of rule 6 is applied once to each unoriented

edge in the face to specify an orientation to the edges.  For each face starting with an oriented

edge-half, we apply the inverse of rule 5, once, n−1 applications of the inverse of rule 4

finishing with the inverse of rule 3.  This is repeated for each face.  We then apply the inverse of

rule 2 to introduce the S symbol. Rule 1 is applied in reverse to each vertex to eventually obtain

the starting symbol S.  Thus, for any (typically, well-known) polyhedron with v vertex

coordinates and each of the f faces specified by a sequence of vertices, we can describe the

following procedure to generate its boundary representation:

• For each vertex specify the vertex coordinates (rule 1 v times).

• For each face, define a new edge-half specified by the first two vertices (rule 3), followed by

n−1 new edge-halves given by vertices i>1 and i+1 in the vertex sequence (rule 4) followed

closing the face specified by vertex n and 1 in the vertex sequence (rule5)

• For each face identify adjacent faces by identifying existing edge-halves (rule 6 once for

each edge).
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Tetrahedron

As an example, the following code fragment defines a tetrahedron with coordinates (1, 0, 0),

(0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1,1,1) using an auxiliary function.

Face * triangle (Vertex * v1, *v2, *v3) {

Edge *eh0, *eh;

eh0 = rule3(v1); eh = rule4(eh, v2); eh = rule4(eh, v3);

return rule5(eh0, eh);

}

Vertex *v[4]; Face *f[4]; Solid *tetrahedron

v[0] = rule1(1, 0, 0);

v[1] = rule1(0, 1, 0);

v[2] = rule1(0, 0, 1);

v[3] = rule1(1, 1, 1);

f[0] = triangle(v[0],v[1],v[2]) 

f[1] = triangle(v[1],v[0],v[3])

f[2] = triangle(v[2],v[1],v[3])

f[3] = triangle(v[0],v[2],v[3])

for (i=0; i<=2; i++)

for (j=i+1; j<=3; j++)

rule6(f[i],f[j]);

tetrahedron = new Solid(f[0]);

Prisms and Pyramids

We can generalize this to procedures for producing prisms on 2n vertices and a pyramid on n+1

vertices.  We assume that the prism is enclosed by base, side and top polygons.  Likewise, the

pyramid consists of base and side polygons. We further assume that the coordinates for the

vertices are specified by arrays x, y and z.

v0

v1

v2

v3

v1

vn

v2

vi

vn+1

v2n

vn+i

vn+2

v1

vn

v2

vapex
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Solid * prism(int n; Vertex *v)

/* vertex is assumed to be an array 2n long numbered 

as shown in figure */

{

Edge-half *ehb, *eht, *ehs, *base, *top, *side;

Face *ftop, *fbase, *fside, *f, *fs;

int two_n = 2*n-1;

int i, j;

/* base and top faces ------------------------------ */

ehb = base = rule3(&v[i=0]);

eht = top = rule3(&v[j=two_n]);

while (i<n)

ehb = rule4(ehb,&v[++i]);

eht = rule4(eht,&v[--j]);

}

fbase = rule5(base, ehb); 

ftop = rule5(top, eht);

/* side polygons ---------------------------------- */

fside = fs = quad(&v[n-1],&v[two_n],&v[n],&v[0]);

for (i=0;i<n-1;i++) {

f = rect(&v[i],&v[i+n],&v[i+n+1],&v[i+1]);

rule6(fbase,f); rule6(f,fs); rule6(f,ftop);

fs = f;

}

rule6(fbase,fside); rule6(fside,fs); rule6(fside,ftop);

return( new Solid(fbase));

}

Solid * pyramid(int n; Vertex *v)

/* v[0 ... n-1] are the base vertices

the apex is assumed to be vertex v[n] */

{

Edge-half *eh, *ehs, *base,*side;

Face *fbase, *fside, *f, *fs;

Vertex *apex=&v[n];

int i, j;

/* base face ------------------------------------- */

eh = base = rule3(&v[i=0]);

while (i<n){ 

eh = rule4(eh,&v[++i]);

}

fbase = rule5(base, eh); 
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/* side polygons ---------------------------------- */

fside = fs = triangle(&v[n-1],apex,&v[0]);

for (i=0;i<n-1;i++) {

f = triangle(&v[i],apex,&v[i+1]);

rule6(fbase,f);

rule6(f,fs);

fs = f;

}

rule6(fbase,fside);

rule6(fside,fs);

return( new Solid(fbase));

}

Circular Arcs

We can use the B-rep data structures and grammar rules to generate simple 2-D objects.  Here is

a simple example.  

typedef struct Curve { 

unsigned type;

union {

struct Edge_half *e_ptr;

struct Face *f_ptr;

} elem;

} Curve;

Curve *arc (unsigned type; Vertex *c; 

float radius, phi1, phi2; int n)

{

float inc, angle, radian = PI/180.0 ;

Edge_half *eh0, *eh=NULL;

Vertex *v;

void *ptr;

/* produces a circular arc centered 

at c=(x,y,z)

in the plane Z=z

between angles phi1 and phi2 measured in degrees

approximated by n line segments */

angle=phi1*radian;

inc = (phi2 - phi1)*radian/n;

for (; n>=0; n--) {

v = rule1(c→x+radius*cos(angle),c→y+radius*sin(angle),c→z);

if (!eh)eh0=eh=rule3(v); 

else eh=rule4(eh,v);

angle += inc;

}

ptr = (void *)(type==CLOSED? rule5(eh0,eh): eh0);

return (new Curve(type,ptr));

}

φ2−φ1

(x, y, z)

(x, y, z)

φ2−φ1

n sides

n+1 sides
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Thus, to produce a circle we invoke it through the following call: 

Curve *circle (Vertex *center; float radius; int n) {

return( arc(CLOSED,center,radius, 0.0,(n-1)*360.0/n,n-1))

}

and a chord of a circular arc can be invoked by the call:

Curve *chord (Vertex *center; float radius, phi1, phi2) {

return( arc(OPEN,center,radius,phi1,phi2,1))

}

Sweep

Sweep is a common way of creating solids. We first consider a translational sweep of a face

through a displacement vector [ dx dy dz ].

Face *sweep (Face *fb; Vertex *d)

{

Edge_half *eb, *et=fb→e_ptr;

Face *ft, f, fs;

unsigned detach = TRUE;

/* top face is bottom-most face reversed and shifted through d */

ft=dup_face(fb);

if (!fb→next) { reverse_face(ft); detach=FALSE; }

move_face(ft,d);

/* faces created by sweeping */

eb=fb→e_ptr; v1=eb→vertex; v4=eb→next→vertex;

et=ft→e_ptr; v3=et→vertex; v2=et→next→vertex;

f0=f=quad(v1,v2,v3,v4);

while {

fs = quad(v1,v2,v3,v4);

rule6((eb→mate?eb→mate→face:fb),f);

rule6(f,fs); rule6(f,ft); 

eb=eb→next; v1=v4;

et=et→prev; v3=v2;

) until (eb==fb→e_ptr);

rule6((eb→mate?eb→mate→face:fb),fs);

rule6(fs,f0); rule6(fs,ft); 

if (detach) detach_face(fb);

return(ft));

}

[ dx dy dz ]

face

[ dx2 dy2 dz2 ]

⇒ ⇒
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/* duplicate face */

Face * dup_face (Face *f) {

Edge_half *eh;

Vertex *u, *v;

u=eh→vertex;

u=rule1(u→x,u→y,u→z);

et0=rule3(u);

for {eh=f→e_ptr;eh→next!=f→e_ptr;eh=eh→next) {

v=eh→vertex;

v=rule1(v→x,v→y,v→z);

et=rule4(et,v);

u=v;

}

return (rule5(et0,et));

}

/* move face through a vector */

void move_face (Face *f, Vertex *d) {

Edge_half *eh;

for {eh=f→e_ptr;eh→next!=f→e_ptr;eh=eh→next) {

v=eh→vertex;

v→x += d→x; v→y += d→y; v→z += d→z;

}

}

/* reverse the orientation of a face */

void reverse_face (Face *f) {

Edge_half *eh, *t;

for {eh=f→e_ptr;eh→next!=f→e_ptr;eh=eh→prev) {

t=eh→prev;

eh→prev=eh→next;

eh→next=t;

}

}

To sweep a face through an arc we invoke the following procedure repeatedly:

Vertex vector;

Face *f=given

for {eh=arc.elem→e_ptr;eh→next;eh=eh→next) {

minus(eh→next→vertex,eh→vertex,&vector)

f = sweep(f,&vector) 

}
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10 The Euler Operators

We look for “natural” operations to apply to boundary representations.  In CSG the natural

operations came directly from the definition of semi-analyticity.  In boundary representation

they come from considering well-formed plane models and their properties.  We want a small

set of correct plane model operations that is sufficient to describe all plane models of physical

significance. 

We note that the topological properties

(those invariant under topological

transformations) do not depend on how

a surface is divided to form a plane

model.  We consider plane models with

the same topological properties to

represent the same surface (in a

topological sense).  Therefore,

operations that move from one

subdivision of the same surface to

another do not change topological

properties.

Two such operations are polygon cutting

and polygon pasting.

Two other operations can be derived by

considering the dual of a plane model.

These operations are vertex splitting and

vertex joining.

Now consider PM, a realizable plane model of genus = 0 (i.e., a plane model topologically

equivalent to a sphere).  Polygon pasting and vertex joining are capable of reducing PM to a

primitive plane model that has just one vertex and one polygon, but no edges.  

Conversely, since polygon cutting is the inverse of polygon pasting and vertex splitting is the

inverse of vertex joining, polygon cutting and vertex splitting can be used to construct all genus

⇒

polygon cutting vertex splitting

polygon and its dual

dual

⇒
cut

polygon pasting

⇒
dual

vertex joining
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= 0 plane models from a primitive plane model, known as a skeletal plane model which consists

of a single vertex and a single face.  Of course we need an operation to create this primitive

skeletal plane model from nothing.

So with three operations: skeletal plane model creation, polygon cutting, and vertex splitting,

we can create all genus = 0 models.  What other models exist?

Every orientable 2-manifold is topologically

equivalent either to the sphere, or to the connected

sum of n tori, n>0.  

There is only a single sequence of topologically

distinct surface types.  Within each surface type, it

is possible to use polygon pasting and vertex

joining.to reduce a plane model of a surface to a

primitive plane model representing that surface.

To create surfaces other than those equivalent to a

sphere we need other operations.  These are the so-called global topological operations,

because they alter more than local plane model conditions; they alter the topological properties

of a surface.  This gives us connected sum and connected minus operations.

polygon pasting vertex joining

Reducing a cube to the skeletal plane model by polygon pasting and vertex joining

Connected sum of two tori

+

Connected sum of two simple plane models
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It can be shown that both the local and global plane model manipulation operations are sound,

i.e., they cannot create nonrealizable plane models.

The theorem can be proven by induction on the length of the

sequence of the local and global plane model operations bearing

in the mind the three conditions for realizable plane models:

1) Edge identification

Each edge is identified with exactly one other edge.

2) Cyclical identification

The polygons identified at each vertex can be arranged in a 

cycle such that consecutive polygons are identified along an 

edge adjacent to the vertex.

3) Orientability

The polygons of the model can be oriented such that for each pair of identified edges, 

one edge occurs in its positive orientation in the direction of its polygon, and the other in 

the negative direction.

The six abstract operators: polygon cutting, polygon pasting, vertex splitting, vertex joining,

connected sum, and connected minus, form the basis for the so-called Euler operators.

Euler operators act on the data structures that we use to represent plane models.  Different sets

of Euler operators are possible (and we already know that different boundary representations are

possible), however we will look at an abstract set.  This set includes:

• a prototype primitive that generates the skeletal plane model.

• two local topological operation that divides the sequences of edges of a face or of a vertex

• a global topological operation that forms the connected sum of two polygons

+

Connected sum on a single plane model
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10.1 Euler Operators

Notation

Examples 

10.2 Skeletal Primitives

There are two operations: mvfs and its inverse kvfs.

mvfs __________________ create a primitive solid

mvfs (NewS, [NewSh], NewF, NewL, NewV)

“make vertex, face, solid” creates a new solid topology

with a single shell (manifold surface) with one face

(containing a single loop) and one vertex.  No edges are

created.  This is the minimal topology needed to

represent a shell, but is not sufficient to represent a

polyhedron. The identifiers of the new elements are

returned as the values of NewS, NewSh, NewF, NewL,

and NewV. 

Elements Operators Example

s - solid
s - shell
f - face
r - ring
h - hole
e - edge
v - vertex

m - make
k - kill
s - split
j - join

mev =
“make edge, vertex”

mssflv mev mev

mefl mev mefl 2

<nothing>
NewS

NewL

[ NewSh ]
NewF

NewV
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mvfss* __________  add a new shell to a solid

mvfss (S, NewSh, NewF, NewL, NewV)

“make vertex, face, shell, solid” is variant of of

mvfs in which a new shell (manifold surface) is

added to an existing solid.  The new shell

NewSh is added to the given solid S.  The new

shell, face, loop and vertex are returned as the

values of NewSh, NewF, NewL, and NewV.  As in

mvfs, the new shell consists of a single face,

loop and vertex. 

kvfs _______________________  kill primitive solid

kvfs (Solid)

"kill vertex, face, solid" is the inverse of mvfs and it destroys the the skeletal instance of the data

structure created by mvfs.

kvfss*__________________  kill solid (shell) 

kvfss (Solid)

“kill vertex, face, shell, solid” is a variant of

kvfs which is often implemented to kill a

shell or a solid and all its elements in a single

operation.

10.3 Local Operations

There are six local topological operations: mev and its inverse kev, mef and its inverse kef and

kemr and its inverse mekr.  The last two are for convenience, for accommodation of the data

structure and dealing with the loop syntax.

mev ________________________  vertex split

mev (V, Eh, NewV, NewEh)

“make edge, vertex” creates a new edge and vertex in a face.

There are two cases to consider.

An exisiting vertex is extended by a “strut” edge in a face.  

New Sh
New F

NewL 

<nothing!>
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For a shell with no edges, mev creates the first edge in the shell’s single face and loop.  Both

sides of the new edge will be adjacent to the same face.

V is the existing vertex which will be at

one end of the new edge.  Eh is the edge-

half that is counter-clockwise from the

edge-half of vertex V.  If there are no

edges adjacent to vertex V, Eh will be

null.

When operation is complete:

• the new edge-half NewEh will be

clockwise to the given edge-half Eh;

• the new vertex NewV will be the

vertex of the other_eh and the cw_eh

of the new edge-half NewEh

A vertex in a loop of edges is split into two vertices. Equivalently, a vertex is inserted into an

existing edge.

mev operator

V

Eh

V

Eh

NewV
NewEh

NewOeh

NewV

NewEh

Oeh

Eh

Oeh

Eh

NewOeh
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kev _______________________ vertex joining

kev (Eh)

“kill edge, vertex” is the inverse of the mev operation. 

There are two cases to consider.

Removing a “strut” edge from a face, and the vertex belonging to it.

Joins two vertices, removing the edge between.

There are two subcases. 

In the first subcase, Eh and the cw_eh of the other_eh of Eh will be removed, as well as the

vertex adjacent to these two edge-halves.

In the other subcase, Eh and its other_eh will be removed, as well as the vertex belonging to Eh.

The other edge-halves adjacent to the vertex of Eh will now be adjacent to the vertex that

belonged to the other_eh of Eh.

NewV

NewOeh

NewEhV

Eh

Eh
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mef_____________________  polygon cutting

mef (V1, PredEh, V2, SuccEh, NewEh, NewL, NewF)

“make edge, face” splits a loop in a face, creates a new face, loop, and an edge separating the

new and old faces by joining two exisiting vertices.

V

Eh
Oeh

Ccweh

Oeh

CcwEh

Occweh

Eh

Oeh
V

Ccweh

Occweh

Ccweh

Occweh

V

mef operator
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In the diagram below the vertex V1 belongs to the clockwise edge-half of PredEh.  If the vertex

V1 has no edge-halves, PredEh will be null.  The vertex V2 belongs to SuccEh.  If the vertex V2

has no edge-halves, SuccEh will be null.

When mef is complete:

• the new edge-half NewEh will connect the vertices V1 and V2 and will be clockwise to

PredEh, and counterclockwise to SuccEh;

• the second new edge-half will be the other_eh of NewEh;

• the loop of the other_eh of NewEh will be the new loop NewL;

• the face of the new loop NewL will be the new face NewF.

If the vertices are the same (V1 = V2), mef creates an edge with the same vertex at each end.

kef _____________________  polygon pasting

kefl (Eh)

“kill edge, face, loop” joins a face and loop, removing the edge separating the two faces, and the

face and loop of that edge.

PredEhSuccEh

NewOeh

PredEhSuccEh
NewEh

NewL
NewF

Eh
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The following two operations are convenience especially tailored to deal with loops and rings.

kemr___________  expands a loop to two loops

kemr (Eh, NewL)

“kill edge, make loop” removes an edge on a face splitting one loop into two separate loops,

creating a new loop of edges.  If the edge is the only one in the loop, the result will be two loops,

each containing a single vertex.  If the edge is a “strut” edge, one of the loops will contain a

single vertex.

The edge-halves Eh and its other_eh will be removed.  The counterclockwise edge-half of Eh

(or the vertex of Eh) will be contained in the new loop NewL.

kemr operator

Eh

NewL
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mekr________  collapses two loops to a single loop

mekr (V1, PredEh, V2, SuccEh, NewEh)1

“make edge, kill loop” adds an edge between two vertices, V1 and V2, on different loops of a

face. It is the inverse of kemr.  The vertex V1 belongs to the clockwise edge-half of PredEh.

If the vertex V1 has no edge-halves, PredEh will be null.  The vertex V2 belongs to SuccEh.  If

the vertex V2 has no edge-halves, SuccEh will be null. 

When mekl is complete:

• the new edge-half NewEh will connect the vertices V1 and V2, and will be clockwise to

PredEh, and counterclockwise to SuccEh;

• the second new edge-half will be the other_eh of NewEh;

10.4 Global Operations

The operations above cannot deal with modifying the global properties of the data structure,

e.g., by dividing a solid into two components or by creating a hole. There are two operations

each the inverse of the other. The first kfmrh is a realization of the connected sum and its

inverse mfkrh is the connected minus. kfmrh does not always create a hole. It only does so if the

two argument faces belong to the same shell.

kfmrh ____________________ connected sum

kfmrh (F1, F2)

“kill face makes ring hole genus” glues two faces together.  If the two faces belong to the same

shell together, it increases the genus by one.  The faces must have the same number of loops,

and the corresponding loops must already have the corresponding edges and vertices identified

together..

NewEh

PredEh

V1 V2

SuccEh

Loop
Loop

NewOeh

PredEh

V1 V2

SuccEh
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mfkrh __________________  connected minus

mfkrh (CycleOfEhs, NewF1, NewF2)

“make faces, loops” unglues a cycle of edges, creating two new faces and loops.  CycleOfEhs
is a list of the pairs of edge-halves to be separated.

F1F2

NewF1

NewF2
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10.5 Algebraic Properties

The Euler-Poincare formula can be expressed as 

v − e + f = 2(s − h) + r.

The Euler operators have the property that each operations preserves this formula at each stage.

We can associate these numbers and define a boundary model as a point in a six dimensional

space as P = (v e f h r s).  The Euler formula can be considered to as representing a 5-

dimensional hyperplane, which is a discrete subspace of the 6-dimensional

space. Consequently, it would interesting to find a set of base vectors that span this subspace.

Each base vectors can be regarded as representing an Euler operator and then every point can be

expressed as a linear combination of the base vectors (or Euler operators).  We can define the

following matrix.

This matrix has an inverse, M−1

Consequently, for any plane model with Euler coordinates P = [v e f h r s], the matrix product

PM−1 gives the following vector

which cen be interpreted as stating that the plane model can be constructed from v−1 mev’s, f +
h − 1 mef's, 1 mvfs, h kemr’sand r − h kfmrh’s.

M

Operators

mev

mef

mvfs

kemr

kfmrh

euler

v e f h r s

1 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0

1 0 1 0 0 1

0 1– 0 0 1 0

0 0 1– 1 1 0

1 1– 1 2 1– 2–

=

M
1– 1

12
------

9 5– 2 2– 3 1

3– 5 2– 2 3– 1–

3 7 2 2– 3 1

6– 2 4 8 6– 2

3 5 2– 2 9 1–

6– 2– 8 4 6– 2–

=

v 1– f h 1–+ 1 h r h– 0
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11 Implementing Boundary 
Representation and Euler Operations

The coordinate system for the boundary representation is based on a number system. We

consider three: single or double precision reals, and rationals.

Numbers
number.h • rational.h • rational.c

number.h _________________________________________________________________

#ifndef NUMBER_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define NUMBER_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#ifdef RATIONAL
#include "rational.h"

#define ZERO 0
#define ONE 1

typedef struct { number a, b, c, d, e;} abcd_tuple;

/* otherwise REAL NUMBERS ----------------------------------------- */
#else

#ifdef DOUBLE
typedef double number;
typedef double longnumber;

#else
typedef float  number;
typedef double longnumber;
#endif

#define ZERO 0.0
#define ONE 1.0

typedef struct {number a, b, c, d;} abcd_tuple;
#endif

typedef double real;
#endif

compile code with appropriate 
DFLAG:

cc -DDOUBLE -o ...
cc -DRATIONAL -o ...
cc -DREAL -o ... 

default is -DREAL
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rational.h _______________________________________________________________

#ifndef RATIONAL_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define RATIONAL_ALREADY_INCLUDED

typedef long number;
typedef long longnumber;

typedef struct _rat rational;
struct _rat {number num, den;};

longnumber gcd(number,number);

r_make(rational,longnumber,longnumber);
r_copy(rational,rational);
r_plus(rational,rational);
r_minus(rational,rational);
r_mult(rational,rational);
r_divide(rational,rational);
r_invert(rational);
r_negate(rational);

#ifndef PRECISION
#define PRECISION 4
#endif

float rational2real(rational);
real2rational(rational,real,int);

#endif

rational.c

#include "rational.h"

#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

/* gcd of two numbers --------------------------------------------- */
/*  */
/*  using euclid’s algorithm  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

longnumber gcd(longnumber a,longnumber b)
{

register longnumber f,g,h;
int sign=1;

g=a; h=b;
if (a<0) {g=-g}
if (b<0) {sign=-1; h=-h)
if (g<h) {f=g; g=h; h=f;}

while (h!==0) {
f=g mod h; g=h; h=f;

}

return (g*sign);
}
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/* make rational from two numbers (rati---------------------------- */
/*  r_make  */
/*  r_copy  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

r_make(rational r,longnumber num,longnumber den)
{

register longnumber g=gcd(num,den);

r.a=num/g; r.b=den/g;
}

r_copy(rational to,rational from)
{

to.den=from.den; to.den=from.den;
}

/* invert rational ------------------------------------------------ */

r_invert(rational r)
{

register longnumber num=r.den;
register longnumber den=r.num;
if (den <ZERO) {den=-den; num=-num;}

r.num=num; r.den=den;
}

/* negative rational ---------------------------------------------- */

r_negate(rational r)
{

r.num=-r.num;
}

/* rational arithmetic -------------------------------------------- */
/*  r_plus  */
/*  r_minus  */
/*  r_mult  */
/*  r_divide  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

r_plus(rational r,rational s)
{

register longnumber num=r.num*s.den+r.den*s.num;
register longnumber den=r.den*s.den;
register longnumber g=gcd(num,den);

r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;
}

r_minus(rational r,rational s)
{

register longnumber num=r.num*s.den-r.den*s.num;
register longnumber den=r.den*s.den;
register longnumber g=gcd(num,den);

r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;
}
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r_mult(rational r,rational s)
{

register longnumber num=r.num*s.num;
register longnumber den=r.den*s.den;
register longnumber g=gcd(num,den);

r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;
}

r_divide(rational r,rational r)
{

register longnumber num=r.num*s.den;
register longnumber den=r.den*s.num;
register longnumber g=gcd(num,den);

r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;
}

/* real-rational conversion --------------------------------------- */
/*  real2rational  */
/*  rational2real  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

real2rational(rational r, float f, int precision)
{

register double g=f;
register int num,den;
register int n=precision;

den=1;
for (; n!=0;n--) { 

g*=10; den*=10; 
}
num=(int)g;

Ignore r_make(r,num,den);
}

float rational2real(rational r)
{

return ((float)r.num/(float)r.den);
}
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Points
point.h • point.c • inc_real-points.c • inc_rat-points.c

point.h __________________________________________________________________

#ifndef POINT_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define POINT_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include "number.h"

typedef struct {number x, y, z, w;} Point ;

point_copy(Point,Point);
point_negate(Point);
point_plus(Point,Point);
point_minus(Point,Point);
point_cross(Point,Point,Point);
point_print(Point);
int point_equal(Point,Point);

#ifndef RATIONAL
point_make(Point,longnumber,longnumber,longnumber);
longnumber point_dot(Point,Point);

#else
point_convert(Point,rational,rational,rational);
point_make(Point,longnumber,longnumber,longnumber,longnumber);
point_dot(rational,Point,Point);

#endif

#endif

point.c __________________________________________________________________

#include "point.h"

#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

point_copy(Point p,Point q) { p.x=q.x;  p.y=q.y; p.z=q.z; p.w=q.w; }
point_negate(Point p)  { p.x=-p.x; p.y=-p.y; p.z=-p.z; }
int  point_equal(Point p,Point q)

{ return (p.x==q.x && p.y==q.y && p.z==q.z && p.w==q.w);}

#ifndef RATIONAL
static char fmt[]="x=%d y=%d z=%d w=%d";
#include "inc_real-points.c"

#else
static char fmt[]="x=%f y=%f z=%f w=%f";
#include "inc_rat-points.c"

point_print(Point p)
{

printf(fmt,p.x,p.y,p.z,p.w);
putchar(’\n’);
fflush(stdout);

}

#endif

Points are based 
on homogeneous 
coordinates
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inc_rat-points.c

 

/* dealing with rational points -------------------------------- */

extern longnumber gcd();

point_make (Point p,longnumber x,longnumber y, 
longnumber z,longnumber w)

{
register longnumber g=gcd(x,gcd(y,gcd(z,w));

p.x=x/g; p.y=y/g; p.z=z/g; p.w=w/g;
}

point_convert(Point p,rational x,rational y,rational z)
{

Ignore point_make(p, x.num*y.den*z.den, x.den*y.num*y.den,
x.den*y.den*z.num, x.den*y.den*z.den);

}

/* add two rational points ------------------------------------- */

void point_plus(Point p,Point q,Point r)
{

#ifdef MAKESURE
rational x,y,z,a,b;

r_make(a,q.x,q.w); r_make(b,r.x,r.w); r_plus(x,a,b);
r_make(a,q.y,q.w); r_make(b,r.y,r.w); r_plus(y,a,b);
r_make(a,q.z,q.w); r_make(b,r.z,r.w); r_plus(z,a,b);

Ignore point_convert(p,x,y,z);

#else
Ignore point_make(p,q.x*r.w+r.x*q.w, q.y*r.w+r.y*q.w,

q.z*r.w+r.z*q.w, q.w*r.w);
#endif
}

/* subtract two rational points -------------------------------- */

void point_minus(Point p,Point q,Point r)
{

#ifdef MAKESURE
rational x,y,z,a,b;

r_make(a,q.x,q.w); r_make(b,r.x,r.w); r_minus(x,a,b);
r_make(a,q.y,q.w); r_make(b,r.y,r.w); r_minus(y,a,b);
r_make(a,q.z,q.w); r_make(b,r.z,r.w); r_minus(z,a,b);

Ignore point_convert(p,x,y,z);

#else
Ignore point_make(p,q.x*r.w-r.x*q.w, q.y*r.w-r.y*q.w,

q.z*r.w-r.z*q.w, q.w*r.w);
#endif
}
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/* inc_rat-points.c (continued) */

/* dot product ------------------------------------------------- */

void point_dot(rational r; Point p, Point q)
{

#ifdef MAKESURE

rational x,y,z,a,b;

r_make(a,p.x,p.w); r_make(b,q.x,q.w); r_mult(x,a,b);
r_make(a,p.y,p.w); r_make(b,q.y,q.w); r_mult(y,a,b);
r_make(a,p.z,p.w); r_make(b,q.z,q.w); r_mult(z,a,b);

r_plus(r,y,z); r_plus(r,r,x);

#else

r_make(r,p.x*q.x+p.y*q.y+p.z*q.z,p.w*q.w);

#endif
}

/* cross product ----------------------------------------------- */

void point_cross(Point p,Point q,Point r)
{

#ifdef MAKESURE

rational x,y,z;
rational temp, qx,qy,qz, rx,ry,rz;

r_make(qx,q.x,q.w); r_make(qy,q.y,q.w); r_make(qz,q.z,q.w);
r_make(rx,r.x,r.w); r_make(ry,r.y,r.w); r_make(rz,r.z,r.w);
r_mult(x,qy,rz); r_mult(temp,qz,ry); r_minus(x,x,temp);
r_mult(y,qz,rx); r_mult(temp,qx,rz); r_minus(y,y,temp);
r_mult(z,qx,ry); r_mult(temp,qy,rx); r_minus(z,z,temp);

Ignore point_convert(p,x,y,z);

#else

Ignore point_make(p,q.y*r.z-q.z*r.y, q.z*r.x-q.x*r.z, 
q.x*r.y-q.y*r.x, q.w*r.w);

#endif
}
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inc_real-points.c

/* dealing with real points ------------------------------------ */

void point_make(Point p,longnumber x,longnumber y,longnumber z)
{

p.x=x; p.y=y; p.z=z; p.w=1.0; 
}

void point_plus(Point p,Point q) 
{ 

p.x+=q.x; p.y+=q.y; p.z+=q.z;
}

void point_minus(Point p,Point q) 
{

p.x-=q.x; p.y-=q.y; p.z-=q.z; 
}

longnumber point_dot(Point p,Point q)
{ 

return ((longnumber)(p.x*q.x+p.y*q.y+p.z*q.z)); 
}

void point_cross(Point p,Point q,Point r)
{ 

Ignore point_make(p,q.y*r.z-q.z*r.y,q.z’*r.x-q.x*r.z,
q.x*r.y-q.y*r.x);

}
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Vectors
vector.h • vector.c • inc_real-vector.c • inc_rat-vector.c

vector.h _________________________________________________________________

#ifndef VECTOR_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define VECTOR_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include "number.h"

typedef number vector[4];

#define X 0
#define Y 1
#define Z 2
#define W 3

/* vector routines ------------------------------------------------ */

veccopy(vector,vector);
vecmult(vector,vector,matrix);
cross(vector,vector,vector);
real normalise(vector);
vecplus(vector,vector,vector);
vecminus(vector,vector,vector);
vecnegate(vector);

#endif

vector.c _________________________________________________________________

#include "vector.h"

#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

/* vector copy & negate ------------------------------------------- */

veccopy(v,u)
vector v,u;
{

v[X]=u[X]; v[Y]=u[Y]; v[Z]=u[Z}; v[W]=u[W];
}

vecnegate(v)
vector v;
{ 

v[X]=-v[X]; v[Y]=-v[Y]; v[Z]=-v[Z}; 
}

#ifndef RATIONAL
#include "inc_real-vector.c"

#else
#include "inc_rat-vector.c"

#endif

Vector = [x y z 0]
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inc_real-vector.c

void vecplus(vector w,vector u,vector v)
{

vector plus;
register int i;
for (i=0;i<4;i++) plus[i]=u[i]+v[i];
Ignore veccopy(w,plus);

}

void vecminus(vector w,vector u,vector v)
{

register int i;
vector minus;
for (i=0;i<4;i++) minus[i]=u[i]-v[i];
Ignore veccopy(w,minus);

}

longnumber dot(u,v)
vector u,v;
{

register int i;
longnumber dp;
dp=0.0;
for (i=0;i<3;i++) dp += u[i]*v[i];
return (dp);

}

real normalize(v)
vector v;
{

register int i;
real norm;
norm=sqrt(dot(v,v));
for (i=0;i<3;i++) v[i] /= norm;
v[3]=0.0;
return(norm);

}

void cross(w,u,v)
vector u,v,w;
{

vector cp;
cp[X] = u[Y]*v[Z]-u[Z]*v[Y];
cp[Y] = u[Z]*v[X]-u[X]*v[Z];
cp[Z] = u[X]*v[Y]-u[Y]*v[X];
cp{W] = 0.0;
Ignore veccopy(w,cp);

}
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inc_rat-vector.c

extern longnumber gcd();

static void vector_reduce
(vector v, longnumber x, longnumber y, longnumber z, longnumber w)

{
longnumber g=gcd(x,gcd(y,gcd(z,w)));
v[X]=x/g; v[Y]=y/g; v[Z]=z/g; v[W]=w/g;

}

void vecplus(w,u,v)
vector u,v,w;
{

vector_reduce(w, u[X]*v[W]+v[X]*u[W],
u[Y]*v[W]+v[Y]*u[W],
u[Z]*v[W]+v[Z]*u[W],
u[W]*v[W]);

}

void vecminus(w,u,v)
vector u,v,w;
{

vector_reduce(w, u[X]*v[W]-v[X]*u[W],
u[Y]*v[W]-v[Y]*u[W],
u[Z]*v[W]-v[Z]*u[W],
u[W]*v[W]);

}

dot(dp,u,v)
rational dp; vector u,v;
{

r_make(dp,u[X]*v[X]+u[Y]*v[Y]+u[Z]*v[Z],u[W]*v[W]);
}

void cross(w,u,v)
vector u,v,w;
{

vector_reduce(w, u[Y]*v[Z]-u[Z]*v[Y],
u[Z]*v[X]-u[X]*v[Z],
u[X]*v[Y]-u[Y]*v[X],
u[W]*v[W]);

}

real normalize(v)
vector v;
{

register int i;
real norm;
dot(r,v,v); norm=sqrt(rational2real(r));
return(norm);

}
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Matrices
matrix.h • matrix.c

matrix.h _________________________________________________________________

#ifndef MATRIX_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define MATRIX_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include "vector.h"

typedef number matrix[4][4];
typedef float  realmatrix[4][4];

/* matrix routines ------------------------------------------------ */

vecmult(vector,vector,matrix)

matrixcopy(matrix,matrix);
matrixbyrows(matrix,vector,vector,vector,vector);
matrixbycols(matrix,vector,vector,vector,vector);
matrix2real(realmatrix,matrix);
real2matrix(matrix,realmatrix,int);
matrixdiag(matrix,number,number,number,number);
matrixident(matrix);
matrixmult(matrix,matrix,matrix);
matrix1scale(matrix,number,number,number,number);
matrix1trans(matrix,number,number,number,number);
matrixtranspose(matrix,matrix);

#ifdef RATIONAL

matrixscale(matrix,rational,rational,rational);
matrixtrans(matrix,rational,rational,rational);
matrixrotaxis(matrix,rational,unsigned);
matrixrotate(matrix,rational,rational,rational);
dot(rational,vector,vector);

#else

matrixscale(matrix,number,number,number);
matrixtrans(matrix,number,number,number);
matrixrotaxis(matrix,number,unsigned);
matrixrotate(matrix,number,number,number);
longnumber dot(vector,vector);

#endif

#endif
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matrix.c _________________________________________________________________

/* 
matrices are of the form

, where if rational, K>0 and K=1, otherwise. 

K is the gcd of all of the other elements in M 
*/

#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

/* diagonal and identity matrix ----------------------------------- */

matrixdiag(m,dx,dy,dz,dw)
matrix m; number dx,dy,dz,dw;
{

register int r,c;
for (r=0;r<4;r++){

for(c=r+1;c<4;c++) 
m[c][r]=m[r][c]=ZERO;

}
m[X][X]=dx; m[Y][Y]=dy; m[Z][Z]=dz; m[W][W]=dw;

}

matrixident(m)
matrix m;
{

Ignore matrixdiag(m,ONE,ONE,ONE,ONE);
}

/* create matrix by rows and by cols ------------------------------ */

matrixbyrows(m,rx,ry,rz,rw)
matrix m; vector rx,ry,rz,rw;
{

register int c;

for (c=0;c<4;c++){
m[X][c]=rx[c]; m[Y][c]=ry[c]; m[Z][c]=rz[c]; m[W][c]=rw[c];

}
}

matrixbycols(m,cx,cy,cz,cw)
matrix m; vector rx,ry,rz,rw;
{

register int r;

for (r=0;r<4;r++){
m[r][X]=cx[r]; m[r][Y]=cy[r]; m[r][Z]=cz[r]; m[c][W]=cw[r];

}
}

M

m11 m12 m1 0

m21 m22 m23 0

m31 m32 m33 0

tx ty tz K

=
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/* copy matrix ---------------------------------------------------- */

matrixcopy(to,from)
matrix to,from;
{

register int r,c;

for (r=0; r<4;r++) 
for(c=0;c<4;c++) 

to[r][c]=from[r][c];
}

/* transpose matrix ---------------------------------------------- */

matrixtranspose(m,n)
matrix m,n;
{

register int r,c;
register number temp;

for (r=0; r<4;r++) {
m[r][r]=n[r][r];
for(c=r+1;c<4;c++) {

temp=n[c][r]; m[c][r]=n[r][c]; m[r][c]=temp;
}

}

/* vector multiply v=u*m ------------------------------------------ */

vecmult(v,u,m)
vector v, u; matrix m;
{

register int i, j;
vector res;

for (i=0;i<3;i++){
mult[i]=0.0;
for(j=0;j<3;j++) res[i] += u[i]*m[j][i];

}

#ifndef RATIONAL
res[W]=ZERO;
Ignore veccopy(v,res);

#else
{

register longnumber g=gcd(res[X],gcd(res[Y],gcd(res[Z],res[W]));

v[X]=res[X]/g; v[Y]=res[Y]/g; v[Z]=res[Z]/g; v[W]=res[W]/g;
}

#endif

}
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/* convert matrix to real ----------------------------------------- */

real2matrix(to,from,precision)
realmatrix to; matrix from; int precision;
{

longnumber n=precision, k=1, g=ZERO;

while(n-->0) k*=10;
for (r=0; r<4;r++) 

for(c=0;c<4;c++) {
to[r][c]=(int)(from[r][c]*(float)k);

#ifdef RATIONAL
if (to[r][c]!=ZERO) g=gcd(g,to[r][c]);

#endif

}
if (g>ONE) {

for (r=0; r<4;r++)
for(c=0;c<4;c++) m[r][c]/=g;

}
}

matrix2real(to,from)
realmatrix to; matrix from;
{

register int r,c;

for (r=0; r<4;r++) 
for(c=0;c<4;c++) 

to[r][c]=(float)from[r][c]/(float)from[W][W];
to[W][W]=1.0;

}

/* matrix multiplication ------------------------------------------ */

matrixmult(m,m1,m2)
matrix m,m1,m2;
{

register int r,c,i;
longnumber g=ZERO;
matrix res;

for (r=0; r<4;r++)
for(c=0;c<4;c++) {

res[r][c]=ZERO;
for(i=0;i<4,i++) res[r][c] += m1[r][i]*m2[i][c];

#ifdef RATIONAL
if (res[r][c]!=ZERO) g=gcd(g,res[r][c]);

#endif

}
if (g>ONE) {

for (r=0; r<4;r++)
for(c=0;c<4;c++) m[r][c]/=g;

}
Ignore matrixcopy(m,res);

}
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/* scale matrix --------------------------------------------------- */

matrixlscale(m,sx,sy,sz,sw)
matrix m; number sx,sy,sz,sw;
{

register int r;

for(r=0;r<4;r++) {
m[r][X]*=sx; m[r][Y]*=sy; m[r][Z]*=sz; m[r][W]*=sw;

}
}

#ifdef RATIONAL

matrixscale(m,sx,sy,sz)
matrix m; rational sx,sy,sz;
{

Point s=point_convert(sx,sy,sz);

Ignore matrix1scale(m,s.x,s.y,s.z,s.w);
}

#else

matrixscale(m,sx,sy,sz)
matrix m; number sx,sy,sz;
{

Ignore matrix1scale(m,sx,sy,sz,ONE);
}

#endif

/* translate matrix ----------------------------------------------- */

matrixltrans(m,tx,ty,tz,tw)
matrix m; number tx,ty,tz,tw;
{

matrix t=matrixdiag(tx,ty,yz,tw);

matrixmult(m,m,t);
}

#ifdef RATIONAL

matrixtrans(m,tx,ty,tz)
matrix m; rational tx,ty,tz;
{

Point T=point_convert(tx,ty,tz);

matrix1trans(m,t.x,t.y,t.z,t.w);
}

#else

matrixtrans(m,tx,ty,tz)
matrix m; number tx,ty,tz;
{

m[3][X]+=tx; m[3][Y]+=ty; m[3][Z]+=tz;
}

#endif
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/* rotate matrix -------------------------------------------------- */

static void _rotatethruaxis(m,angle,axis)
matrix m; float angle; int axis;
{

matrix rot;
double phi;
int axis1;

if (angle == ZERO) {
rot=matrixident(); phi=angle*PI/180.0; axis1=(axis+1) mod 3;
rot[axis1][axis1]=rot[axis][axis]=cos(phi);
rot[axis1][axis]=-(rot[axis][axis1]=sin(phi));

Ignore matrixmult(m,m,rot);
}

}

#ifdef RATIONAL

matrixrotate(m,rx,ry,rz)
matrix m; rational rx, ry, rz;
{

realmatrix rm;

Ignore matrix2real(rm,m);

_rotatethruaxis(rm,rational2real(rx),X);
_rotatethruaxis(rm,rational2real(ry),Y);
_rotatethruaxis(rm,rational2real(rz),Y);

Ignore real2matrix(m,rm,PRECISION);
}

#else

matrixrotate(m,rx,ry,rz)
matrix m; number rx, ry, rz;
{

_rotatethruaxis(m,rx,X);
_rotatethruaxis(m,ry,Y);
_rotatethruaxis(m,rz,Z);

}

#endif
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Data Structure
struct.h • struct.c 

struct.h

#ifndef STRUCT_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define STRUCT_ALREADY_INCLUDED

/* useful global typedefs ----------------------------------------- */

typedef void *PTR;
typedef char *STR;
typedef void (*PFV)();
typedef int  (*PFI)();
typedef PTR (*PFP)();

#define FIRST 0
#define LAST  1

/* structure typedefs --------------------------------------------- */

typedef struct _elem {
struct _elem *next;
struct _elem *prev;
PTR data;

} Element;

typedef struct {
Element *first;
Element *last;
int size;

} Structure;

/* structure routines ------------------------------------------ */

Structure * _st_alloc();
void _st_free(Structure *);
int  _st_size(Structure *);
int _st_empty(Structure *);
void _st_put_first(Structure *,PTR);
void _st_put_last(Structure *,PTR);
Data _st_get_first(Structure *);
Data _st_get_last(Structure *);
int _st_exchange(Structure *,Structure *);
int _st_append(Structure *,Structure *,int);
PTR _st_find(Structure *,PFI,STR)
void _st_put(Structure *,PTR,PFI);
PTR _st_get(Structure *,PFI,STR);
int _st_restructure(Structure *,PFI,STR);
int _st_traverse_and_apply(Structure *,PFI,STR);
int _st_reverse(Structure *);
void _st_flush(Structure *,PFV,STR);
void _st_stat(Structure *,STR);
void _st_describe(Structure *,STR,PFV);

#endif

prevdata next

prevdata next

prevdata next

firstsize last
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struct.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <struct.h>

extern char * malloc(unsigned);

/* basic storage allocation --------------------------------------- */

#define MALLOC(X) (X *)malloc(sizeof(X))
#define NIL (PTR)0

/* error and warnings --------------------------------------------- */

#define error(S) fprintf(stderr,S,"\n"); exit(1)
#define warn(S) fprintf(stderr,S,"\n")

/* local management of elements ----------------------------------- */
/*  _el_init  */
/*  _el_alloc  */
/*  _el_free  */
/*  _el_describe  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

static Element * el_pool = NIL;
static void _el_init(ep)
Element *ep;
{

ep->next=ep->prev=ep->data=NIL;
}

static Element *_el_alloc() 
{

register Element *ep;

if (el_pool) {
ep = el_pool; el_pool = el_pool->next;

} else if (!(ep=MALLOC(Element)) {
error("Element: out of storage");

}
return (ep);

}

static _el_free(ep)
Element *ep;
{

ep->next = el_pool; ep->prev=NIL; el_pool = ep;
}

static void _el_describe(ep,desc)
Element *ep, PVF desc;
{

printf("{ elem=0x%X next=0x%X prev=0x%X } ",ep,ep->next,ep->prev);
printf("data="); (*desc)(ep->data); putchar("\n");
fflush(stdout);

}
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/* local management of structures --------------------------------- */
/*  _init */
/*  _alloc */
/*  _free */
/*  _describe */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

static Structure * st_pool = NIL;
static void _init(sp)
Structure *sp;
{

sp->first = sp->last=NIL; sp->size = 0;
}

static Structure *_alloc() 
{

register Structure *sp;

if (st_pool) {
sp = st_pool; st_pool = st_pool->first;

} else if (!(sp=MALLOC(Structure)) { 
error("Structure: out of storage");

}
_init(sp);

return (sp);
}

static void _free(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

sp->first = st_pool; sp->last=NIL; st_pool = sp;
}

static void _describe(sp,desc)
Structure *sp; PFV desc;
{

register Element *ep=sp->first;
for(;ep;ep=ep->next) { 

_el_describe(ep,desc);
}

}

/* global management of structures -------------------------------- */
/*  _st_alloc  */
/*  _st_free  */
/*  _st_size  */
/*  _st_empty  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

Structure * _st_alloc() { 
register Structure *sp = _alloc();

return (sp);
}
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Structure * _st_free(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

_free(sp);
}

int * _st_size(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

return (sp->size);
}

int * _st_empty(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

return (sp->size == 0);
}

/* data insertion ------------------------------------------------- */
/*  _st_put_first  */
/*  _st_put_last  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

void _st_put_first(sp,data) 
Structure *sp; PTR data;
{

register Element *ep = _el_alloc();

if (sp->size==0) {
sp->first=sp->last=ep;

} else {
ep->next=sp->first; sp->first->prev=ep; sp->first=ep;

}

ep->prev=sp->last;
sp->last->next=ep;
ep->data=data;

++sp->size;
}

void _st_put_last(sp,data) 
Structure *sp; PTR data;
{

register Element *ep = _el_alloc();

if (sp->size==0) {
sp->first=sp->last=ep;

} else {
ep->prev=sp->last; sp->last->next=ep; sp->last=ep;

}

ep->next=sp->first;
sp->first->prev=ep;
ep->data=data;

++sp->size;
}

sp->last sp->first

ep

_sp_put_last(): sp->last = ep

_sp_put_first(): sp->first = ep

sp->last sp->first

ep
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/* data retrieval ------------------------------------------------- */
/*  _st_get_first  */
/*  _st_get_last  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

static void _st_set(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

if (sp->size==0) { 
sp->first=sp->last=NIL; 

} else { 
sp->first->prev=sp->last;
sp->last->next=sp->first;

}
}

PTR _st_get_first(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

register Element *ep;
PTR data;

if (sp->size==0) { 
error("Empty structure"); 

}

ep=sp->first; sp->first=sp->first->next;
--sp->size;
_st_set(sp)

data = ep->data;
_el_free(ep);

return (data);
}

PTR _st_get_last(sp) 
Structure *sp;
{

register Element *ep;
PTR data;

if (!sp->last) { 
error("Empty structure"); 

}

ep=sp->last; sp->last=sp->last->prev;
--sp->size;
_st_set(sp)

data = ep->data;
_el_free(ep);

return (data);
}
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/* structure based routines --------------------------------------- */
/*  _st_exchange   */
/*  _st_append */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

void _st_exchange(sp,tp)
Structure *sp, *tp;
{

register Element *ep;
register int sz;

ep=sp->first; sp->first=tp->first; tp->first=ep;
ep=sp->last; sp->last=tp->last; tp->last =ep;
sz=sp->size; sp->size=tp->size; tp->size =sz;

}

void _st_append(sp,ap,where)
Structure *sp, *ap; int where;
{

if (_sp_empty(sp)) {
_sp_exchange(sp,ap);

} else if (! _sp_empty(ap)) {

sp->last->next = ap->first;
ap->first->prev = sp->last;
ap->last->next=sp->first;
sp->first->prev=ap->last;
if (where == LAST) {

sp->last=ap->last;
} else {

sp->first=ap->first;
}

sp->size += ap->size;

_init(ap);
}

}

/* data find-based routines --------------------------------------- */
/*  _st_find   */
/*  _st_put   */
/*  _st_get   */
/* _st_restructure  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

static Element * _find(sp,match,arg)
Structure *sp; PFI match; STR arg;
{

register Element *ep=sp->first;

sp->last->next=NIL;
for (;ep && !(*match)(ep->data,arg);ep->next);
sp->last->next=sp->first;

return(ep);
}
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PTR _st_find(sp,match,arg) 
Structure *sp; PFI match; STR arg; 
{

register Element *ep=_find(sp,match,arg);

if (ep) return(ep->data);

return (NIL);
}

void _st_put (sp,data,compare) 
Structure *sp; PTR data; PFI compare;
{

register Element *ep=_find(sp,compare,data)
register Element *dp;

if (sp->first == ep) {
_st_put_first(sp,data);

} else { if (!ep || ep==sp->last) {
_st_put_last(sp,data);

} else {
sp->last->next=sp->first;

dp=_el_allocate()
dp->prev=ep->prev;
dp->next=ep;
dp->prev->next=dp->next->prev=dp
dp->data=data;

++sp->size;
}

}

PTR _st_get (sp,compare,arg)
Structure *sp; PFI compare; STR arg; 
{

register Element *ep=_find(sp,compare,arg);
PTR data;

if (!ep) {
error("Structure: data not found"); 

}
if (ep==sp->first) { data=_st_get_first(sp);} 

else if (ep==sp->last) { data=_st_get_last(sp); } 
else {

data = ep->data;
ep->prev->next = ep->next;
ep->next->prev = ep->prev;
_el_free(ep);

}

return(data);
}
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int _st_restructure(sp,match,arg) 
Structure *sp; PFI match; STR data;
{

register Element *ep=_find(sp,match,arg);

if (!ep) return (0);
sp->first=ep;
sp->last=ep->prev;

return(1);
}

/* structure traversal routines ----------------------------------- */
/*  _st_traverse_and_apply  */
/*  _st_reverse  */
/*  _st_flush  */
/* ---------------------------------------------------------------- */

int _st_traverse_and_apply (sp,foo,arg)
Structure *sp; PFI foo; STR arg;
{

register Element *ep=sp->first;
register int count=0;

do {
count += (*foo)(ep->data,arg);
ep=ep->next;

} while (ep != sp->first);

return(count);
}

int _st_reverse (sp)
Structure *sp;
{

register Element *ep;

ep=sp->last; sp->last=sp->first; sp->first=ep;
do {

np=ep->prev; ep->next=np; np->prev=ep; ep=np;
} while (ep != sp->first);

}

void _st_flush(sp,flush,arg)
Structure *sp; PFV flush, STR arg;
{

register Element *ep;

sp->last->next=NIL;
while((ep=sp->first)) {

sp->first=ep->next;
if (flush) (*flush)(ep->data,arg);
_el_free(ep);

}

_st_init(sp);
}
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/* structure statistics ------------------------------------------ */
/*  _st_stat  */
/*  _st_describe  */
/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */

void _st_stat(sp,name)
Structure *sp; STR name;
{

printf("Structure %s { first = 0x%X last = 0x%X size = %d }\n",
name,sp->first,sp->last,sp->size);

fflush(stdout)
}

void _st_describe(sp,name,desc)
Structure *sp; STR name; PFV desc;
{

_st_stat(sp,name);
_describe(sp,desc);

}
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Typical Data Structures
stack.h • queue.h • list.h

stack.h

#ifndef STACK_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define STACK_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include <struct.h>
typedef Structure *Stack;

/* stack functions --------------------------------------------- */

#define stack_alloc() (Stack)_st_alloc()
#define stack_free(Stack) _st_free(Stack)
#define stack_size(Stack) _st_size(Stack)
#define stack_empty(Stack) _st_empty(Stack)
#define stack_pop(Stack) _st_get_last(Stack)
#define stack_find(Stack,Match,Arg) _st_find(Stack,Match,Arg)
#define stack_push(Stack,Data) _st_put_last(Stack,Data)
#define stack_apply(Stack,Foo,Arg)

_st_traverse_and_apply(Stack,Foo,Arg)
#define stack_flush(Stack,Flush,Arg) _st_flush(Stack,Flush,Arg)
#define stack_reverse(Stack) _st_reverse(Stack)
#define stack_exchange(Stack1,Stack2) _st_exchange(Stack1,Stack2)
#define stack_stat(Stack,Name) _st_stat(Stack,Name)
#define stack_describe(Stack,Name,Desc) _st_describe(Stack,Name,Desc)

#endif

queue.h

#ifndef QUEUE_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define QUEUE_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include <struct.h>
typedef Structure *Queue;

/* queue functions --------------------------------------------- */

#define queue_alloc() (Queue)_st_alloc()
#define queue_free(Queue) _st_free(Queue)
#define queue_size(Queue) _st_size(Queue)
#define queue_empty(Queue) _st_empty(Queue)
#define queue_dequeue(Queue) _st_get_first(Queue)
#define queue_find(Queue,Match,Arg) _st_find(Queue,Match,Arg)
#define queue_enqueue(Queue,Data) _st_put_last(Queue,Data)
#define queue_apply(Queue,Foo,Arg)

_st_traverse_and_apply(Queue,Foo,Arg)
#define queue_flush(Queue,Flush,Arg) _st_flush(Queue,Flush,Arg)
#define queue_reverse(Queue) _st_reverse(Queue)
#define queue_exchange(Queue1,Queue2) _st_exchange(Queue1,Queue2)
#define queue_stat(Queue,Name) _st_stat(Queue,Name)
#define queue_describe(Queue,Name,Desc) _st_describe(Queue,Name,Desc)

#endif
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list.h

#ifndef LIST_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define LIST_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include <struct.h>
typedef Structure *List;

/* list functions ------------------------------------------------ */

#define list_alloc() (List)_st_alloc()
#define list_free(List) _st_free(List)
#define list_size(List) _st_size(List)
#define list_empty(List) _st_empty(List)
#define list_get_first(List) _st_get_first(List)
#define list_get_last(List) _st_get_last(List)
#define list_unlink(List,Match,Arg) _st_get(List,Match,Arg)
#define list_find(List,Match,Arg) _st_find(List,Match,Arg)
#define list_put_first(List,Data) _st_put_first(List,Data)
#define list_put_last(List,Data) _st_put_last(List,Data)
#define list_apply(List,Foo,Arg)

_st_traverse_and_apply(List,Foo,Arg)
#define list_flush(List,Flush,Arg)_st_flush(List,Flush,Arg)
#define list_reverse(List)_st_reverse(List)
#define list_restructure(List,Match,Arg)

_st_restructure(List,Match,Arg)
#define list_exchange(List1,List2) _st_exchange(List1,List2)
#define list_append(List1,List2,Where) _st_append(List1,List2,Where)
#define list_stat(List,Name) _st_stat(List,Name)
#define list_describe(List,Name,Desc) _st_describe(List,Name,Desc)

#endif
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Boundary Representation
brep.h • brep.c 

brep.h

#ifndef BREP_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define BREP_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include "point.h"
#include "matrix.h"
#include "list.h"

typedef abcd_tuple Plane;

typedef struct _world  World;
typedef struct _solid  Solid;
typedef struct _face  Face;
typedef struct _edge  Edge;
typedef struct _vertex  Vertex;
typedef enum  _type  Type;
typedef union  _node  Node;

struct _world {List solids; };
struct _solid {List faces, vertices; World *world; };
struct _face {List loops; Loop *outer; Solid *solid; 

 Plane eq; Point center; };
struct _loop {List edges; Face *face; }
struct _edge {Edge *mate; Loop *loop; Vertex *vertex; };
struct _vertex {Point p; Solid *s; int degree; };

enum _type { WORLD=0, SOLID, FACE, LOOP, EDGE, VERTEX };
union _node {

void  *ptr;
World  *w;
Solid  *s;
Face  *f;
Loop  *l;
Edge  *e;
Vertex *v;

};

void *new(Type);
#define newworld()  (World *)new(WORLD)
#define newsolid()  (Solid *)new(SOLID)
#define newface()  (Face *)new(FACE)
#define newloop()  (Loop *)new(LOOP)
#define newedge()  (Edge *)new(EDGE)
#define newvertex()  (Vertex *)new(VERTEX)

void dispose(Node,Type);
#define disposeworld(PTR)  dispose(PTR,WORLD)
#define disposesolid(PTR)  dispose(PTR,SOLID)
#define disposeface(PTR)  dispose(PTR,FACE)
#define disposeloop(PTR)  dispose(PTR,SOLID)
#define disposeedge(PTR)  dispose(PTR,EDGE)
#define disposevertex(PTR)  if(PTR->degree <= 0)dispose(PTR,VERTEX)
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void unlink(Node,Type);
#define unlinkworld(PTR)  unlink(PTR,WORLD)
#define unlinksolid(PTR)  unlink(PTR,SOLID)
#define unlinkface(PTR)  unlink(PTR,FACE)
#define unlinkloop(PTR)  unlink(PTR,LOOP)
#define unlinkedge(PTR)  unlink(PTR,EDGE)
#define unlinkvertex(PTR) unlink(PTR,VERTEX)

#define FIRST 0
#define LAST 1

void linksolid(Solid *,World *,int);
void linkface(Face *,Solid *,int);
void linkloop(Loop *,Face *,int);
void linkedge(Edge *,Loop *,int);
void linkvertex(Vertex *,Solid *,int);

Solid *getsolid(World *,int)
Face *getface(Solid *,int)
Loop *getloop(Face *,int)
Edge  *getedge(Loop *,int)
Vertex *getedge(Solid *,int)

#define nosolids(W) list_empty((W)->solids)
#define nofaces(S)  list_empty((S)->faces)
#define noloops(F)  list_empty((F)->loops)
#define noedges(L)  list_empty((L)->edges)
#define novertex(S) list_empty((S)->vertices)

#define solids(W)  (W)->solids
#define world(S)  (S)->world
#define solid(X)  (X)->solid
#define faces(S)  (S)->faces
#define face(L)  (L)->face
#define outer(F)  (F)->outer
#define loops(F)  (F)->loops
#define edges(L)  (L)->edges
#define loop(E)  (E)->loop
#define mate(E)  (E)->mate
#define vertex(E)  (E)->vertex
#define vertices(S) (S)->vertices
#define point(V) (V)->p
#define degree(V) (V)->degree

int isequal(PTR,PTR);
int issamepoint(Vertex *,Vertex *)
int isvertexof(Edge *,Vertex *);

Edge *makeedge(Vertex *,Vertex *);
Vertex *makevertex(Solid *,Point);

Edge *findedge(Face *, Vertex *);

#endif
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brep.c

#include <stdlib.h>
#include "brep.h"

extern char * malloc();

#define MALLOC(X) (X*)malloc(sizeof(X))

static List pool[]={ NIL,NIL,NIL,NIL,NIL,NIL };

static unsigned size[]={
sizeof(World), 
sizeof(Solid), sizeof(Face), sizeof(Loop), sizeof(Edge), sizeof(Vertex)

};

static char* msg[] = {
"World", 
"Solid", "Face", "Loop", "Edge", "Vertex" 

};

#define error(S) fprintf(stderr,"%s:out of storage\n",S); exit(1)

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* allocate brep lists ------------------------------------------- */

static void _laWorld(World *w)  {solids(w)=list_alloc();}
static void _laSolid(Solid *s)  {faces(s)=list_alloc(); 

 vertices(s)=list_alloc();}
static void _laFace(Face *f)  {loops(f)=list_alloc();}
static void _laLoop(Loop *l)  {edges(l)=list_alloc();}
static void _laEdge(Edge *e)  {}
static void _laVertex(Vertex *v) {}

static PFV BRalloc[]= {
_laWorld,
_laSolid, _laFace, _laLoop, _laEdge, _laVertex

};

/* clean brep lists ---------------------------------------------- */

static void _cWorld(World *w)  {}
static void _cSolid(Solid *s)  {world(s)=0;}
static void _cFace(Face *f)  (solid(f)=0; outer(f)=0;}
static void _cLoop(Loop *l)  {face(l)=0;}
static void _cEdge(Edge *e)  {mate(e)=0; vertex(e)=0; loop(e)=0;}
static void _cVertex(Vertex *v) {solid(v)=0; degree(v)=0; }

static PFV clean[]= { 
_cWorld,
_cSolid, _cFace, _cLoop, _cEdge, _cVertex

};
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/* create a new geometry ------------------------------------------ */

void * new(Type geom)
{

register Node n;
if (list_empty(pool[geom]))
{

if(!(n.ptr=malloc(size[geom]))){ error(msg[geom]); }
(*BRalloc[geom])(n.ptr);

} else {
n.ptr=list_get_first(pool[geom]);

}
(*clean[geom])(n.ptr);
return(n.ptr);

}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* flush brep lists ---------------------------------------------- */

static void _fWorld(World *w) {list_flush(solids(w),dispose,SOLID);}
static void _fSolid(Solid *s) {list_flush(faces(s),dispose,FACE);

list_flush(vertices(s),dispose,VERTEX);}
static void _fFace(Face *f) {list_flush(loops(f),dispose,LOOP);}
static void _fLoop(Loop *l) {list_flush(edges(l),dispose,EDGE);}
static void _fEdge(Edge *e)  {}
static void _fVertex(Vertex *v){}

static PFV flush[]= {
_fWorld, 
_fSolid, _fFace, _fLoop, _fEdge, _fVertex

}

/* destroy a geometry -------------------------------------------- */

void dispose(Node n,Type geom)
{

(*flush[geom])(n.ptr);
list_put_last(pool[geom],n.ptr);

}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* tests for geometry -------------------------------------------- */

int isequal(PTR a,PTR b) 
{ 

return (a==b); 
}

int issamepoint(Vertex *v, Vertex *w) 
{

return (point_equal(point(v),point(w)); 
}

int isvertexof(Edge *e,Vertex *v) 
{ 

return (vertex(e)==v);
}
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/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* unlink a single geometric object ------------------------------ */

static void _uWorld(World *w) {}

static void _uSolid(Solid *s) {
if (world(s)) {

list_unlink(solids(world(s)),isequal,s);
world(s)=NIL;

}
}

static void _uFace(Face *f) {
if (solid(f)) {

list_unlink(faces(solid(f)),isequal,f);
solid(f)=NIL;

}
}

static void _uLoop(Loop *l) {
if (face(l)) {

list_unlink(loops(face(l)),isequal,l);
face(l)=NIL;

}
}

static void _uEdge(Edge *e) {
if (loop(e)) {

list_unlink(edges(loop(e)),isequal,e);
loop(e)=NIL;

}
}

static void _uVertex(Vertex *v) {
degree(v) -= 1;
if (degree(V) <= 0) {

if (solid(v)) {
list_unlink(vertices(solid(v)),isequal,v);
solid(v)=NIL;

}
}

}

static PFV disconnect[]= {
_uWorld, 
_uSolid, _uFace, _uLoop, _uEdge, _uVertex

};

void unlink(Node n,Type geom)
{

(*disconnect[geom])(n.ptr);
}
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/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* link geometry appropriately ----------------------------------- */

static PFV link[]= { list_put_first, list_put_last };

void linksolid(Solid *s,World *w, int WHERE) 
{

(*link[WHERE])(solids(w),s);
world(s)=w;

}

void linkface(Face *f,Solid *s, int WHERE)
{

(*link[WHERE])(faces(s),f); 
solid(f)=s;

}

void linkloop(Loop *l,Face *f, int WHERE)
{

(*link[WHERE])(loops(f),l);
face(l)=f;

}

void linkouter(Loop *l,Face *f)
{

linkloop(l,f,FIRST);
outer(f)=l;

}

void linkedge(Edge *e,Loop *l,int WHERE)
{

(*link[WHERE])(edges(l),e);
loop(e)=l;

}

void linkvertex(Vertex *v,Solid *s, int WHERE)
{

(*link[WHERE])(vertices(s),v); 
solid(v)=s;

}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* describe a geometry ------------------------------------------- */

static _tVertex(Vertex *v) {
printf("Vertex 0x%X: Count %d",v, degree(v));
point_describe(point(v));

}

static _tEdge(Edge *e) {
printf("Edge 0x%X: ",e);
_tVertex(vertex(e));

}
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static _tLoop(Loop *l) {
char tstr[32];
sprintf(tstr,"Loop 0x%X: \n",l);
list_describe(edges(l),tstr,_tEdge);

}

static _tFace(Face *f) {
char tstr[32];
sprintf(tstr,"Face 0x%X: \n",f);
list_describe(loops(f),tstr,_tLoop);

}

static _tSolid(Solid *s) {
char tstr[32];
sprintf(tstr,"Solid 0x%X: \n",s);
list_describe(faces(s),tstr, _tFace);
list_describe(vertices(s),tstr,_tVertex);

}

static _tWorld(World *w) {
sprintf(tstr,"World 0x%X: \n",w);
list_describe(solids(w),tstr,_tSolid);

}

static PFV tell[]= {
_tWorld, _tSolid, _tFace, _tLoop, _tEdge, _tVertex

};

void describe(Node n,Type geom)
{

(*tell[geom])(n.ptr);
}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* get appropriate geometry -------------------------------------- */

static PFP get[]= { list_get_first, list_get_last };

Solid * getsolid(World *w,int FROM)
{ return ((Solid *)(*get[FROM])(solids(w))); }

Face * getface(Solid *s,int FROM)
{ return ((Face *)(*get[FROM])(faces(s))); }

Loop * getloop(Face *f,int FROM)
{ return ((Loop *)(*get[FROM])(loops(f))); }

Edge * getedge(Loop *l,int FROM)
{ return ((Edge *)(*get[FROM])(edges(l))); }

Vertex * getvertex(Solid *s,int FROM)
{ return ((Vertex *)(*get[FROM])(vertices(s))); }
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/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* make routines ------------------------------------------------- */

Vertex * makevertex(Solid *s, Point p)
{

register Vertex *v=newvertex();

linkvertex(v,s,LAST);
copypoint(point(v),p);

return (v);
}

Edge * makeedge(Vertex *u,Vertex *v)
{

register Edge *e=newedge();
register Edge *m=newedge();

vertex(e)=u; vertex(m)=v;
mate(e)=m; mate(m)=e;
degree(u) += 1;
degree(v) += 1;

return (e);
}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* find edge routines -------------------------------------------- */

Edge * findedge(Face *f, Vertex *v, Vertex *w) 
{

register List temp;
register Loop *l;
register Edge *e=NIL;

temp=list_alloc();
while(!list_empty(loops(f)) && !e) {

l=getloop(f,FIRST);
e=(Edge*)list_find(edges(l),isvertexof,v);
if (e && !w && vertex(mate(e))!=w) e=0;
list_put_last(temp,l);

}
while (!list_empty(temp)) {

linkloop(list_get_last(temp),f,FIRST);
}
list_free(temp);

return(e);
}
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Euler Operators

euler.h __________________________________________________________________

#ifndef EULER_ALREADY_INCLUDED
#define EULER_ALREADY_INCLUDED

#include "brep.h"

Solid * mvfs(Point);
int kvfs(Solid *);
int kvfskeep(Solid *);

Vertex * smev(Vertex *,Face *,Point);
Vertex * _mev(Vertex *,Edge *,Edge *,Point);
Vertex * mev(Vertex *,Vertex *,Vertex *,Face *,Face *,Point);
int _kev(Edge *);
int kev(Vertex *,Vertex *,Face *);

Face * _mef(Edge *,Edge *,Face *);
Face * mef(Vertex *,Vertex *,Face *);
int _kef(Edge *);
int kef(Vertex *,Vertex *,Face *);

int _kemr(Edge *);
int kemr(Vertex *,Vertex *,Face *);
int  _mekr(Edge *,Edge *);
int mekr(Vertex *, Vertex *, Vertex *, Vertex *, Face *);

int glue(Face *,Face *);
int unglue(Loop *, Face *);

#define kfmrh(F1,F2) glue(F1,F2)
#define mfkrh(L,F) unglue(L,F)

#define LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(L,E)list_restructure(edges(L),isequal,E)

#define DELETE_SOLID(S) unlinksolid(S); disposesolid(S)
#define DELETE_FACE(F) unlinkface(F); disposeface(F)
#define DELETE_LOOP(L) unlinkloop(L); disposeloop(L)
#define DELETE_EDGE(E) unlinkedge(E);  disposeedge(E)
#define DELETE_VERTEX(V) unlinkvertex(V); disposevertex(V)

#define error(STR)fprintf(stderr,STR)

#endif
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euler.c __________________________________________________________________

#include "euler.h"

#define Ignore (void)/* make compiler shut up */

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */

/* make vertex face solid ---------------------------------------- */

Solid *mvfs(p)
Point p;
{

Loop *l=newloop();
Face *f=newface();
Solid *s=newsolid();

linkouter(l,f);
linkface(f,s);
Ignore makevertex(s,p);

return (ns);
}

/* kill vertex face solid ---------------------------------------- */

int kvfs(s)
Solid *s;
{

DELETE_SOLID(s);
return (TRUE);

}

int kvfskeep(s)
Solid *s;
{

unlinksolid(s);
return (TRUE);

}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* make edge vertex ---------------------------------------------- */

Vertex * smev (v,f,p) 
Vertex *v; Face *f; Point p;
{

register Vertex *nv;
register Edge *ne;

nv=makevertex(solid(v),p);
ne=makeedge(v,nv);

linkedge(ne,outer(f),FIRST);
linkedge(mate(ne),outer(f),LAST);

return (nv)
}

<nothing>

<nothing>

solid

newv
v=v1

ve1=e2=NIL
f1 

f2=NIL

v1=v2=NIL

smev

mev operator: strut edge case
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Vertex * _mev(v,e1,e2,p)
Vertex *v; Edge *e1, *e2; Point p;
{

register Vertex *nv;
register Edge *ne;

nv=makevertex(solid(v),p);
ne=makeedge(v,nv);

if (e1 == e2) {
linkedge(ne,loop(e1),FIRST);
linkedge(mate(ne),loop(e1),LAST);

} else {
vertex(e1)=nv;
LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(loop(e1),e1);
linkedge(ne,loop(e1),FIRST);
LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(loop(e2),e2);
linkedge(mate(ne),loop(e2),FIRST);

}
return (nv);

}

Vertex * mev(v1,v2,v3,f1,f2,p)
Vertex *v1, *v2, *v3; Face *f1,*f2; Point *p;
{

register Edge *e1, *e2;

e1=findedge(f1,v1,v2);
e2=findedge(f2,v1,v3);

if (e1 && e2)
return (_mev(v1,e1,e2,p));

else {
error("mev: cant find edge");
return (FALSE);

}
}

/* kill edge vertex ---------------------------------------------- */

int _kev(e)
Edge *e;
{

register Vertex *v=vertex(m);
register Edge  *m=mate(e)
register Loop *l=loop(m);

LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(m,l,FIRST)
DELETE_EDGE(m);

m=getedge(l,FIRST);
vertex(m)=v;
linkedge(m,l,FIRST);

DELETE_VERTEX(vertex(e));
DELETE_EDGE(e); 

return (TRUE);
}

mev operator: general case

e2
e1

v=v1

f1

f2

e1 v=v1
newv

e2

f1

e1=e2

f1=f2 newv

f2
v3

v2 v2

v3

v=v1
v=v1

v2 = v3

mev

e v

f

v w

f

e

f
w

v v

w

e

v
w

v

e

kev operator
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int kev(w,v,f)
{

register Edge *e;

e=findedge(f,w,v);
if (!e) {

error("kev: cant find edge");
return (FALSE);

}
return (_kev(e));

}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* make edge face ------------------------------------------------ */

Face * _mef(v,e1,e2,f)
Vertex *v; Edge *e1,*e2; Face *f;
{

register Edge *e, *ne;
register Face *nf=newface();
register Loop *l, *nl=newloop();
register Vertex *v1, *v2;

linkouter(nl,nf);

if (e1) {
l=loop(e1);
LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(l,e1);

} else {
l=outer(f);

}

if (!noedges(l))
{

e=getedge(l,FIRST);
while (e!=e2) {

linkedge(e,nl,LAST);
e=getedge(l,FIRST);

}
linkedge(e2,l,FIRST);

}
if (e1) v1=vertex(e1); else v1=v;
if (e2) v2=vertex(e2); else v2=v;

ne=makeedge(v1,v2);
linkedge(ne,l,FIRST);
linkedge(mate(ne),nl,FIRST);

return(nf);
}

mef operator

v1=v2

v1
v2

v1=v3

f
newf

f

f

f
f

newf

f

newf

v3v4

v2=v4

e1

e1

e2

e2=NIL

e1=e2=NIL
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Face * mef(v1,v2,v3,v4,f)
Vertex *v1,*v2,*v3, *v4; Face *f;
{

Edge *e1, *e2;

if (v1 == v3 && v2 == v4) {
e1=findedge(f,v1,v2);
e2=NIL;

} else {
e1=findedge(f,v1,v2);
e2=findedge(f,v3,v4);

if (!e1 && !e2) {
error ("mef: cant find edge");
return FALSE;

}
if (loop(e1)!=loop(e2)) {

error ("mef: edges not in same loop");
return FALSE;

}
}
return(_mef(v1,e1,e2,f));

}

/* kill edge face ------------------------------------------------ */

loopassign(e,l) 
Edge *e; Loop *l; 
{

loop(e)=l;
}

int _kef(e) 
Edge *e;
{

register Edge *m=mate(e);
register Loop *le, *lm;
register Face *fm;

le=loop(e);
lm=loop(m);
fm=face(lm);

LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(le,e);
LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(lm,m);

DELETE_EDGE(m);
DELETE_EDGE(e);

list_apply(edges(lm),loopassign,le);
list_append(le,lm,LAST);

DELETE_LOOP(lm); 
DELETE_FACE(fm);

}

e

kef operator

f

fm

m
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int kef(v,w,f)
Vertex *v, *w; Face *f;
{

e=findedge(f,v,w);

if (!e) {
error ("mef: cant find edge");
return 0;

}

return (_kef(e));
}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* kill edge make ring ------------------------------------------- */

int _kemr(e)
Edge *e;
{

register Loop *ring=newloop();
register Loop *l=loop(e);
Vertex *v=vertex(e);

LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(l,e);
do {

e2=getedge(l,FIRST);
linkedge(e2,ring,LAST);

} while(e2!=mate(e));

linkloop(ring,face(l));

/* v lies on an edge in the outer
loop of f */

if (! list_find(edges(l),isvertexof,v)) 
{

list_exchange(outer(f),ring);
list_apply(edges(outer(f)),loopassign,outer(f));
list_apply(edges(ring),loopassign,ring);

}
return TRUE;

}

int kemr(v,w,f)
Vertex *v, *w; Face *f;
{

Edge *e;

e=findedge(f,v,w);

if (loop(e) != outer(f) && loop(e) != loop (mate(e)) {
error("kemr: invalid edge");
return FALSE;

return (_kemr(e));
}

kemr operator

v

v

w

w

e

e
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/* make edge kill ring ------------------------------------------- */

int _mekr(e1,e2)
Edge *e1, *e2;
{

register Edge *ne;
register Loop *l, *r;

l=loop(e1);
r=loop(e2);

LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(l,e1);
LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(r,e2);

ne=makeedge(vertex(e1),vertex(e3));

linkedge(ne,r,FIRST);
linkedge(mate(ne),r,LAST);
list_append(l,r,LAST);
list_apply(l,loopassign,l);

DELETE_LOOP(r);

return TRUE;
}

int mekr(v1,v2,v3,v4,f)
Vertex *v1, *v2, *v3, *v4; Face *f;
{

register Edge *e1,*e2;

e1=findedge(f,v1,v2);
e2=findedge(f,v3,v4);

if (loop(e1) == loop(e2)) {
error("mekr: edges in same loop");
return FALSE;

}
return (_mekr(e1,e2));

}

/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* make face kill ring hole -------------------------------------- */
/* connected sum  */

glue(f1,f2)
Face *f1, *f2;
{

register Loop *l;

if (list_size(loops(f2))>1) {
error(

"glue: cannot merge faces");
return FALSE

}
l=outer(f2);
linkloop(l,f1,LAST);
DELETE_FACE(f2);

return TRUE;
}

mekr operator

v1

v3

e1v2

v4 e2

f1f2
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/* kill face make ring hole -------------------------------------- */
/* connected minus  */
/* inverse of glue  */

int unglue (v,w,f)
Vertex *v, *w; Face *f;
{

register Edge *e;
register Loop *ring;
register Face *nf=newface();

e=findedge(f,v,w);
ring=loop(e)

if (ring == outer(f)) {
error("unglue: cannot make face from outer loop");
return FALSE;

}

unlinkloop(ring);
linkouter(ring,nf);

return TRUE;
}



12 Boundary Merging

12.1 Boolean Operators on B-Reps

In CSG, Boolean operations are done by divide and conquer on the CSG tree expanded to half

spaces.  With boundary representations (B-reps), a different approach must be taken, as there is

no notion of a half space primitive. 

The following is a basic algorithm for Boolean operations on B-reps.  For all boundary

components a and b in A and B, respectively:

1) Subdivide A and B into non-intersecting faces.

2) Compute a out B, a in B, b out A, b in A.

3) A ∪∗ B =  a out B ⊗  a out A

A ∩∗ B =  a in B ⊗  b in A

A −* B =  a out B ⊗  (b in A)−1

where ⊗ is the connected sum Euler operator (glue), and −1 is the complementation

operator. The operations in and out are defined below.

Steps 1 and 2 can be computed as follows:

A

B

A out B

non-planar
face

subdivide
A
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1) Determine which pair of faces a ∈ A and b ∈ B intersect. If there are none, test shell 

containment only.

2) For each face a of A that intersects a face of B, construct the cross section c of B with the 

plane containing a:

a in B =  a ∩* c

a out B =  a −* c

3) Repeat these two steps for each face of B that intersects a face of A.

But this only works when faces are not coplanar and overlapping. We need to take account of

faces that are on faces.  If we were to consider both solids then there are four cases:

a on B+ normalized normal of A equals that of B

a on B− normalized normal of A does not equal that of B

b on A+ normalized normal of B equals that of A 

b on A− normalized normal of B does not equal that of A

The Boolean operators become:

A ∪∗ B =  a out B ⊗  b out A ⊗  a on B+

A ∩∗ B =  a in B ⊗  b in A ⊗  a on B+

A −* B =  a out B ⊗  (b in A)−1 ⊗  a on B−

Another way of expressing the same information is through the table:

Polygons in A

inside outside same (on+) opposite (on−)

A ∪∗ B no yes yes no

A ∩∗ B yes no yes no

A −* B no yes no yes

Polygons in B

inside outside same opposite

A ∪∗ B no yes no no

A ∩∗ B yes no no no

A −* B yes no no no
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Why are the last two columns of the Polygons in B table all no?

A disadvantage of this method is the fact that we create many more surfaces than we finally

need.  Instead, we can design a more efficient algorithm that is particular to the specific

operation, e.g., intersection.

Boundary Merging for Intersection

For each pair of intersecting faces a of A and b of B, repeat:

1) Construct and analyze the points and line segments of their intersection.

2) Transfer the results to all adjacent faces of A and of B.

3) Link up the intersection elements into complete face and edge subdivisions.

Finally, add the faces of A that lie inside B and the faces of B that lie inside A.

To analyze the intersection of face pairs, we need to consider the three-dimensional

neighborhoods of the intersection line segments and points in the subdivision.  There are six

major cases:

1) A face of one solid intersects the face of another solid at a point interior to both.

2) An edge of one solid intersects a face of the other solid at a point interior to both edge 

and face.

3) An edge of one solid intersects an edge of the other solid at a point interior to both edges.

4) A vertex of one solid intersects a face of the other solid in the interior.

5) A vertex of one solid intersects an edge of the other solid in the interior.

6) A vertex of one solid intersects a vertex of the other solid.

We can then use De Morgan's Laws to compute results of the other operators.

Application of Law 1 (by complementing each of its sides) gives:

A

B

A on B+ A on B−

B on A+ B on A−
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A ∪∗ B = (A−1 ∩∗ B−1)−1

The difference of A and B, A −* B, is given by:

A −∗ B = A  ∩∗ B−1

The complement is an operation that only makes sense in a Boundary representation. It has no

counterpart in CSG, where all primitives (and thus all objects) must be bounded.

Complementation

To complement a representation of a two manifold object:

1) Multiply each face equation by −1.

2) Reverse the orientation of every boundary vertex cycle of a face.

3) In multishell objects, complement the indication (if stored) of the boundedness of the 

volume that the shell encloses.

4) Change the pairing of the volume enclosing pairs − this last step applies only to non-

manifold objects.

12.2 Splitting Algorithm

The basis for the achieving Boolean operations on boundary representations is the splitting

algorithm.  We consider the following problem.  Given a solid S and a splitting plane SP we

divide the solid into two solids one “above” SP and the other “below.”  If S lies completely to

one side of the SP, then one of the solids is S and the other is empty.  The resulting solids on

either side of the SP may be disconnected. 

We reduce the splitting problem to that of processing vertices of S that lie on the splitting plane;

these are then classified as belonging to the solid above or to the solid below.  To deal with

edges we consider its two vertices separately and process them appropriately.  There are two

types of vertices on SP: those that bound an edge of the solid and those that lie on an edge but do

not bound it.  We consider two steps in the reduction process:

• Locate all edges of S that intersect SP properly, i.e., whose vertices lie on either side of SP.

We split these edges with a new vertex at its intersection point with SP. In the preceding

diagram the new vertices are va and vb.

De Morgan's Laws

(A ∪∗ B)−1 =  A−1 ∩∗ B−1 [Law 1]

(A ∩∗ B)−1 =  A−1 ∪∗ B−1 [Law 2]
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• Store all vertices of S that intersect with SP for further processing.

The next step is to classify the neighborhood of edges

and faces around the vertices and properly classify the

edges including and especially those sectors and edges

coplanar with SP as belonging to the above and below

solids.  The vertex classifier subdivides the neighbor-

hoods into parts wholely on one side of SP. The

subbdivision is effected by introducing null edges. 

There are two steps to vertex neighborhood

classification.

1) Classify and tag each edge of the neighborhood according to whether its final vertex lies 

above, on or below SP. 

2) Consider the edges around a vertex in cyclic order and reclassify the on edges by 

applying the following rules:

Solid

SP

Above

Below

2

1

3

5
4 6

7

9

8

10

12
11

13

14

va

vb

Calculating whether or not an edge intersects a plane between two 
given points

It is simple to calculate whether or not an edge intersects a plane at a point between its

vertices.  Since every point on the edge is given by  and for the

plane operator γp, , from which t can be calculated.

Note that if the edge is coincident with the plane then both  and

. Coplanar edges are thus easy to determine.

v1 t v2 v1–( ) 0 t 1≤ ≤,+

γp p 0=⋅

t
γp v1⋅

γp v2 v1–( )⋅
-------------------------------–=

γp v1⋅ 0=

γp v2⋅ 0=

3

5

4

11

Neighborhood of vertex 4

above
below

below
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• The edges on sector coplanar with SP are classified as below if the sector normal is 

on the side of the material (i.e., the sector normal is collinear with the face normal), 

and above otherwise.

• After applying the preceding rule, any on edge remaining must appear in one of the 

following four arrangements of consecutive edges:

above-on-above; above-on-below; below-on-above and below-on-below.

In the first three cases the on edge is reclassified as below and the last one as above.

The rules can be, visually depicted as perturbing the splitting plane in a direction away from the

material side of the coplanar face or edge and seeing where the coplanar faces and edges then

lies with respect to this perturbed splitting plane.  The result would be the new reclassification

of the originally coplanar faces and edges.

We next separate all parts of the neighborhoods that occur above SP from those that occur

below it.  We do this by inserting null edges in a direction from below to above.  These are

removed at a later stage by making them into real edges. For the neighborhood at vertex 4, by

applying the above rules, edge (4,3) is classified as above and the initially tagged on edges

(4,11) and (4,5) are reclassified as below. A null edge is introduced at vertex 4 in the direction

coplanar face classified as below

perturbed splitting plane

SP
SP

coplanar face classified as above

SP

coplanar edge classified as below
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of (4,3). The two end points of the null edge represent vertex 4, once for the solid above and

once for the solid below.  

The next step is to properly join the null

edges.  Each null edge represent a pair of

half-edges that separate two faces.  As the

diagram shows the null edge at vertex 2 is

paired with the null edge at vertex 4 to give

rise to the new face {2,3,4} for the above

solid and {1,2,4,5,va,7} for the below solid.

In this particular example, simple traversals

of the faces f1 and f2 joining the null edges at

consecutive on vertices will produce the

desired new faces.  In general, this will not work for faces with multiple loops.  Instead, we scan

the on vertices for each face in lexicographical x, y, z- coordinate order and join them pairwise

to produce the appropriate faces. It may turn out that parts of inner loops are merged with parts

of the outer loop to form a single loop.  An example is shown below.

The last step in this process is to collect the faces and classify them into the appropriate parts:

above or below.  In principle, we construct an adjacency list of faces with other faces, which is

given by the data structure.  Simple graph traversals to yield the connected components of the

graph yield the faces of the individual solids.  

12.3 Robustness

Boolean operations on boundary representations are prone to many numerical instabilities. At

present, no general solution for these is known. Great care must be taken in writing algorithms

to reduce numerical problems. In planar face domains, it makes great sense to store only face

SP

2

1

3

5
4 6

7

9

8

10

12
11

13

14

va

vb
f1

f2

1
2

3
4

SP

above

below
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equations and to compute vertex equations when needed. Since face equations are unchanged by

any Boolean operations, the geometry of a solid thus remains undisturbed throughout a

representation's life.



13 A Model for Shapes

Shape

For our purpose, a shape is a spatial form, an arrangement of parts.  This notion correlates with

our own intuitional definition of a shape, as some sort of geometrical entity each of its parts, in

turn, being some sort of geometrical entity, viz., a shape.  Implicit in this recursive notion of a

shape is the notion of a part, which, in itself, may be wholely connected or made up of separate

shapes.  This notion of a shape and its parts gives it a structure, in particular, an algebraic

structure.  

To realize this model for shapes we will distinguish shapes geometrically by the different kinds

of spatial elements that make up shapes; for instance, shapes may be made up of lines, planes

and so on.  This distinction has its counterpart in common terminology – wire frame, surface

model, solid and so on.  Equally, a shape may be considered as being made up of the many

different kinds of elements – a mixed-dimensional shape – in which case their parts are shapes

made up of some or all the different kinds of elements2.

13.1 Basic Definitions

For starters, we suppose a universe, say U, consisting of all shapes made up of spatial elements

of a given kind.  There are, of course, any number of shape universes each of which is

dependent on its spatial kind.  We suppose that we have a notion of embedded shapes.  Then, a

part relation on U can be defined as follows.

Part

Definition 13.1  A part is an embedding of one shape in another shape. The part relation is 

denoted by the symbol, ≤.  A part of a shape is also referred to as a subshape.  

Note that parts, themselves, have parts. The part relation is reflexive, anti-symmetric and

transitive.  That is,

2. Stiny, G., 1991. “The Algebras of Design,” Research in Engineering Design 2, 171-181.
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∀a ∈ U: a ≤ a [13.1]

∀a, b ∈ U: a ≤ b ∧  a ≤ b ⇔  a = b [13.2]

∀a, b, c ∈ U: a ≤ b ∧  b ≤ c ⇒  a ≤ c [13.3]

The part relation defines a partial order on the shapes in U.  We denote this by saying that the

algebra (U, ≤) is a partially ordered set (or poset for short).  From transitivity of the part

relation, it follows that a shape is a part of another shape if and only if any part of that shape is a

part of the other.  That is:

∀a, b ∈ U: a ≤ b ⇔  (∀ ε: ε ≤ a ⇒  ε ≤ b) [13.4]

There is a special shape which is referred to as the empty shape, denoted by 0, which is a part of

every shape.  That is, ∀ ε ∈ U, 0 ≤ ε.  The empty shape is the minimal element of U, in that

there is no other shape that is a part of the empty shape.  

ε ≤ 0 ⇔  ε = 0 [13.5]

Shapes combine to form other shapes, and can be manipulated in order to do so.  In particular,

we can add two shapes together, take one shape away from another, or find the shape common

to both.  These manipulations correspond to the basic operations on shapes which are referred to

respectively as shape sum, difference and product.  Each of these three basic shape operations

specifies a mapping from U × U to U.  We begin with shape product.

Product

Definition 13.2   The product of two shapes, denoted by the symbol ‘⋅’, is the largest shape

common to both. ∀ a, b, ε ∈ U: ε ≤ a ⋅ b ⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ≤ b.

Figure 13.1 illustrates the product of two solid shapes.  The product of two shapes is a part of

either shape.  

∀ a, b ∈ U: a ⋅ b ≤ a ∧  a ⋅ b ≤ b [13.6]

13.1   
Two shapes a and b and their product a ⋅ b.

shape a shape b

a ⋅ b
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The following properties relating to shape product hold for any three shapes a, b, c.

a ≤ b ⇔  a ⋅ b = a [13.7]

a ⋅ 0 = 0 = 0 ⋅ a [13.8]

a ≤ b ⇒  a ⋅ c ≤ b ⋅ c [13.9]

We next consider the operation of shape difference.

Difference

Definition 13.3   The difference of two shapes, denoted by the symbol ‘−’, is the shape given

by the relative complement of the first shape with respect to the second; 

∀ a, b, ε ∈ U: ε ≤ a − b ⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ b = 0.

Figure 13.2 illustrates the difference of two solid shapes.  The difference of two shapes is

always a part of the first shape.  That is:

a − b ≤ a [13.10]

The following shape difference related properties hold for all shapes a, b, c:

a − b = a ⇔  a ⋅ b = 0 [13.11]

a − 0 = a [13.12]

a ≤ b ⇒  a − c ≤ b − c [13.13]

a ≤ b ⇒  c − b ≤ c − a [13.14]

The last basic operation we consider is that of the sum of two shapes.

13.2  
Two shapes a and b and their differences a − b and b − a.

shape a shape b

a − b b − a
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Sum

Definition 13.4   The sum of two shapes, denoted by the symbol ‘+’, is the smallest shape

that results from the combination of both shapes.

∀ a, b, ε ∈ U:  ε ≤ a + b ⇔  ε − b ≤ a ∧  ε − a ≤ b.

Figure 13.3 illustrates the sum of two solid shapes.  Note that both shapes are parts of their

sum.  

The following sum related properties hold for all shapes a, b, c:

a ≤ a + b ∧  b ≤ a + b [13.15]

a ≤ b ⇔  a + b = b [13.16]

a + 0 = a = 0 + a [13.17]

a ≤ b ⇒  a + c ≤ b + c [13.18]

a + b ≤ c ⇔  a ≤ c ∧  b ≤ c [13.19]

13.3   
Two shapes a and b and their sum a + b.

shape a shape b

a + b

The following are among the less obvious properties that relate shape sum, difference

and product.  For all shapes a, b, c:

a − (b − c) = (a − b) + (a ⋅ c) [13.20]

\ (a + b) − c = (a − c) + (b − c) [13.21]

a − (b + c) = (a − b) − c [13.22]
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Proof: [13.20]: We first prove the identity for the case a ≤ b; 

∀ ε: ε ≤ a − (b − c)

⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ (b − c) = 0 ⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  (ε ⋅ b) − c = 0 

⇔  ε ≤ a ≤ b ∧  ε ⋅ b = ε ≤ c ⇔  ε ≤ a ⋅ c. 

It follows that a − (b − c) =  a ⋅ c =  (a − b) + (a ⋅ c).

Next, we prove the identity for arbitrary a and b;

∀ ε: ε ≤ (a − b) + (a ⋅ c)

⇔  ε − (a ⋅ c) ≤ a − b ∧  ε − (a − b) ≤ a ⋅ c
⇔  ε − (a ⋅ c) ≤ a ∧  (ε − (a ⋅ c)) ⋅ b = 0 ∧  

  ε − (a − b) ≤ a ∧  ε − (a − b) ≤ c.

From ε − (a ⋅ c) = (ε − a) + (ε − c) ≤ a, it follows that 

ε − a ≤ a ⇔  (ε − a) ⋅ a = (ε ⋅ a) − a = 0 = ε − a or ε ≤ a.  

Conversely, if ε ≤ a then ε − (a ⋅ c) ≤ a and ε − (a − b) ≤ a.

Furthermore, (ε − (a ⋅ c)) ⋅ b = 0 ⇔  (ε ⋅ b) − (a ⋅ c) = 0 ⇔  ε ⋅ b ≤ a ⋅ c and, 

given that ε ≤ a, ε − (a − b) = ε ⋅ b ≤ a ⋅ c ≤ c.  Thus,
∀ ε: ε ≤ (a − b) + (a ⋅ c)

⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ b ≤ c

⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  (ε ⋅ b) − c = 0

⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ (b − c) = 0

⇔  ε ≤ a − (b − c).

[13.21]: ∀ ε: ε ≤ (a − c) + (b − c)

⇔  ε − (a − c) ≤ b − c ∧  ε − (b − c) ≤ a − c

⇔  (ε − a) + ε ⋅ c ≤ b − c ∧  (ε − b) + ε ⋅ c ≤ a − c

⇔  ε − a ≤ b − c ∧  ε ⋅ c ≤ b − c ∧  ε − b ≤ a − c ∧  ε ⋅ c ≤ a − c

⇔  ε − a ≤ b ∧  (ε − a) ⋅ c = 0 ∧  ε ⋅ c ≤ b ∧  (ε ⋅ c) ⋅ c = 0 ∧  

  ε − b ≤ a ∧  (ε − b) ⋅ c = 0 ∧  ε ⋅ c ≤ a ∧  (ε ⋅ c) ⋅ c = 0 

⇔  ε − a ≤ b ∧  ε − b ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ c = 0 

⇔  ε ≤ a + b ∧  ε ⋅ c = 0 

⇔  ε ≤ (a + b) − c, given that

(ε ⋅ c) ⋅ c = 0 ⇔  ε ⋅ c = 0 ⇒  (ε − a) ⋅ c = 0 ∧  (ε − b) ⋅ c = 0.

[13.22]: ∀ ε: ε ≤ a − (b + c) 

⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ (b + c) = 0

⇔  ε ≤ a ∧  ε ⋅ b = 0 ∧  ε ⋅ c = 0

⇔  ε ≤ a − b ∧  ε ⋅ c = 0

⇔  ε ≤ (a − b) − c o
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13.2 Generalized Boolean Algebra

A poset taken together with two operations, namely, sum and product defines a lattice.  More

precisely, a lattice is a partially ordered set (L, ≤) in which x + y and x ⋅ y exist for any x, y ∈ L.

From this definition it is clear that for any universe of shapes, (U, ≤) forms a lattice.  We refer

to Balbes and Dwinger3 for a general exposition on algebraic lattices and their properties.  The

lattice (U, ≤), closed under shape sum, ‘+’, and product, ‘⋅’, defines the following algebra

(U, (+, ⋅)).

Theorem 13.1  The operations of shape sum and product define an algebra (U, (+, ⋅)) that

satisfies the following identities: 

Proof : The first identities specify the commutative, associative and idempotent properties

of shape sum and product.  The last two may be considered as contraction laws.  Each

identity of the form f = g can be proven by proving the inequalities f ≤ g and g ≤ f, and taking

into account the anti-symmetry of ≤. o

Figures 13.4 and 13.5 illustrate, with solid shapes, respectively, the associativity of shape

product and shape sum.  

3. Balbes, R. and P. Dwinger, 1974. Distributive Lattices, University of Missouri Press, Columbia,

Miss.

• a + b = b + a.

• a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c.

• a + a = a.

• a ⋅ b = b ⋅ a.

• a ⋅ (b ⋅ c) = (a ⋅ b) ⋅ c.

• a ⋅ a = a.

• a + (a ⋅ b) = a and a ⋅ (a + b) = a.

• a + b = b ⇔  a ⋅ b = a.

13.4  
Shapes a, b and c and their product a ⋅ b ⋅ c.
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Theorem 13.1 is also an elementary consequence of the following definitions for least upper and

greatest lower bounds.  Suppose S is a (finite) subset of the partially ordered set U, S ⊆ U.  We

say that an element u ∈ U is an upper bound for S if a ≤ u for all a ∈ S.  An upper bound u0 for

S is a least upper bound for S if u0 ≤ u for all upper bounds u of S.  Likewise, an element v ∈ U

is a lower bound for S if v ≤ a for all a ∈ S.  A lower bound v0 for S is a greatest lower bound for

S if v ≤ v0 for all lower bounds v of S. 

Conversely, given an algebra with two binary operations, (U, (+, ⋅)), that satisfies the identities

of Theorem 13.1, a partial order relation, ≤, can be defined on U as follows.

Corollary 13.2    The relation ≤ on U, defined by a ≤ b ⇔  a ⋅ b = a, makes (U, ≤) into a 

lattice in which the least upper bound of a, b in U is a + b and the greatest lower bound of a, 

b in U is a ⋅ b.

The empty shape, 0, is the least upper bound for ∅ ⊆ U. Using Theorem 13.1, the following

identities can be shown to hold for shapes a, b, c:

a ⋅ (b − c) = (a ⋅ b) − (a ⋅ c) = (a ⋅ b) − c [13.23]

a ≤ b ⇔  a − b = 0 [13.24]

(a − b) + b = a + b [13.25]

(a + b) − b = a − b [13.26]

Sum and product respectively distribute over product and sum4.  For shapes a, b, c:

a ⋅ (b + c) = (a ⋅ b) + (a ⋅ c) [13.27]

a + (b ⋅ c) = (a + b) ⋅ (a + c) [13.28]

4. Stouffs, R, 1994. “The Algebra of Shapes,” Ph.D dissertation, School of Architecture, Carnegie

Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa

13.5  
Shapes a, b and c and their sum a + b + c.
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Distributivity of product over sum is illustrated in Figure 13.6.  

A lattice (L, ≤) is distributive if it satisfies one of the following two identities:

∀ x, y, z ∈ L: x ⋅ (y + z) = (x ⋅ y) + (x ⋅ z)

∀ x, y, z ∈ L: x + (y ⋅ z) = (x + y) ⋅ (x + z)

Clearly, (U, ≤) is a distributive lattice.  

shape a shape b shape c

b + c

a ⋅ b a ⋅ c

a ⋅ (b + c) = (a ⋅ b) + (a ⋅ c)

13.6  
Three shapes a, b and c; the shapes b + c, a ⋅ b and a ⋅ c; 
and the shape a ⋅ (b + c) = (a ⋅ b) + (a ⋅ c).
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Shape difference defines a relative complement for each shape.  Figure 13.7 illustrates the

relative complement of a shape under shape difference.  For any lattice (L, ≤), an element x ∈ L

is relatively complemented if

∀ u, v ∈ L: u ≤ x ≤ v ⇒  ∃ y ∈ L, u ≤ y ≤ v: x ⋅ y = u ∧  x + y = v.

A relatively complemented distributive lattice is a distributive lattice such that every element is

relatively complemented.  

Theorem 13.3  (U, ≤) is a relatively complemented distributive lattice.

Proof : ∀ a, b, x ∈ U: a ≤ x ≤ b, consider y = (b − x) + a ∈ U.  

From a ≤ b, [13.18] and [13.16], it follows that y = (b − x) + a ≤ b + a = b.  

Also, a ≤ (b − x) + a ≤ y and, thus, a ≤ y ≤ b.  

From [13.27], [13.23], a ≤ x and [13.14] we derive that x ⋅ y = x ⋅ ((b  x) + a) = 

(x ⋅ (b − x)) + (x ⋅ a) = ((x ⋅ b) − x) + a = 0 + a = a.

Similarly, from [13.25] and a ≤ x ≤ b, it follows that x + y = x + (b − x) + a = 

x + (b − x) = x + b = b. o

Definition 13.5   A relatively complemented distributive lattice (L, ≤) with a zero element

defines a generalized Boolean algebra (L, (+, ⋅, 0)).

13.7  
Two shapes a and b with a ≤ b, the relative complement, b − a, of a with 
respect to b and the shapes a ⋅ (b − a) and a + (b − a).

shape a shape b

b − a

a ⋅ (b − a) = 0 a + (b − a) = a + b
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The following proposition is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 13.3 and the above

definition.

Theorem 13.4  (U, (+, ⋅, 0)) is a generalized Boolean algebra and for, a, b ∈ U, the

difference, a − b, is the relative complement of a⋅ b for 0 ≤ a⋅ b ≤ a.

13.3 Symmetric Difference

We now introduce another, basic, way of producing a shape from two shapes, namely, the shape

that is formed by those parts of the two shapes that have no common parts.  This operation,

referred to as symmetric difference, and denoted by the symbol ‘⊕’, specifies a different kind of

algebraic structure for a universe of shapes, namely, that of an Abelian group.  

We first remark that shape product and difference can be used to define a partitioning of a shape

into one or more shapes.5

∀ a, b ∈ U: a = (a − b) + (a ⋅ b) ∧  (a − b) ⋅ (a ⋅ b) = 0 [13.29]

Shape product and difference can also be used to define a partition of the sum of two shapes.

a + b = (a − b) + (b − a) + (a ⋅ b) ∧
(a − b) ⋅ (b − a) = 0 ∧  (a − b) ⋅ (a ⋅ b) = 0 ∧  (a ⋅ b) ⋅ (b − a) = 0 [13.30]

5. Stouffs, R. op cit.

shape a shape b

a − b b − a a ⋅ b

13.8  
Two shapes a and b and their ‘disjoint’ parts a − b, b − a and a ⋅ b.
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Figure 13.8 illustrates the partitioning of two solid shapes with respect to each other.  This

partitioning of shapes leads, naturally, to the definition of the symmetric difference of two

shapes.

Definition 13.6   The symmetric difference, ‘⊕’, computes the sum of the differences of two

shapes.

∀ a, b ∈ U: a ⊕ b = (a − b) + (b − a)

Figure 13.9 illustrates the symmetric difference of two solid shapes.  The symmetric difference

of two shapes equals the difference of their sum and product.  Furthermore, any shape can be

expressed as the symmetric difference of its difference and product with another shape.  

The following properties for symmetric difference hold for all shapes a, b, c:

a ⊕ b = (a + b) − (a ⋅ b) [13.31]

a = (a − b) ⊕ (a ⋅ b) [13.32]

a ≤ b ⇔  a ⊕ b = b − a [13.33]

a ⊕ 0 = a = 0 ⊕ a [13.34]

a ⊕ a = 0 [13.35]

Given two shapes a and b, consider the set S = {a − b, b − a, a ⋅ b} of classes from the

partitioning specified in [13.30].  There is a one-to-one correspondence between the subsets of

S, i.e., the elements in the power set of S, and the shapes 0, a and b and the shapes derived from

these using sum, product, difference and symmetric difference:

{} ↔ 0 {a − b, b − a, a ⋅ b} ↔ a + b
{a − b} ↔ a − b {a − b, a ⋅ b} ↔ a

13.9  
Two shapes a and b and their symmetric difference a ⊕ b.

shape a shape b

a ⊕ b
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{b − a} ↔ b − a {b − a, a ⋅ b} ↔ b
{a ⋅ b} ↔ a ⋅ b {a − b, b − a} ↔ a ⊕ b

Figure 13.10 gives a graphical description of the lattice corresponding to the seven non-subsets

of S.  The levels in the graph correspond to subsets of S with the same cardinality.  The members

of the set are represented by small circles; two members are connected with a straight line if one

contains the other, and the contained member is located on a lower level.  Every partially

ordered set is isomorphic with a set of subsets of some set.  Figure 13.11 illustrates, for two

given solid shapes, all seven shapes corresponding to the non-empty subsets of S  

a + b

b − aa − b

a ⊕ ba b

a ⋅ b

0
13.10  
Graphical description of the poset of shapes derived from the shapes a and b 
under sum, product, difference and symmetric difference.  

shape a shape b

a ⋅ b

a ⊕ ba + b

b − aa − b

13.11  
Two shapes a and b, their product, differences, sum and symmetric difference.
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A non-empty set, say L, with a binary operation, say ⊕, forms an Abelian group if it possesses

the following properties: ∀ a, b, c ∈ L:

1) Closure: a ⊕ b is a unique element of L.

2) Associativity: a ⊕ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⊕ b) ⊕ c.

3) Identity: ∃ e ∈ L, ∀ a ∈ L: a ⊕ e = a = e ⊕ a.

4) Inverses: ∀ a ∈ L, ∃ a−1 ∈ L: a ⊕ a−1 = e = a−1 ⊕ a.

5) Commutativity: a ⊕ b = b ⊕ a.

Theorem 13.5  Any universe of shapes U form an Abelian group under symmetric difference

(with identity 0 and inverse a−1 = a).

Proof : (1), (3), (4) and (5) are evident. For (2), suppose a, b and c are any three elements of

U.  Then, 

a ⊕ (b ⊕ c) =  (a − (b ⊕ c)) + ((b ⊕ c) − a)

=  (a − ((b + c) − (b ⋅ c))) + (((b − c) + (c − b)) − a) [13.31]

=  (a − (b + c)) + (a ⋅ (b ⋅ c)) + ((b − c) − a) + ((c − b) − a)

[13.20] and [13.21]

=  (a − (b + c)) + (a ⋅ b ⋅ c) + (b − (a + c)) + (c − (a + b)) [13.21]

=  (a − (b + c)) + (b − (a + c)) + (c − (a + b)) + (c ⋅ a ⋅ b)

=  ((a − b) − c) + ((b − a) − c) + (c − (a + b)) + (c ⋅ (a ⋅ b))

=  (((a − b) + (b − a)) − c) + (c − ((a + b) − (a ⋅ b)))

=  ((a ⊕ b) − c) + (c − (a ⊕ b))

=  (a ⊕ b) ⊕ c o

Figure 13.12 illustrates the associativity of the operation of symmetric difference on shapes.  

13.12  
Three shapes a, b and c and their symmetric difference a ⊕ b ⊕ c.
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13.4 Boolean Ring

We are now ready to prove the main result of this chapter.

Definition 13.7   A Boolean ring is a non-empty set L in which two binary operations ⊕ and

⋅ are defined satisfying the following conditions6,

∀ a, b, c ∈ L:

1) Closure: a ⊕ b and a ⋅ b are unique elements of L.

2) Commutativity of ‘⊕’: a ⊕ b = b ⊕ a.

3) Associativity of ‘⊕’: a ⊕ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⊕ b) ⊕ c.

4) Solvability of equations: a ⊕ x = b has at least one solution in L.

5) Associativity of ‘⋅’: a ⋅ (b ⋅ c) = (a ⋅ b) ⋅ c.

6) Distributivity: a ⋅ (b ⊕ c) = (a ⋅ b) ⊕ (a ⋅ c) and

(a ⊕ b) ⋅ c = (a ⋅ c) ⊕ (b ⋅ c).

7) Idempotency of ‘⋅’: a ⋅ a = a.

Theorem 13.6  U satisfies the axioms of a Boolean ring under symmetric difference and

product.

Proof : Follows from Theorems 13.1 and 13.5.  Distributivity follows from [13.23] and

[13.27]. o

We can relate the algebras (U, (⊕, ⋅, 0)) and (U, (+, ⋅, 0)).  From a Boolean ring (U, (⊕, ⋅, 0)),

shape sum and difference may be defined as a − b = a ⋅ (a ⊕ b) and a + b = a ⊕ b ⊕ (a ⋅ b), and

whence, (U, (+, ⋅, 0)) is a generalized Boolean algebra.  Likewise, from a generalized Boolean

algebra (U, (+, ⋅, 0)), shape difference can be defined as a − b = c ⇔  b ⋅ c = 0 ∧  b + c = a + b,

while the definition for symmetric difference remains the same.  Finally, we can define shape

sum and product, in terms of shape difference and symmetric difference, as a ⋅ b = a − (a −  b)

and a + b = a ⊕ b ⊕ (a −(a − b)).

13.5 Shape Relations

We consider the following basic relations among shapes in U, namely, contain, overlap, disjoint

as well as equality.  The relation contain was introduced in Section 13.1.

Definition 13.8   A shape a contains a shape b if b is a part of a; b ≤ a.

If a shape a contains a shape b, then the difference of b and a is the empty shape; that is, 

b − a = 0.  Similarly, two shapes that have no shape in common are said to be disjoint.  

6. Arnold, B. H., 1962. Logic and Boolean Algebra, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
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Definition 13.9   Two shapes a and b are disjoint if their product is the empty shape;

a ⋅ b = 0.

Two shapes overlap if neither are disjoint, nor one contains the other.

Definition 13.10   Two shapes a and b overlap if their product is non-zero and neither shape

contains the other; a ⋅ b ≠ 0 ∧  a  b ∧  b  a.

These relations are mutually exclusive and precisely one of these relations must apply to any

pair of shapes (within the same algebra).  Containment is reflexive, anti-symmetric and

transitive.  Overlap and disjoint are anti-reflexive, symmetric and non-transitive.

Figure 13.13 illustrates these relations on pairs of solid shapes.  As shown, the disjoint relation

illustrated by Figures 13.13(c) and (d) may seem, at first, counter-intuitive.  In Figure 13.13(c)

the shapes obviously touch at surfaces, and in (d) the shapes touch at edges.  However, we will

show that the relation can be partitioned into two other relations that would make this notion of

disjointedness appear less so.  Finally, we note that two shapes are equal if their symmetric

difference is zero.

Definition 13.11   Two shapes a and b equal if their symmetric difference is the empty

shape; a ⊕ b = 0. 

≤ ≤

13.13  
The shape relations (a) contain, (b) overlap and (c, d) disjoint.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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13.6 Summary

A number of concepts were introduced in this chapter.  We summarize the main ones in the

following table. 

Universe of shapes: U

A collection of all shapes of a given kind.
Later, we will consider specific universes of shapes made up of n-dimensional 
elements, embedded (or realized) in a k-dimensional Euclidean space, k Š n.

Part relation: ≤
This relation also referred to as subshape defines a partial order on shapes.

Zero element: 0

This corresponds to the empty shape which is the minimal algebraic element in any 
universe of shape.

Operations on shapes a and b

Product: ⋅
Specifies the greatest lower bound of two shapes, and satisfies
a ≤ b ⇔  a ⋅ b = a

Sum: +
Specifies the least upper bound of two shapes, and satisfies 
a ≤ b ⇔  a + b = b

Difference: −
Specifies the relative of one shape with respect to the other and satisfies:
(a − b) ⋅ (a ⋅ b) = 0 and (a − b) + (a ⋅ b) = a

Symmetric differnce: ⊕
Specifies the sum of the relative complement of each shape with respect to the other, 
and is given by a ⊕ b = (a − b) + (b − a)

Algebraic Structures

A universe of shapes forms a generalized Boolean Algebra under sum and product and 
a Boolean Ring under symmetric difference and product..
This structure implies that there is no largest shape: y ∈U: ∀x ∈U, x ≤ y

Relations between shapes a and b

Equality: a ⊕ b = 0
Containment: b ≤ a
Disjoint: a ⋅ b = 0
Overlap: a ⋅ b ≠ 0 ∧ a  b ∧ b  a

∃

≤ ≤



14 Maximal Element Representation

The maximal element representation is a canonical representation of a shape as a set of

(disjoint) segments, each represented by its co-descriptor and boundary.  Each segment’s

boundary is again a shape (or composed of a set of shapes, each) subject to the maximal

representation (in Un−1).  This leads to a recursive set of definitions, for which points or

segments in U0 serve as a base case.

14.1 Boundary shape and neighborhood

We define a neighborhood ∆(s) of a shape s as a shape that has s as a part of its boundary.  Note

that any shape in Un+1 is a neighborhood for the zero element in Un, in particular, 0.

Definition 14.1  A neighborhood ∆(s) of a shape s in Un is a shape in Un+1 that has s as a 

part of its boundary;

∀ s ∈ Un, ∃ ∆(s) ∈ Un+1: s ≤ B[∆(s)].

The following assertions serve the definition of the boundary shape of a shape.  They specify

the existence of disjoint neighborhoods that characterize a shape as a part of a boundary as well

as the behavior of the neighborhood relation in the presence of another shape.

Axiom 1  For any given segment or shape, no three (or more) co-equal, disjoint

neighborhoods can be found.

In the case of a boundary segment, the neighborhoods can be related to the shape of which the

segment is a part of the boundary.

Axiom 2  A shape s in Un−1 is a part of the boundary of a shape a in Un if and only if there

exist two neighborhoods of s, one of which is a part of a and the other is disjoint of a;

∀ s ∈ Un−1, ∀ a ∈ Un: s ≤ B[a] ⇔  ∃ ∆1(s), ∆2(s) ∈ Un: ∆1(s) ≤ a ∧  a ⋅ ∆2(s) = 0.
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The third assertion specifies, that, when comparing a neighborhood of a shape with another

shape co-equal to this neighborhood, it is always possible to partition the neighborhood with

respect to the other shape, and to find a corresponding partitioning of the first shape.

Axiom 3  Given a shape a ∈ Un, a shape s ∈ Un−1 and a neighborhood ∆(s) ∈ Un, there

exists a partitioning of s into t and s − t, and a partitioning of ∆(s) into neighborhoods ∆(t)

and ∆(s − t), with ∆(t) ≤ a and ∆(s − t) ⋅ a = 0.

Figure 14.1 illustrates the possible cases that result from Axiom 3 for a pair of shapes in U2.

From Axiom 2, we derive a sufficient condition for a shape to be a part of a boundary.

Property  Given two shapes a and b in Un with a a part of b, a part s of the boundary of a is

a part of the boundary of b if and only if there exists a neighborhood ∆(s) of s such that b ⋅
∆(s) = 0;

∀ a, b ∈ Un, a ≤ b, ∀ s ∈ Un−1, s ≤ B[a]: s ≤ B[b] ⇔  ∃ ∆(s) ∈ Un, b ⋅ ∆(s) = 0.[13.36]

Given two shapes a and b with a a part of b, and a shape s that is a part of the boundary of a,

using [13.36], we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for which s is not a part of the

boundary of b.

Property  Given two shapes a and b in Un with a a part of b, for any part s of the boundary

of a, the product of s and the boundary of b equals 0 if and only if there exists a

neighborhood ∆(s) of s, such that ∆(s) ≤ b − a;

∀ a, b ∈ Un, a ≤ b, ∀ s ∈ Un−1, s ≤ B[a]: 

s ⋅ B[b] = 0 ⇔  ∃ ∆(s) ∈ Un, ∆(s) ≤ b − a. [13.37]

Figure 14.1  Two shapes a and b and a part s of the boundary of a, resulting in three
possible cases upon partitioning s and a with respect to b: (a) t = 0, (b) t ≠ 0 ∧  t ≠
s, (c) t = s.

s

a

b
(a) (b) (c)

a a

b
b

s s
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14.2 Maximal Element Representation

The maximal element representation is a canonical representation.

A segment is defined as a shape with a “minimal” boundary with respect to this shape.  That is,

no part of the boundary can be found that defines a part of the shape or segment.  A segment is

necessarily co-equal.

Definition 14.2   A shape a is a segment if and only if there exists no shape b, b ≠ 0 and b ≠
a, such that b is a part of a and the boundary of b is a part of the boundary of a (b ≤ a ∧  B[b]

≤ B[a]).

14.2 illustrates this definition with a few shapes in U2.

A segment is maximal if it cannot be combined under the operation of sum with any other

segment in the representation to form a single segment.

The following lemma states the conditions under which two co-equal segments combine to form

a single segment, under the operation of sum.  14.3 illustrates these conditions for shapes in U3.

Segments that are not co-equal cannot combine to form a single segment.

Theorem 14.1   The sum of two co-equal segments is a segment if and only if the segments

are not disjoint or their boundaries are not disjoint.

Theorem 14.2 serves as the basis for the maximal representation of shapes.

Theorem 14.2  For any shape a there exists exactly one finite set {a1, …, am} of disjoint

segments with disjoint boundaries such that a equals the sum of a1, …, am;

∀ a ∈ Un, ∃ !{a1, …, am}, segments a1, …, am ∈ Un:

(ai ⋅ aj = 0 ∧  B[ai] ⋅ B[aj] = 0) ∀ i ≠ j ∧  a = a1 + … + am.

14.2  Exemplar segments in U2.
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14.3 Simple Boundaries

Above, we have defined a segment using the notion of a minimal boundary with respect to a

shape and its boundary.  We can also give a semi-constructive definition of a segment using the

notion of a simple boundary, that is, a “minimal” boundary shape as a part of a boundary shape,

not with respect to the defined shape.

Definition 14.3   A boundary shape or, simply, boundary is a shape a in Un for which there

exists a shape b in Un+1 such that a = B[b]; we say that the boundary a defines the shape b

and write b = Γ(a).

Definition 14.4   A boundary shape a is a simple boundary if and only if there exists no

boundary shape b, b ≠ 0 and b ≠ a, that is a part of a.

Property  A simple boundary a in Un defines a segment Γ(a) in Un+1.

However, the boundary shape of a segment is not always a simple boundary.  14.4 illustrates this

with a few segments in U2.  Yet, the boundary of a co-equal shape can always be described as

composed of a finite set of disjoint simple boundaries.

Theorem 14.3  For any boundary shape b there exists a set {b1, …, bm} of disjoint, simple

boundaries such that b is the composition of b1, …, bm under the operation of sum or

symmetric difference.

∀ boundary b ∈ Un, ∃ simple boundaries b1, …, bm ∈ Un:

bi ⋅ bj = 0 ∀ i ≠ j ∧  b = b1 + … + bm

14.3  The sum of two segments is a segment if the segments are not disjoint (a, d) or 
their boundaries are not disjoint (b) and is not a segment, otherwise (c, e, f).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
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Consider a simple boundary b that is a part of a boundary a defining a segment Γ(a).  Using the

results from the previous proof, we conclude that either Γ(a) ⋅ Γ(b) = 0 or Γ(a) ≤ Γ(b).  If Γ(a) ≤
Γ(b), we say that b is an outer boundary; otherwise, b is an inner boundary.  14.5 illustrates the

classification into inner and outer boundaries of a set of non-intersecting, simple boundaries in

U1.

Definition 14.5   A simple boundary b that is a part of the boundary of a segment a is an

outer boundary for a if a ≤ Γ(b) and is an inner boundary for a, otherwise.

A segment has a single outer boundary and either zero, one or more inner boundaries.  14.6

illustrates this with a few segments and shapes in U2.

Theorem 14.4  Given a segment a there exists exactly one simple boundary that is an outer

boundary for a.

∀ segment a ∈ Un, ∃ ! simple boundary b ∈ Un−1: b ≤ B[a] ∧  a ≤ Γ(b)

The canonical representation of a shape consists of a unique representation of the shape as a set

of segments as well as a unique representation of each segment as a set of simple boundaries.

14.4  Examples of segments with a simple boundary (a) and without a simple 
boundary (b, c).

(a) (b) (c)

14.5  Inner and outer boundaries among a set of non-intersecting, simple boundaries 
(in U1).  Outer boundaries are drawn solid, inner boundaries dashed.
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Theorem 14.5  For any segment a in Un there exists exactly one finite set {b1, …, bm} of

disjoint, simple boundaries in Un−1 such that B[a] equals the sum of b1, …, bm;

∀ segment a ∈ Un, ∃ !{b1, …, bm}, simple boundaries b1, …, bm ∈ Un−1:

bi ⋅ bj = 0 ∀ i ≠ j ∧  B[a] = b1 + … + bm.

14.4 Geometric Relations

Definition 14.6   A shape contains another shape if the second shape is a part of the first

shape.

Definition 14.7   Two shapes overlap if their product is non-zero and one shape does not

contain the other.

Geometrically, we can relate two shapes as to whether their boundaries overlap or not.

Definition 14.8   Two shapes in Un share boundary if and only if they do not overlap, nor

one contains the other, but, there exist two co-equal segments, one from each shape, of

which the boundaries overlap (or one contains the other) in Un−1.

Then, we say that two shapes are disjoint only if they do not share boundary (nor overlap or one

contains the other).

Definition 14.9   Two shapes that do not overlap, nor share boundary and of which one does

not contain the other, are said to be disjoint.

14.6  Outer and inner boundaries for a few shapes (in U2): (a) a segment with a sin-
gle outer boundary; (b) a segment with a single outer and multiple (2) inner bound-
aries; (c) a shape (composed of two segments) with multiple (2) outer and a single 
inner boundary; (d) a shape with multiple (4) outer boundaries.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Note that if two segments are not co-equal, they are, necessarily, disjoint.  The relations contain,

overlap, share boundary and disjoint remain mutually exclusive.  With the exception of contain,

all relations are anti-reflexive, symmetric and non-transitive.  14.7 illustrates these geometric

relations on pairs of shapes in U3.

14.5 Maximal Shapes

The maximal representation of shapes is a canonical representation of shapes as composed of

maximal segments.

Definition 14.10   A segment ai (i ≤ m) in the representation {a1, …, am} of a shape a in Un

is denoted a maximal segment if it is disjoint with all segments aj (j ≤ m, j ≠ i) in the

representation, and its boundary (B[ai]) is represented as a set of simple boundaries, each of

which is a maximal shape in Un−1.

Definition 14.11   A shape a {a1, …, am} is termed maximal if it is represented as a set of

maximal segments a1, …, am.

The maximal element representation is a canonical representation.  The canonical

representation is particularly advantageous when comparing two shapes for equality or for the

subshape relation:

Definition 14.12   A shape a {a1, …, am} in Un is embedded in a maximal shape b {b1, …,

bm’} in Un if and only if every segment ai (i ≤ m) is embedded in a maximal segment bj (j ≤
m’).

14.7  The geometric shape relations (a) contain, (b) overlap, (c) share boundary and 
(d) disjoint.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
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Theorem 14.6  The boundary of a maximal shape a {a1, …, am} equals the sum of the

boundaries B[ai] (i ≤ m);

∀ maximal a {a1, …, am} ∈ Un : B[a] = B[a1] + … + B[am].

14.6 Isomorphisms

In order to demonstrate a correspondence between shapes in Un, k and point sets in Ek, we

extend the notions of closure, interior and regularization to n-dimensional point sets in Ek (n ≤
k).  We consider an n-dimensional point set in Ek to be a subset of an n-dimensional hyperplane

in Ek.

Definition 14.13   Given a point set S in Ek that is a subset of an n-dimensional hyperplane

H and a continuous transformation f that maps H onto En, we say that S is n-regular in Ek if

and only if f(S) is regular in En, i.e., f(S) ≡ r(f(S)).

A volume segment or, in general, a maximal shape in Un, k is defined by a set of disjoint

boundaries, each of which constitutes a maximal shape in Un−1, k.  However, these boundary

shapes do not constitute part of the defined shape in Un, k.  Nor is there an absolute complement

to a shape, to which these boundaries form part of.  These boundaries only serve to define the

shape in Un, k.

As a result, there is no inherent notion of an open or closed shape and, in principle, there exists

no equivalent point set in Ek to a shape in U3, k.  Even then, it is possible to define an

isomorphism between Un, k and a subset of ℘(Ek) that maps each shape or element in Un, k to a

point set in Ek, and to define “regularized” set operations of union, intersection and difference

that are equivalent to the shape operations of sum, product and difference, under the

isomorphism.

Theorem 14.7  There exists an isomorphism between Un, k (1 ≤ n ≤ k) and a subset of ℘(Ek)

that maps each shape x in Un, k to an n-regular point set x* in Ek.

Given a point p in U0, k, if we consider p* to denote the singleton point set in Ek that is a

0-regular point set, then the theorem also holds for n = 0.

Consider the n-regularized set operations ∪*, ∩*, and \*.  Then, given two shapes a and b in Un,

k and the sum c = a + b, it holds that c* = a* ∪* b*, and similarly for the shape operation of

product and ∩* as well as the shape operation of difference and \*.  Thus, the n-regularized set

operations of union, intersection and difference are equivalent to the shape operations of sum,

product and difference, under the isomorphism of Theorem 14.7.  Similarly, the subset relation
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on n-regularized point sets is equivalent to the part relation on shapes, under the isomorphism.

These equivalences are shown (implicitly) in Chapter 5 of Rudi Stouffs (1994) doctoral

dissertation, as we employ the same classification to define the results of the arithmetic

operations on shapes, as are used to determine the results of the regularized set operations on

point sets.

14.7 Comparison

Under the algebraic model, a shape in Un, k is intrinsically “regular” and so are the shape

operations of sum, product, difference and symmetric difference; e.g., given two shapes that

share boundary, their product is the empty shape and the difference of one of the shapes with the

other is the first shape.  The geometric representation for shapes introduces a boundary to a

shape.  However, this boundary does not constitute a part of the shape, but exists only in order

to represent the shape.  As such, implicit restrictions do exist on the boundary shape that defines

a shape or segment; these follow from Axiom 2 and Axiom 3.

For each of the operations of sum, product, difference and symmetric difference, there exists a

relation between the boundaries of the operands and the boundary of the result of the operation.

Specifically, the boundary of the sum, product, difference or symmetric difference of two

shapes is a part of the sum of the boundaries of these shapes.  This relationship is necessary in

order to assert that the closure of Un, k is geometrically a fact.

Theorem 14.8  The boundary of the shape resulting from one of the operations of sum,

product, difference and symmetric difference on two shapes is a part of the sum of the

boundaries of these two shapes;

∀ a, b ∈ Un: B[a + b] ≤ B[a] + B[b]

B[a ⋅ b] ≤ B[a] + B[b]

B[a − b] ≤ B[a] + B[b]

B[a ⊕ b] ≤ B[a] + B[b]

A simple boundary a in Un, k, under the maximal representation, is represented as a set {a1, …,

am} of maximal segments.  We have that a segment ai in the representation {a1, …, am} of a

shape a in Un, k, is a maximal segment if it is disjoint with all other segments in the

representation.  If ai and aj (i ≠ j) are not co-equal, then, they are necessarily disjoint, even

though their boundaries may overlap, that is, B[ai] ⋅ B[aj] ≠ 0.  Thus, given a shape x in Un, k,

there exist shapes in Un−2, k that have multiple occurrences within the representational

description of x.7  If there exists a shape in Un−2, k that has 3 occurrences or more, it follows that

the isomorph point set in Ek is not bounded by an (n 1)-manifold surface.  Therefore, the

maximal representation of shapes does not assume shapes to be “bounded by manifold

surfaces”.  However, the fact that a single shape or segment in Un−2,k may have multiple
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occurrences in the representational description of a shape in Un, k, implies that numerical

precision errors must be properly dealt with.  We refer to Section 8.2 in Stouffs(1994) for a

discussion regarding arithmetic robustness.

The universe of shapes U0 × U1 × … × Un is constituted of bounded rectilinear shapes, that is,

finite arrangements of spatial elements from among points, line, plane and volume segments,

and higher dimensional hyperplane segments, of limited but non-zero measure (this universe

may be extended to include curved hyperplane segments).  There exists no universal shape; as

such, there exists no absolute complement to a shape.  Non-regular shapes can be represented

using elements from different algebra’s Uj (see 14.8).  Such shapes, though non-regular in

appearance, are intrinsically regular: Elements belonging to the same algebra compose in a

completely regular fashion, while elements belonging to different algebra’s do not compose at

all.  They exist together, but are handled separately; even though the shapes may be complex in

appearance, their representation is simple, and their arithmetic straightforward.

The maximal representation is a canonical representation for shapes.  Therefore, any valid

representation not only unambiguously models a shape, it also uniquely represents this shape.

This trivializes a main problem statement used in solid modeling to evaluate a representation

scheme, that is, how to determine whether two solids are equal (Mäntylä, 1988).  Solids defined

as point sets in E3 have an additional constraint of rigidity.  The imposition of this constraint

induces the following problem statement: how can it be tested whether a solid can be mapped

onto another solid under a rigid transformation (i.e., translation and/or rotation).  When applied

to shapes, the rigidity test constitutes a subset of the subshape recognition problem, that poses

whether a shape is a part of another shape under a Euclidean transformation augmented with

scale.  Subshape recognition lies at the basis of the shape grammar formalism.  Both the shape

equality relation and subshape recognition take advantage of the canonical representation.

7. Actually, since a boundary shape in Un, k corresponds to a closed, n-dimensional polyhedron in Ek,

every boundary segment of this shape has at least 2 occurrences within the representational

description.

14.8  A shape in U1 × U2 × U3 is made up of subshapes in U1, U2 and U3 that may 
“overlap” or “intersect”, but that do not compose.

= +

14.8  A shape in U1 × U2 × U3 is made up of subshapes in U1, U2 and U3 that may 
“overlap” or “intersect”, but that do not compose.
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16 Review of C++

16.1 C++

C++ File Structure

Header files

End (file extensions) with .h or .hxx.

Usually contain an include section for other headers.

Typically contain function prototypes and class definitions.

Source files 

End (file extensions) with .cxx, .c or .cpp.

Contain class and function implementations (header and body).

Only one source file contain the main function that 

Starts the program.

Calls other functions.

Include section

In the beginning of C++ files (both source and header), e.g.,

#include "math.h"

#include "string.h"

#include "iostream.h"

Source files include their corresponding header files and library files.

Header files include other library files.
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Comments and Syntax

Comments

Commenting lines //

Commenting paragraphs /* or parts of lines */

Comments cannot be nested.

Syntax

Every line ends in a semicolon;

Every function contains its implementation inside brackets {}

Loops and conditions contain implementations inside brackets{}

Data Types (built in C++)

• char character

• int integer

• long long integer

• float floating points precision

• double double precision

• long double long double precision

Declaring a variable

int x;

Determining the amount of storage space given to a variable

sizeof (x);

Data Structures (defined by the user)

Defining a composite structure

struct Vect

{

double x;

double y;

double z;

}

Declaring a structure

Vect v; 
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Accessing components of the structure 

v.x =2; v.y =5, v.z =1;

Arrays

1 –Dimensional array

float vect[4]; 

// indices go from 0 to 3; 

// vect[2] is the third element.

2 -Dimensional array

float matrix[4][4]; 

// arrays of structs or classes.

Operators

• assignment: = 

• arithmetic operators:  +   -   *   /

• mod (remainder):  %

• relational operator: <  <=  >  >=  = =  != 

• logical operators (and or) &&   ||

• adding/ subtracting one  i++ ++i  i-- ++i 

If-else Statements

if (conditions) 

{

statements;

}

else if

{

statements;

}

else

{

statements;

}

If-statements can be nested.

Conditions can be multiple bounded by the && and | | operators.



Switch Statements

switch (variable)

{

case 1:

{

 statements;

 break;

 }

 case 2:

{

statements;

 break;

}

default:

{

 statements;

}

}

The break command is needed to exit the switch statement, otherwise the program will execute

the next cases as well. 

The variables and the case value can be any data type.

While and Do-while Loop

while (condition)

{

 statements;

 updating the condition; (optional)

}

do 

 {

  statements;

  updating the condition; (optional)

} while (condition);

The difference is that condition is tested at the end of the loop, therefore the loop will execute

once, while the condition is false and then exit.

While loops can be nested.



For Loop

For loops are typically used to iterate through an array or a link list.

For (start expression; condition; update expression).

For loops can be nested.

Go through elements in an array 

(See section on arrays on page 202)

for (i=0; i<length; i++)

{

 statements;

arr[I]=x;

}

Go through elements in a link list 

(See section on pointers on pages 201-203)

for (i=start; i!=NULL; i=i->next)

{

 statements;

 i->value = x;

}

Break 

The break statement is used to break out of loops (usually when a condition is met).

Continue 

Continue is the opposite of break. 

It jumps back to the beginning of the loop (next iteration) and ignores statements below.

Exit() 

exit() stops the program completely. To use exit() you must include “stdlib.h”.

Local And Global Variables

A local variable is inside a function. Only the function has access to it.



A global variable is declared at the beginning of the program.

All functions have access to global variables.

Global variables are generally considered to be in bad style, but we need them sometimes.

Constants 

Declares a variable to be a constant value through the program.

const int x = 200;

Casting

 Casting forces one data type to be converted into another.

 // (type) expression

D = (double) 10/3.

Functions

The main function starts the program and calls other functions

User-defined functions

 A function has a return value, a function name and arguments.

Function prototype (in the header file)

 int drawPoint (int x, int y);

Function implementation (in the source file)

int drawPoint (int x, int y) // function header

{

statements; // function body

  return 1;

}

Function call

 p = drawPoint(x,y);



Passing Arguments By Value or By Reference

Passing by value

Passing the value of a variable into the function. 

The original variable remains unchanged.

int x;

Passing by reference (passing a pointer or an address &a)

(See section on pointers below)

The original element changes its value to that computed in the function.

Arrays are always passed by reference.

int x;

int *p;

void calculate (float &x) {}

void calculate (float p) { }

Pointers

A pointer is a data value that references a unit of storage.

Pointers to Basic Data Types

Pointer to an integer

int * p = new int;

De-referencing a pointer 

*p =7; 

To create a pointer to an integer named x

int x;

p = &x;  // where &x is the address of x.

int * a = new int;

int * b ;

b = a;  // will work because it will point to the same object as a.

*b = *a; // will crash because *b has not been allocated to memory.



If you create an object dynamically via pointers, once you are done you need to delete that

object in order to free the memory.

delete p;

The null pointer 

int * p = null;

De-referencing a null pointer ???? will cause your program to crash !!!!! 

This is the source of most errors. Also, deleting a null pointer ??? will cause your program to

crash !!!

Pointer and Arrays

Dynamic allocation of arrays

int *array = new int[num]

delete [] array;

Array of pointers

Vect * vect_arr[100];

Pointers to Data Structure 

Pointers to data structures are used in link lists, binary trees and graph structures.

To declare a pointer to a structure

 Vect * pv = new Vect();

To de-reference the structure

(*pv);

To de-reference the components of the structure

pv->x; 

pv->y; 

pv->z;



Pointer Arithmetic 

Pointer arithmetic is very tricky. It is applied to arrays and strings.

If p is the beginning of the array (p +5) moves 5 positions forward in the array.

Pointer arithmetic is not advisable, since you need to keep track of addition and subtractions.

Pointer to Functions

Function declaration 

void drawf (float x, float y);

Pointer declaration

void (*f)(float x, float y);

Calling the pointer to the function

f = &drawf();

DO NOT confuse 

int *f ();  // a function that returns an integer pointer and

int (*f) (); // a pointer to a function that returns an integer

You can use pointer to functions in arrays, you can pass them as arguments or return them as

values.

Passing a pointer to a function as variable

void init (char a, (void (*funct) (float, float)) );

Returing a pointer to a variable

void (*funct) (float, float) ) give_me_funct (int a));

Typedef

Assigns a new name to a data type.

typedef * Vect vectpointer;

Vectpointer[10] v; 

// automatically is an array of pointers to vects



Namespaces

Using namespace std;

The namespace is declared at the beginning of the file 

It informs the program that you will be using variable names pertaining to a specific library, in

this example std is the namespace for the standard library

Alternatively you can use functions or classes pertaining to a specific namespace by specifying

the namespace each time you refer to the class or function.

std:: datatype objectname;

Math Library

Very important for us. Contains sine and cos and tan and other useful etc.

Warning it does not use degrees, it uses radians. You will need to convert between radians and

degrees.

value = sin ( theta * M_PI/180);

Input Output library for the Terminal

#include "iostream.h" 

// for standard output and input to the terminal

cout << "Hello everyone \n" << “” ;

cin >> name; 

Options for cout

cout.precision (2);

Option for cin

cin.getline ();

\Escape sequences

\n   newline

\t tab

\b backspace



Input Output Library For Files

#include “fstream.h” 

//for files saving and loading data into files.

You need to instantiate an object of type ofstream for output and an object of type ifstream for

input. Then you need to open that object (outfile.open) and send in the filename and the mode

of input (IOS::out), (IOS::in) or (IOS:: append).  

fstream also uses the same << and >> operators.

Output example

std:: ofstream outfile;

 outfile.open(filename, IOS::out);

 if (outfile) 

{

outfile << variable_name << endl; 

//as many times as needed (usually inside a loop)

outfile.close();

}

else 

cout << "error in opening file";

Input example:

std:: ifstream infile;

 infile.open(filename, IOS::in);

 if (infile)

{

while (!infile.eof ) 

{

 infile << variable_name;

} 

infile.close();

 }

 else

 cout << "error in opening file";



16.2 Object Oriented Programming

Objects have data and well as behavior (methods).

Both data and methods can be declared private or public.

Private members of a class cannot be accessed by functions outside the class. Unless, these are

declared as friend classes and functions.

Class Vertex

{

 private;

double x;

double y;

double z;

friend class Shape;   // a friend class

friend void Brush::paint();  // a friend method 

friend void drawScene(Vertex *); // a friend function 

 public:

Vertex get(return this);

Void set (double a, double b, double c);

};

Constructors and Destructors 

Constructors are special functions that are called every time a class is instantiated. Similarly

destructors are called every time the class is deleted.

Static Variables

Static variables are instantiated only once, even if the class has numerous instances. This can be

used as a counting technique.

Overloading

Constructors as well as other functions can be overloaded, ie there could be several version of

the constructor, one with one argument and one with many arguments. Operators such as ++ or

<< can also be overloaded.



Class Brush

{

private:

float color;

static int num;

public:

void paint();

Brush(); // constructor

Brush(float color);

~Brush(); // destructor

};

Inheritance 

Classes inherit properties of other classes

Children inherit public data and members of parents

C++ supports multiple inheritance // never use it

Virtual functions

A virtual function is an abstract declaration of a function without an implementation. 

A class with virtual function cannot be instantiated.

Aggregation

A class containing another class

class Shape // abstract class with virtual functions

{

 Shape(); // constructor

~shape(); // destructor

virtual void draw();

virtual double area();

virtual void print();

};



class Triangle : public shape // inherits from shape

// public keyword that only public members are inherited

{ 

private:

Vertex * a; // aggregation

Vertex * b;

Vertex * c;

public:

Triangle ();

Triangle (Vertex *a, Vertex *b, Vertex *c);

double area();

void print();

void draw();

};

class Square : public shape // inherits from shape

{ 

private:

Vertex * a;

Vertex * b;

Vertex * c;

Vertex * d; 

public:

Square ();

Square(Vertex *a,Vertex *b,Vertex *c,Vertex *d);

double area();

void print();

void draw();

void operator ++(); // overloads the ++ operator

};

Implementations for member functions

double Triangle:: area () // function implementation

{

statements;       

}

Instantiation of a class

Triangle T1(v1,v2,v3 ); 

// without using pointers

// v1,v2,v3 are pointer to vectors.



Triangle *T2 = new Triangle (v1, v2, v3);

// by using pointers;

Polymorphism

Polymorphism allows runtime selection of behavior depending on the class type.

Shape * myshape = get_shape(); 

// get shape returns the selected shape

// the client code does not know whether myshape is of

// type triangle or square.

myarea = myshape->area();  

// whether its square or triangle this will work and

// the program will select at runtime the appropriate function.

Templates

Allows a class or a function to be parametric, and use the same code for different object types.

Most commonly you will use templates in other libraries, like C++ standard library.

Class Template

Template <class TYPE>

class Stack

{ 

private:

TYPE *s;

int top;

public:

stack(); { s = new TYPE[1000]; }

void push (TYPE) { s [++top]= C++; }

};

To use the template class you need to initialize it by specifying the data type inside brackets.

stack <char *> st1;

stack <int> st2;

stack <Vect *> st3;



Function Template

Defining the function template

Template <class T>

void copy (T a[], T b[], int n)

{

for (i=0 ; i<n ; ++i)

a[i] = b[i]

}

Calling the function template

double f1[50]; double x[50];

copy (f1, x, 50);

C++ Standard Library

C++ standard library has a collection of containers and a collection of algorithms that operate on

these containers. This section is intended to introduce you to the C++ standard library. The

detailed description of the library, and its classes, is beyond the scope of this review. The

following examples are not inclusive, but are merely illustrative of the library’s functionality.

Containers include vector, list, deque, set and multiset.

The vector class is implemented as an array.

#include <vector>

Std:: vector <Vertex *> poly ; // C++ containers all use templates

Num = poly.size();

Poly.assign (n, v2);

Poly1.swap (poly2);

The list class is a dynamic container, in which elements can be insert or deleted..

#include <list>

Std:: list < Vertex *> v_list ; // C++ containers all use templates

V_list.insert(pos,elem);

V_list.push_back(elem);

V_list.remove (val);

V_list.clear();

In order to go through the elements of these containers, you need to use standard library

iterators.
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List <Vertex *> :: const_iterator pos;

for (pos = v_list.begin(); pos!= v_list.end(); ++pos)

{

x_component = (*pos)->x;

}

cout v_list.size (); 

Standard library has a set of algorithms that operate on the standard containers:

Non-modifying algorithms

Search(), Count(), Find()

Modifying algorithms

Transform(), Replace()

For more information on the C++ standard library, please check Josuttis, Nicolai. The C++

standard library : a tutorial and reference.

Circular References

Consider the following case 

You need two classes, Shape and Brush. The Brush class needs to refer to the Shape class and

the Shape needs to refer to the Brush class.

class Shape

{

private:

double x, y, z;

Brush * mybrush;

};

class Brush

{

private:

double r, g, b;

double size;

Shape * myshape;

};

The compiler will complain if we refer to Brush, before declaring it as a type. To solve this

problem, we need to tell the compiler that a brush class exists, before defining the shape class.

// declare your class names in the beginning of the file.

class Brush; 

class Shape;
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class Shape

{

 private:

double x, y, z;

Brush * mybrush;

};

class Brush

{

 private:

double r, g, b;

double size;

Shape * myshape;

};



17 Setting Up Your Programming 
Environment

Overview: Visual C++ - FLTK – OpenGL

Creating A Project with Visual C++

Open Microsoft Visual C++.

Choose File->new.

Click on the project Tab then select Win32 console application. (This is important for using

standard IO for debugging).

Select your directory (by clicking on the button right of the location input field).

Type your project name then click OK.

Select “an empty project” then click Finish then click OK.

C++
programming language

Visual C++ integrated
development environment

FLTK
interface library

FLUID, 
the FLTK interface builder

OPenGL
graphics library

include

callback

connect FL box with OpenGL window
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Note: Please do not use Microsoft foundation classes, since we are trying to get platform

independent code.

Starting with Visual C++: 

The visual c++ has several windows:

The source window: contains the code.

The workspace window: shows the files or alternatively the classes defined in the code). To 

change between class and file view, click at the bottom of the workspace window.

The output window: shows the result of the compilations.

Adding files to a new project:

Choose project-> add to project-> new.

Select the files (multiple files are selected while holding the option key.

Removing files from your project:

Select the files

Adding or remove toolbars:

 Right click on the toolbars and select the toolbar you need to add/remove.

Tip: The edit toolbar is a useful one for setting breakpoints and finding elements.

Compiling and Running your code:

Choose Build->build projectname.exe (shortcut F7)

Choose Build->execute projectname.exe (shortcut Ctrl F5 )

Also you can bring up the build toolbar (and click build or execute).

Setting Up FLTK on your Local Computer

Download FLTK source code from our website 

http://weld.arc.cmu.edu/48-745/index.html then click handouts

Unzip the fltk source-code.

Locate the visualc directory (under fltk-snapshot-2)

Open the fltk.dsw file

Compile the FLTK source code

Choose Build->batch build, then click build.

Wait until all the files have been compiled. 

Note: this is FLTK version 1.0.9
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Version 1.0.10 and 1.1 are both available online from http://www.fltk.org.

However, I have found several compilation instabilities, and linking errors with both those

versions. Therefore I have provided the fully functional 1.0.9 version both on our website and in

the CAD-LAB. 

Using the FLTK demo files

Locate the directory test (under fltk-snapshot-2)

Click on demo.exe

This will open up the general demo index and from these you can run all the FLTK widget

demonstrations.

Source codes for these demonstrations are also available in the test directory.

Setting Up Project To Link With FLTK

Choose Tools->options

Click on the directory tab

Select “include files” in the “show directory for” popup menu:

Locate the directory for the …/fltk-snapshot2

Locate the directory for the …/fltk-snapshot2/FL

Locate the directory for the …/fltk-snapshot2/GL 

This informs the compiler where to search for header files.

Select “library files” in the “show directory for” field:

Locate the directory for the …/fltk-snapshot2/lib 

This informs the linker where to search for the library files.

Click OK

Choose Project settings 

Click on the C++ tab. 

Choose preprocessors from the category popup menu

Select all configurations from the “settings for” popup menu.

Type the …/fltk-snapshot2/FL in the additional include directories 

This informs the compiler where to search for header files.

Choose code generation from the category popup menu.

Select Win32release from the “settings for” popup menu

Select multi-threaded from the “use runtime library” menu

Select Win32debug from the “settings for” popup menu
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Select debug multi-threaded from the “use runtime library” menu

This sets up the correct output format for the DEBUG and the RELEASE versions.

Click OK

Choose Project settings (again)

Click on the Links tab

Choose input from the category popup menu

Select all configurations from the “settings for” popup menu.

Type the …/fltk-snapshot2/lib in the additional library paths

This informs the linker where to search for the library files.

Select Win32release from the “settings for” popup menu.

In the object library modules field

(without replacing anything else)

Add fltk.lib opengl32.lib glu32.lib wsock32.lib

Select Win32debug from the “settings for” popup menu.

In the object library modules field

(without replacing anything else)

Add fltkd.lib opengl32.lib glu32.lib wsock32.lib

This tells the linker about the essential libraries.

It is important not to remove any of the existing libraries.

Note: the fltkd.lib is the debug version of the fltk library.

Click OK

Starting with Fluid (The FLTK Interface Builder)

Locate the directory fluid (under fltk-snapshot-2)

Click on Fluid.exe (this will bring up the fluid interface builder). It is a very simple interface 

with just one navigation window.

To start choose

New-> code->function/method.

Type your function name for instance make_window(). The make_window() function will 

appear in the navigation window. This will be the function name you will need to call in 

your c++ file in order to instantiate your interface.

While selecting the function name in the navigation window

Choose New ->Group->Window.

This will bring up a small window that can be repositioned and resized. To edit the 
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properties of the window double click its name on the fluid navigation window. This 

window will be created as the make_window() function is called.

Place widgets inside the window 

Select new->widgecategory-> widgettype, while your window is selected. 

All widgets can be positioned and resized.

To edit the properties of the double click the widgetname in the fluid navigation window.

For interactive widgets, you need to specify a callback function that will be executed every 

time the widget is pressed. The callback function sends two arguments: a pointer to itself 

and a value that can be associated to the widget. You need to specify the type and the value 

of the second argument in the properties window of the widget.

Generating the code from your interface files.

After completing the design of your interface, 

Choose file->write code. This will generate two interface files: filename.h and filename.cxx.

You need to add both files to your C++ project.

You also need to include the filename.h in your C++ main file.

Examples

Button:

Choose new->button->light_Button

Specify the name and the label for the light button.

You may also specify fonts, colors, and images for buttons.

If the callback function is named button_callback, with User data: 0 and Type: long, it must 

have the following header in the C++ file.

void button_callback (Fl_Button *obj, long val)

{

}

Slider:

Choose new ->valuators->slider

Specify the name (for instance my_slider) and the label for the slider, 

Specify the maximum, minimum, and step, values for the slider. 

You may also specify the colors and fonts for the sliders. 

If the callback function is named slider_callback, with User data: 0 and Type: long, it must 

have the following header in the C++ file.
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void slider_callback (Fl_Slider *obj, long val)

{

cout << "Slider Value:"<< obj->value() << endl;

}

The callback function sends two arguments: the first is a pointer to itself *obj, that can be used

to access and set its value; the second is a value, val, that can be associated to the widget.

To access it: x = obj->value();

To set its value: obj->value() = y;

Alternatively any widget can be accessed outside its callback function by using its name (for

example my_slider->value()); note all the widgets generated by fluid are global variables

accessible by the program.

Widget can be organized into groups that can be nested. You can create as many windows as

needed provided you make a function for each one.

In order to bring up your FLTK interface you need to add the following to your C++ file.

#include interfacefile.h

Fl_Window * form; // declare a pointer to a window

form = make_window(); // make_window will return the window

form->show(); // show the form

Connecting Your FLTK Window To OpenGL

As you are building your interface you need to specify a box object, for instance lets name it

pane. You will then need to create an OpenGL window and connect it to the box object.

form->begin(); // this will cause Glut window to be a child

glutInit(&argc, argv); // initialize glut

glutInitWindowSize(pane->w(), pane->h()); 

// map the GL size to the pane’s size

glutInitWindowPosition(pane->x(), pane->y()); 

// map the GL position to the pane’s size

glutInitDisplayMode(GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_RGBA | GLUT_DEPTH |

 GLUT_MULTISAMPLE);

// set the display mode

glutCreateWindow("my_window");

// creates the window                                                                                                                            

form->end();

glutDisplayFunc (myDisplay); // very important 



18 OpenGL

18.1 Setting up and Drawing

General Information

OpenGL is a software interface to graphics hardware. It converts mathematical descriptions of

models and color information to pixels on the screen, a process named rasterization. OpenGL

supports the following functionality. 

Frame Buffer

Pixel information is organized into bit-planes: area of memory that holds one bit of information

per pixel. These are, in turn, organized into a frame buffer, which holds all the information

regarding intensity of the pixels on the screen.

Drawing Constructing shapes from geometric primitives of points, lines 
and polygons --- specified by vertices

Viewing Camera -- viewpoints -- depth of field – motion blur -- close ups

Rendering Wire-frame

Depth cued

Anti-aliasing

Flat/smooth Shading

Shadows and textures

Eliminates hidden objects
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OpenGL as a state machine

The user specifies the state and the state’s value, which affect subsequent OpenGL commands.

States remains until the user updates it.

Depth Buffer

The depth buffer, also called the z-buffer, is the mechanism that OpenGL uses to render

complex scenes in 3d, in particular to determines the objects that are in front and need to be 

OpenGL syntax

Functions start with prefix gl and distinct words are capitalized.

glFunctionName();

gl<Command>[234][sifd][v] (args... )

// s -short, i -integer, f -float, d-double, 

// and v -pointer to an array

Constants are all CAPS, they start with prefix GL, and distinct words are separated by an

underscore.

GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT

Open GL related libraries

These are a few libraries built on top of Open GL.

GLU: OpenGL Utility Library.

Draws spheres, cylinders and cones.
Supports NURBS and quadratic surfaces.

GLUT: OpenGL Utility Toolkit

Window management and event handling.
Draws tori, teapots and other predefined objects.

Open inventor

Higher-level 3D object oriented toolkit.

Operating-system-specific libraries

For UNIX: glx
For windows : wgl
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To use OpenGL it is necessary to include:

• GL/ gl.h

• GL/ glu.h

• GL/ glut.h (in our case FL/glut.h)  subsumes the others

Setting UP the OpenGL Window

FL_Window * form;

form->begin();

// this will cause Glut window to be a child of

// the FLTK window

glutInit(&argc, argv);

//initialize glut 

glutInitWindowSize(pane->w(),pane->h());

// map the OpenGL window size to the FLTK box’s size

glutInitWindowPosition(pane->x(),pane->y()); 

// map the OpenGL window position to the FL box’s size

glutInitDisplayMode( GLUT_DOUBLE | GLUT_RGBA | GLUT_DEPTH );

// set the display mode for the buffer (double or 

// single), for the color mode (RGBA or color-index) 

// and the depth mode (depth buffer).

glutCreateWindow("my_window");

// creates the window  

// this function calls form->end();

GLUT Setup and Important Functions

glutDisplayFunc (myDisplay);

// Display function very important

// It will be called everytime the screen is redrawn

glutKeyboardFunc (myKeyboard);

// Specifies the function called when the keyboard 

// is pressed

glutMouseFunc (myMouse);

// Specifies the function called when the mouse is

// pressed or released

glutMotionFunc (myMotion);

// Specifies the function called when the mouse is

// pressed and moves

glutMainLoop();

// Enters the program loop that waits for events
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glutPostRedisplay();

// You need to call this function when the model

// information changes and the screen needs to be redrawn

glutSwapBuffers();

// Tells the GL to swap the buffer this provides 

// smother animations

glFlush();

// Forces OpenGL to display the buffer

Initialize the OpenGL View

2 Dimesional view

gluOrtho2D(0, WIDTH-1, HEIGHT-1, 0);

// arguments are (left, right, bottom, top)

// set up coordinate system so (0,0) is in upper left

// and (WIDTH-1,HEIGHT-1) is in lower right.

// OpenGL defaults to Y increasing upward,

// whereas FLTK defaults to Y pointing downward,

// so force OpenGL to conform to FLTK by "flipping"

// the Y values (we use HEIGHT,0 instead of 0,HEIGHT)

// this is particularly important when using the mouse

// to select or perform 

// transformations on OpenGL objects

3 Dimensional view

glOrtho(left, right, bottom, top, near, far);

gluPerpective(fovy, aspect, near, far);

OpenGL DRAWING 

Setting the background color

glClearColor(0, 0, .5, 0); 

// sets the color for clearing the buffer

glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT); 

// clears the buffer to this color

GL primitives

GL_POINTS, GL_LINES

GL_LINE STRIP 

GL_LINE_LOOPS
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GL_TRIANGLES

GL_TRIANGLE_STRIP

GL_TRIANGLE_FAN

GL_QUADS

GL_QUAD_STRIP

GL_POLYGON:

// polygons needs to be convex in order for GL_POLYGON to work 

GL States

glEnable(State);

glDisable(State);

Examples of states: color, line width, point size, line stipple. You can query the system for the

values of specific states: e.g., 

glGetIntegerv(state);

glGetDoubletv(state);

glRectf (x1,y1,x2.y2);

// Special function for drawing rectangles by defining

// corner-points

Drawing

glColor3f (1.0, 1.0, 0);

// sets the color of the polygon or line

glLineWidth(3.);

// sets the line width

gl_lineStipple(1, 0x00FF);

glEnable( GL_LINE_STIPPLE) 

//sets the dash pattern 

glBegin(GL_POLYGON); 

// here you specify the primitive type and 

// inform GL to begin drawing

glVertex2f(3.0, 1.0); 

glVertex2f(4.0, 1.0);

glVertex2f(4.0, 2.0); 

glVertex2f(3.0, 2.0); 

// 2 is the number of arguments and f is the data type

glEnd();

// Inform GL to end drawing
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Variations of glVertex include 

glVertex3i(x,y,z); 

//3 arguments all integers

glVertex3f(x,y,z); 

//3 arguments all floats

glVertex2d(x,y);  

//2 arguments all doubles

glVertex3v(array);

// the argument is an array or vector with 3 elements

Variations of glColor include

glColor4f (r, g, b, a);

// where a stands for alpha = transparency.

18.2 Modeling Transformations

Modeling Transformation Examples (revisited)

Build complex models by positioning simple components

Transform from body coordinates to world coordinates

Homogeneous Coordinates (revisited)

Notice that translation is represented as an addition while rotation and scale are multiplications. 

Translation is not a linear transformation.

Test for linearity: T(A+B) = T(A)+T(B)

T(kA) = k T(A)

Problem: we need to treat all transformations in a consistent way, and we also need to compose

transformations consistently.

Translation Rotation Scale

x'

y'

x

y

tx

ty

+=
x'

y'

θcos θsin–

θsin θcos

x

y
= x'

y'
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y
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Solution: Homogeneous coordinates, which add a third coordinate w, allow translation to be

represented as a multiplication, therefore making all our transformations consistent.

The same point P in Cartesian coordinates can have multiple representations in homogenous

coordinates: P1 and P2 are the same, if and only if, one is the multiple of another. (x,y,1) =

(4x,4y,4). The geometric interpretation of homogenous coordinates is each point in 2D space is

represented as a line in 3D space. To get the desired point we project the point on w=1 plane, i.e.

we divide by w. This process is called homogenizing.

The purpose of using homogenous coordinates is to enable translation to be represented in a

multiplication matrix. This also allows the composition of transformation by successive

multiplication. 

Homogeneous transformations (compositions of linear and shifts) are affine transformation.

They preserves parallel but not angles and distances. Other examples include shear and strain.

Two translation matrices multiplied becomes a single translation matrix: Similarly for scale and

rotation matrices. 

Composition of Matrices

Composition of matrices is required for efficiency in computation. In a typical scene where we

have multiple points and several consecutive transformations, multiplying matrices is much

more efficient that transforming the points several times.

Homogeneous translation
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The order of transformations is important, because the matrix multiplications are not

commutative.

• When composing transformations always apply scale then rotate then translate. 

Otherwise strange objects result in particular when scaling on a single axis. 

• When rotating objects, you often need to translate to the origin, rotate, and then translate 

back to position.

Since matrix multiplication is associative, composition of transformation matrices can occur

either by pre-multiplication or post-multiplication.

Post-multiply ----- left to right ----- reverse of function application.

Pre-multiply ----- right to left ------ same as function application.

Vector Notations: Beware

For the row vector notation, 

• The matrix is transposed.

• Sequences of transformations are reversed. 

A(B(C(D(x)))) is written x DTCTBTAT

• Pre and post multiplies are reversed.

Most books use columns vector notation. However, OpenGL uses row vectors.

Matrices have to be transposed before sending them to the OpenGL matrix stack.

Transforming Coordinate Frames (revisited)

Three basis vectors  describe the coordinate system.

Three basis vectors  and an origin o describe a coordinate frame.

Any vector  is a linear combination of the basis vectors

Column vector Row vector

x'

y'

z'

m11 m12 m13

m21 m22 m23

m31 m32 m33

x

y

z

= x' y' z' x y z
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m13 m23 m33
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E1 E2 E3, ,{ }

E1 E2 E3, ,{ }

v vx vy vz, ,( )=

v vx E1× vy E2× vz E3×, ,( )=
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A transformation can be viewed as applied to points: (or to the vectors describing the points). Or

it can be viewed as applied to the coordinate system. (or to the basis vectors forming the

coordinate system).

In OpenGL we have:

The world coordinate coordinates:

The topmost frame (the main x, y, z, axis and the world origin)

Local coordinates frames:

A frame for each individual objects: and components of objects.

OpenGL has an effective mechanism for managing coordinate frames: The Model View Matrix

Stack.

OpenGL Modeling Transformations and Model View Stack

Every time we push a matrix onto the stack we are creating a new coordinate frame. 

When we load transformations onto the stack, we are transforming our current coordinate

frame. 

When we apply drawing routines, we are actually drawing into our current coordinate frame. 

When we pop a matrix from the stack we are going back to our previous coordinate frame. 

By pushing successively we can create nested coordinate frames. 

By using coordinate frames, it is not necessary to specify the exact position of the object in

relevance to the world coordinates, rather we specify the position/orientation/scale for the new

coordinate frame and we draw objects with respect to that frame.

glMatrixMode(GL_MODEL_VIEW)

Specifies the active mode that will be modified by subsequent transformations:

The OpenGL matrix stack stores all the transformation 

matrices and applies the current matrix (on top) to the 

objects being drawn 

T v( ) T vx E1× vy E2× vz E3×, ,( )=

T v( ) vx T E1( )× vy T E2( )× vz T E3( )×, ,( )=

M

TRTSM

TRTS

TRT

I
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Other modes are (GL_PROJECTION) and (GL_TEXTURE).

glLoadIdentity()

Sets the current modifiable matrix to the 4x4 identity matrix.

Load identity is used to isolate results of successive transformations. 

It is necessary to begin by loading the identity matrix to clear the matrix stack from

accumulated transformations that may affect the scene.

glLoadMatrixd(M)

Sets the current matrix to M.

glMultMatrixd(M)

Multiplies the current matrix by M, and stores the result in the current matrix.

glPushMatrix()

Moves the current matrix up one level. 

All matrices are copied to the top level

glPopMatrix()

Pops the top matrix off the stack.

glTranslatef(x,y,z)

Is equivalent to creating a translation matrix T and using glMultMatrixd(T)

glRotatef(angle, x,y,z)

Is equivalent to creating a rotation matrix R and using glMultMatrixd(R)

Rotates the object in a counterclockwise direction along a line from the origin through

passing through the point (x,y,z).

To rotate along the x-axis: glRotatef(angle,1,0,0);

glScalef(factorx, factory, factorz)

Is equivalent to creating a scale matrix S and using glMultMatrixd(S)

getDoublev(GL_MODEL_VIEW_MATRIX, &M[0][0])

This gets the value of the state variable “model view matrix”

This gets the current transformation matrix and stores it into a 2D array M.
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Example

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);

glLoadIdentity();

DrawHouse();

void DrawRoof()

{

PushMatrix();

glRotatef(theta, x, y, z);

glScalef(x,y,z);

glBegin();

glVertex3f();//more drawing routines

glEnd();

PopMatrix();

}

void DrawTree()

{

PushMatrix();

glTranslatef(x, y, z);

glBegin();

glVertex3f();//more drawing routines

glEnd();

PopMatrix();

}

void DrawHouse()

{

PushMatrix();

gltranslatef(x,y,z);

glScalef(x,y,z);

glBegin();

glVertex3f(); //more drawing routines

glEnd();

DrawRoof();

PopMatrix();

DrawTree();

}
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Below is the sequence of function calls and the corresponding stack position:

I

I

I

T

I

TS

I

TS

I

TS

TS

I

TSR

TS

I

TSRS

TS

I

I

I

I

T

I

glLoadIdentity();

I

PushMatrix();

glTranslatef(x,y,z);

glScalef(x,y,z);

PushMatrix();

glRotatef(theta, x, y, z);

glScalef(x,y,z);

PopMatrix();

PopMatrix();

PushMatrix();

glTranslatef(x,y,z);

PopMatrix();
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18.3 Viewing 

In addition to modeling transformations, three other categories of transformations affect the

construction of a scene in OpenGL.

Viewing Transformation

Viewing transformations define field of view of the model. These control the properties of the

camera (its position, viewpoint, and orientation).

gluLookAt (eyex, eyey, eyez, centerx, centery, centerz, 

upx, upy, upz)

The gluLookAt() function takes 3 sets of arguments: the eye which is the position of the camera;

the center, which is the look at point; and the up vector that determines the orientation (about

the z axis). The eye minus the center forms a vector that determines the direction of the camera.

This vector is perpendicular to the up vector.

View and model transformation are combined in a single GL_MODEL_VIEW matrix.

These form categories of related, for example moving the camera backwards has the same effect

as moving the object forward.

glMatrixMode(GL_MODEL_VIEW);

glLoadIdentity();

gluLookAt (eyex, eyey, eyez, centerx, centery, centerz, 

upx, upy, upz);

gltranslate();

Viewing transformations must precede modeling transformations The GL_MODEL_VIEW matrix

stack has 32 stack positions.
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Projection Transformation

Projection transformations are analogous to choosing the lens and zoom factor of the camera.

These define the viewing volume. Any object lying outside the projection planes (top, bottom,

near and far) that define the viewing volume will be clipped (i.e. will not be visible).

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);

glLoadIdentity();

Projection transformations are equivalent to creating a matrix and loading it in the projection

matrix stack. The projection matrix stack has 2 stack positions.

Orthogonal Projections

Orthogonal projections define 3D axonometric views in which the volume is a cube. 

glOrtho(left, right, bottom, top, near, far);

gluOrtho2D(left, right, bottom, top);

Creates a matrix for an axonometric of the viewing volume. 

gluOrtho2D is a special case of glOrtho(); it creates a matrix for 2d projection.

Perspective projections

Perspective projections define 3D views in which the volume is a frustum of a pyramid.

glfrustum(left, right, bottom, top, near, far);

gluPerspective(fovy, aspect, near, far);

Both functions define a frustum viewing volume for a symmetric perspective, however they

vary in their specifications. glFrustum specifies the six clipping planes, while gluPerspective

specifies the field of view angle in the y direction and the aspect ratio of the frustum (width/

height). There is no support for two-point or three point perspective in OpenGL. It would be

necessary to define custom viewing matrices to define these views. 
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Viewport Transformations

Viewport transformations map the 3D model coordinates to the 2D screen coordinates.

Depth is encoded during viewport transport and placed in the depth buffer, which later

determines objects that will hide others.

glViewport(x, y, width, height);

The x, y specify the lower left corner of the screen. The aspect ratio of viewport should equal

aspect ratio of viewing volume. 

The viewport should be modified when the windows changes in size. In the reshape function:

void reshape( int w, int h)

{

glViewport(0,0,(GLsizei) w, (GLsizei) h);

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);

glLoadIdentity();

gluOrtho2D(0, (w/2), (h/2)-.9, -.9);

// set viewport for OpenGL (part 2)

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);

glLoadIdentity();

}

Notice the importance of loading the identity matrix before performing any transformations.

This is to erase previous transformations that have accumulated into the matrix stack, and begin

with a fresh start.

Note:Images are draws to scale in OpenGL. There is no unit (meters, inches, etc) in OpenGL.

18.4 Color

OpenGL Color Modes

RGBA mode

Red, green, and blue values for each color pixel.

Color-index mode

Each color has an index

A color is accessed by locating its index in a color map.

RGBA mode works better with lighting, shading, and blending, therefore we will be using

OpenGL’s RGBA mode.
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Color Buffer

Color information for each pixel is stored in the color buffer.

8 bits of data per color, 8 bit red, 8 bit green, and 8 bit blue, therefore 256 different values per

color per pixel. These bits are variable by machine.

glGetIntegerv() is used to find out how many bits are allocated per color. Its argument for the

color information are: 

GL_RED_BITS, GL_GREEN_BITS, GL_BLUE_BITS, GL_ALPHA_BITS, or 

GL_INDEX_BITS.

Color Dithering

Dithering is a technique used to increase the number of available colors. 

Ex: suppose there was only one bit per color value, therefore only eight colors can be displayed

(black, white, red, green, blue, yellow, cyan and magenta). To display a pink region, the

hardware fills the region with a checkerboard pixel pattern (alternating red and white) to

simulate pink. If the eye is far enough from the screen it will average the red and white pixels

and perceive the pink colors. 

To use dithering you need to enable:

glEnable(GL_DITHER);

Setting color values 

Color specification in RGBA mode

glColor3f (r, g, b); 

glColor4f (r, g, b, a); // for alpha (default for alpha is one)

RGBA values are 0 to 1.

Color specification in color index mode

glIndexf(index);

glIndexv(index array);

Color values must be set prior to drawing. The perceived color is affected by light and by

texture calculations.

Clearing the screen 

glClearColor (r, g, b, a); in RGBA mode

glClearIndex (index); in color index mode
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OpenGL Color Shading Models

OpenGL has two shading models: flat shading and smooth shading.

glShadeModel (GL_FLAT);

glShadeModel (GL_SMOOTH);

Flat shading fills all lines or surfaces with one color. Therefore one color per surface should be

specified. 

Smooth shading, also called Gouraud shading, interpolates colors from vertex to vertex. Lines

are interpolated between two vertices. The interior of a polygon is interpolated between the

colors of its vertices. Therefore each vertex can have a different color.

In RGBA color mode smooth shading brings a gradual color effect, while in the color-index

mode adjacent colors in the default color map can be very contrasting, therefore, smooth

shading can bring strange and abrupt effects. To solve this problem it is necessary to set the

colormap so that adjacent indices would have gradual color values. This is achieved by using 

glutSetColor(index, r, g, b,);

Note: Surface normals are specified differently for smooth shading vs flat shading.

18.5 Hidden Surface Removal

When drawing a 3D scene, with numerous 3D objects, its important to draw the objects in front

and hide objects in the back and are obscured. Changing the viewpoint changes this obscuring

relationship. Suppose the code sequence calls the function drawA() then drawB(), object B will

always be in front of object A regardless of the view point.

To address this issue, OpenGL uses a Depth buffer also refered to as the z-buffer. The depth

buffer works by associating a value (the distance from the near view plane to the surface) for

each pixel.

Before each pixel (x,y) is drawn, its depth value is compared with that of the pixel with the same

x,y values in the depth buffer. If its depth of the new pixel is less than the one already stored, the

pixel is drawn and its color and depth information is placed in the depth buffer, overriding the

previous values. If the depth value of the new pixel is larger, then the one in the depth buffer, it

is not drawn and its color and depth information is discarded.

To use the depth buffering:

GlutInitDisplayMode (GLUT_DEPTH | …. ) 

glEnable ( GL_DEPTH_TEST );
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The glClear() function clears both the color buffer and the depth buffer

glClear (GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT)

glClear (GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT) 

18.6 Blending

Transparency in 2D

Transparency in OpenGL works by blending values of the pixel (to be drawn) with the pixels

already drawn (in the frame buffer).

To use transparency:

glEnable (GL_BLEND);

glBlendFunc (GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);

// glBlendFunc takes the source pixel and destination pixel

// as arguments

Alpha values, which represent opacity levels, are set in the glColor() function.

glColor4f (1,0,0,.3);

// Setting the alpha value to .3

// This causes the new pixel to be to 30% red and 70% the 

// color behind it.

Blending is not available in color-index mode.

Transparency in 3D

Transparency in 3 dimension works by using the frame buffer as well as the depth and requires

a specific strategy for drawing objects. The approach is to make the depth buffer read-only for

all transparent objects, so even if they are in front, their values are not stored in the depth buffer

and therefore their values will not be compared to successive transparent objects and they will

not obscure any object behind them.

• Enable the depth buffer

• Draw opaque objects 

• These objects will be compared to the depth buffer to determine the hidden surfaces.

• If they are in front their values will be stored in the depth buffer.

• Make the depth buffer read only 

• Draw transparent objects

• These will be compared to depth buffer,
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If the new object is behind an existing opaque object, it will not be drawn. If it is in front, it will

be drawn and blended to existing objects. However its color and depth values will not be placed

in the read only depth buffer.

• Make the buffer writable

To control the readability of the depth buffer.

glDepthMask(GL_FALSE); // make read only

glDepthMask(GL_TRUE); // make writable

Example

glEnable ( GL_DEPTH_TEST );

glColor4f (0, 0, 1, 1);

drawOpaqueObj();

glEnable (GL_BLEND);

glBlendFunc (GL_SRC_ALPHA, GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);

glDepthMask(GL_FALSE); // make read only

glColor4f (1, 0, 0, .4);

drawTranspObj();

glDepthMask(GL_TRUE); // make writable

Anti-aliasing

Anti-aliasing is a technique used to remove the jagged line effect. It also uses blending the

smooth the pixels forming the lines.

To use anti-aliasing:

glEnable(GL_BLEND);

glEnable(GL_POINT_SMOOTH);

glEnable(GL_LINE_SMOOTH);

glEnable(GL_POLYGON_SMOOTH);

18.7 Hierarchical Modeling 

Hierarchical modeling is a technique widely used in computer graphics to construct complex

objects from simple primitives. It allows variable levels of manipulations of a model (parts vs.

whole). 
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When constructing a model, it is necessary to consider the allowable manipulations (manipulate

the model, but not dismember it). We need a set of structural constraints and control parameters

to transform the model within our set of legal configurations. 

For example: the stick figure/humanoid

The gray dots in the model show the

structural constraints indicating the positions

where the different body components need

to be joined. The arcs indicate the rotation

angle that can be varied to move and

animate the model.

The model hierarchy needs to be designed

with the effect of manipulations in mind. For

instance, if the body moves, the rest of the

model (arms, legs etc) needs to move with it.

If the upper arm is rotated, the lower arm

needs to be rotated as well. If the lower arm

is rotated, then it must rotate on its own

without affecting any other part of the

model.

The hierarchy organizes the model components into a tree structure. It enables transformations

to propagate from the root node downwards. Each node contains a primitive, and the

transformations that position and orient this primitive. These transformations are also applied to

its children nodes. 

 

 Body 

Head LegL ArmsL 

HandL FootL HandR 

ArmsR LegR 

FootR Eyes Mouth 
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Each component of the model has its own coordinate system. The lower level components will

be positioned with respect to their own coordinates system, which will be nested inside its

parent’s coordinate system.

This enables the transformation of the body component to affect the coordinate systems of all its

children nodes. When the body is moved, the whole humanoid is moved. If the head is rotated

the eyes and mouth are rotated as well (because their coordinate system is subsumed by that of

the head). If the lower leg is rotated it kicks the football, but does not affect any transformation

above it.

When constructing a model it is important to define structural joints and parametric

transformations.

• Structural joints require special transformations that position the model components 

relative to each other.

• Parametric transformations are used to move or animate the model. 

For example: The left arm, ArmL, consist of the following elements:

• The Arm Primitive 

• The structural joints (and the translation that moves the arm at the shoulder joint)

• The parametric transformation (rotating the arm about the shoulder joint)

• In OpenGL implementations, the matrix stack is used to establish the proper 

relationships among the various coordinate systems of the model hierarchy. For each 

level in the tree, we push a matrix in the Model View Matrix Stack. Upper nodes are 

pushed into the stack first and then child nodes are pushed on top of the parents nodes, 

therefore all transformations in the parents nodes will be applied to the children’s nodes. 

Sibling nodes are not affected by each other’s transformations because the first sibling 

matrix is popped out of the stack before the second sibling’s matrix is pushed on. Below 

the pushing and popping sequences for drawing the humanoid. 

glPushMatrix();

Drawbody();

glPushMatrix();

DrawHead();

glPopMatrix();

glPushMatrix();

DrawLegs();

glPushMatrix();

DrawlFoot();

glPopMatrix();

glPopMatrix();
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glPushMatrix();

DrawArms();

glPushMatrix();

DrawlHand();

glPopMatrix();

glPopMatrix();

glPushMatrix();

DrawFace();

glPushMatrix();

DrawEyes();

glPopMatrix();

glPushMatrix();

DrawMouth();

glPopMatrix();

glPopMatrix();

glPopMatrix();

• Alternatively the push and pop commands can be placed inside the drawing functions.

GLU Quadrics

The OpenGL Utilities Library (glu) provides useful 3d primitives such as spheres, cylinders and

disks, that can be composed into a hierarchy.

//intialise your quadric objects

GLUquadricObj *mysphere, *mycylinder, *mydisk, *mypartdisk;

mysphere = gluNewQuadric();

cylinder = gluNewQuadric();

mydisk = gluNewQuadric();

mypartdisk = gluNewQuadric();

// specify the drawing style

gluQuadricDrawStyle(mysphere, GLU_LINE);

gluQuadricDrawStyle(mysphere, GLU_POINT);

gluQuadricDrawStyle(mysphere, GLU_FILL);  // default

gluQuadricDrawStyle(mysphere, GLU_SILHOUETTE);

// specify the orientation for the normal vectors

gluQuadricOrientation(GLU_OUTSIDE); // default

gluQuadricOrientation(GLU_INSIDE);
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// specify the normal type primitives

gluQuadricNormals(mysphere, GLU_NONE); // default

gluQuadricNormals(mycylinder, GLU_FLAT);

gluQuadricNormals(mydisk, GLU_SMOOTH); 

// Specify the texture

gluQuadricTexture(mysphere, GL_TRUE); 

// Quadric primitives

gluSphere(mysphere, radius, slices, stacks );

gluCylinder(mycylinder, base_radius, top_radius, height, slices, 

stacks );

gluDisk(mydisk, inner_radius, outer_radius, slices, rings );

gluPartialDisk(mypartdisk, inner_radius, outer_radius, slices, 

rings, startangle, sweepangle);

18.8 Drawing Pixels Bitmaps Fonts and Images

A raster graphics image is generated by scanning the entire screen or page and assigning a color

value to every pixel. A raster image is made up of pixels (short for picture elements), and is

stored in the computer memory as a rectangular array of numerical values. Images and bitmaps

are both raster images. A bitmap has a single bit of information about each pixel (zero or one),

while an image has bits of data (RGBA values) per pixel. Individual pixels can be manipulated

in raster graphics programs, such as Photoshop and other paint programs.

Bitmap 

Bitmap is a rectangular array of zeros and ones. Bitmaps are used to draw fonts.

bitmap_array[]=[width][height];

Current Raster Position

Setting the current position where the next bitmap is to be drawn.

glRasterpos3f();

glRasterPos4f(x, y, z, w);

glRasterPos3v(coord_array);

Its arguments are the x, y, z, w coordinates. For 2f w is set to 1 and z is set to zero.

Getting the current raster position

glGetFloatv(GL_CURRENT_RASTER_POSITION, posArray);

To determine the validity of the current raster position.
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glGetBooleanv(GL_CURRENT_RASTER_POSITION_VALID);

// Valid, in this context, means within the viewing volume.

Drawing the Bitmap

glBitmap(width, height, xbo, ybo, xbi, ybi, bitmap_array);

xbo and ybo define the bitmap origin

xbi and ybi define the increment that are added to the raster position.

When drawing Latin fonts xbi is zero and xbi is positive.

Note: Bitmap fonts cannot be rotated because the bitmap is always drawn with relevance the to

x and y frame buffer axes.

Setting the Color of the Bitmap

glColor3f (1.0, 1.0, 1.0);

Note: the color is actually set when glRasterPos() is called.

Getting the current raster color information

glGetIntegerv(GL_CURRENT_RASTER_COLOR) ;

Images 

Images are a 2D array of pixel data; each pixel contains information on RGBA values.

image_array[]=[width][height][4];

Three basic functions for manipulating pixels.

• Writing pixel data into frame buffer.

• Reading pixel data from frame buffer.

• Copy pixels from one position to another
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Reading Pixels

glReadPixels() Reads a rectangular array of pixels from the frame buffer into the

processor’s memory.

glReadPixels(x, y, w, h, GL_RGBA, GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, image_array)

// GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE is the data type of the array

Note: If you are using double buffer you need to select whether you are using the front or back

buffers. glReadBuffer()

Drawing Pixels

glDrawPixel() write a rectangular array of data from the processor memory into the frame

buffer.

glDrawPixel(width, height, format, type, pixels_array)

Before calling glDrawPixel() you need to call glRasterPos() to set the current position to be

drawn position. You also need to select the current drawing buffer with glDrawBuffer().

Copying Pixels

glCopyPixel (x, y, width, height, buffer);

glCopyPixel()copies a rectangular array of data from one part of the buffer to another. It is

similar to calling read pixels then draw pixels but the image is not written into processor

memory. It takes the pixels from position x, y and puts it onto the current raster position.

Controling the Storage Modes 

glPixelStorei(GL_UNPACK_ALIGNMENT, 1);

// determines how the image data is stored in the

// processor’s memory.

// GL_PACK to pack into processor memory;

// GL_UNPACK to unpack from processor memory.

Magnifying: reducing or reflecting an image

glPixelZoom(zoomx, zoomy);

Sets the magnification/ reduction factors of pixel write operations. 

Note: negative zoom factors reflect the resulting image.
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18.9 Texture Mapping: an introduction

Texture mapping allows you to glue an image (obtained, perhaps, by scanning in a photograph)

to a polygon. Texture mapping ensures that all the right things happen as the polygon is

transformed and rendered: For example brick wall texture map: When the wall is viewed in

perspective, the bricks decrease in size along with the wall as the wall gets farther from the

viewpoint. 

Steps for creating texture maps in OpenGL.

• Create an image-array for the texture

• Indicate how the texture is to be applied

• Enable texture mapping

• Draw the scene and specify the coordinates of the texture.

18.10 Using OpenGL More Efficiently

Additional Properties of Points, Lines and Polygons

Points

glPointSize(size); //set the point size

Lines

glLineWidth(width);

glLineStipple(factor, pattern); 

 // scale factor 

 // a 16 bit number translated to hexadecimal number

glEnable(GL_LINE_STIPPLE); // to use line stipple 

Polygons

glPolygonMode(GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, GL_LINE);

//determines whether the polygon is drawn as 

// point (GL_POINT) outline (GL_LINE), 

// or solid (GL_FILL)  (default)

GLubyte fly[] =

{

0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00,

0x03, 0x80, 0x01, 0xC0, 0x06, 0xC0, 0x03, 0x60,

0x04, 0x60, 0x06, 0x20, 0x04, 0x30, 0x0C, 0x20,

0x04, 0x18, 0x18, 0x20, 0x04, 0x0C, 0x30, 0x20,

0x04, 0x06, 0x60, 0x20, 0x44, 0x03, 0xC0, 0x22,

0x44, 0x01, 0x80, 0x22, 0x44, 0x01, 0x80, 0x22,

0x44, 0x01, 0x80, 0x22, 0x44, 0x01, 0x80, 0x22,
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0x44, 0x01, 0x80, 0x22, 0x44, 0x01, 0x80, 0x22,

0x66, 0x01, 0x80, 0x66, 0x33, 0x01, 0x80, 0xCC,

0x19, 0x81, 0x81, 0x98, 0x0C, 0xC1, 0x83, 0x30,

0x07, 0xe1, 0x87, 0xe0, 0x03, 0x3f, 0xfc, 0xc0,

0x03, 0x31, 0x8c, 0xc0, 0x03, 0x33, 0xcc, 0xc0,

0x06, 0x64, 0x26, 0x60, 0x0c, 0xcc, 0x33, 0x30,

0x18, 0xcc, 0x33, 0x18, 0x10, 0xc4, 0x23, 0x08,

0x10, 0x63, 0xC6, 0x08, 0x10, 0x30, 0x0c, 0x08,

0x10, 0x18, 0x18, 0x08, 0x10, 0x00, 0x00, 0x08 
};

glPolygonStipple(fly);

// 2d byte array need to specify the 2d array first

glEnable(GL_POLYGON_STIPPLE);

Polygon vertex order: counterclockwise is front.

glFontFace(GL_CW); 

// To switch the front face to clockwise: 

Normal vectors

Point towards outside and they need to be of unit length.

If you are performing non-rigid transformations (scale, shear), you need to automatically define

normal vectors by using glEnable(GL_NORMALISE). 

Automatic normalization slows down performance.

Culling: To Inform OpenGL not to draw a particular face. (ex. Back) and discard the face 
information before it is converted to screen coordinates.

glCullFace(GL_BACK); 

glEnable(GL_CULL_FACE); // to use culling 

To draw non-convex polygons 

• Subdivide polygon into triangles

• In order to draw boundary mode you need to tell OpenGL about the non-boundary edges, 

as you draw them.

glEdgeFlag(FALSE);

// indicates that the following vertex/vertices 

// don’t initialize a boundary edge.

// called between glBegin() and glEnd()
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Vertex Arrays in OpenGL

Vertex arrays improve performance by limiting the number of function calls to OpenGL. And

by Limiting redundancy of vertex processing.

Steps in specifying vertex arrays:

• Activate the array: one of six allowable types

• Vertex, color, index, texture, normal, Edge-Flag

• Send data to the array

• Draw the geometry by traversing the arrays.

Activating the Vertex Array

EnableClientState(GL_VERTEX_ARRAY);

Other arguments include:

GL_COLOR_ARRAY, GL_NORMAL_ARRAY, GL_TEXTURE_COORD_ARRAY, and 

GL_EDGE_FLAG_ARRAY

DisableClientState(GL_NORMAL_ARRAY); // use same arguments

Send Data to the Array

GLfloat vertices[] = {25, 25, 0., , 25, 25, 100 };

GLfloat colors[] = {1.0, 0.2, 0.2, ,.5,.5,.5}; 

GLfloat normals[] = {1.0, 0.2, 0.2, ,.5,.5,.5};

glVertexPointer(size, type, stride, array);

glVertexPointer(3, GL_FLOAT, 0, vertices);

glColorPointer(4, GL_FLOAT, 0, colors);

glNormalPointer(GL_FLOAT, 0, normals);

If stride is zero, this means that the values are tightly packed into the array, and that the array is

homogenous (ex. all RGB value). When a single array holds multiple data like vertices and

color values, stride is used to indicate the offset between the values. 

Draw the Geometry by Traversing the Arrays

Three options for traversing array elements. These access the elements of all active arrays.

Random traversal: glArrayElement()

glBegin(GL_TRIANGLES)

glArrayElement(4);

glArrayElement(8);
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glArrayElement(4);

glEnd();

Predefined ordered traversal: glDrawElement() 

// glDrawElement() is used WITHOUT glBegin() & glEnd()

You need to specify an array of indices to define the order of array traversal.

DrawElement() will traverse all arrays by following your specifies array indices.

Glint[] indices = { 2, 5, 7 };

glDrawElement(GL_TRIANGLES, 3, GL_UNSIGNED_INT, indices); 

Sequential traversal in order of the array

glDrawArray(GL_TRIANGLES, first , count);

Attribute Groups

OpenGL can save and restore state variables by pushing them onto the attribute stack.

These state variable groups can be restored, later, by popping them out. Of the stack.

Attribute stack depth is at least 16.

Each group of state variables is placed in an attribute group:

GL_LINE_BIT stores all line related state variable.

GL_LIGHTING_BIT stores all the information related to lighting.

glPushAttrib(mask); 

glPopAttrib();

Attribute groups include: 

GL_GOLOR_BUFFER_BIT,

GL_DEPTH_BUFFER_BIT,

GL_POLYGON_BIT,

GL_POINT_BIT,

GL_TRANSFORM_BIT,

GL_VIEWPORT_BIT,

A special attribute group is the GL_ALL ATTRIB_BITS, which is used to store and retrieve all

state variables.
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OpenGL TIPS

Reflection and scale

Notes: about glScalef(x,y,z).

If the values of x,y,z are negative this will reflect the object along the axis defined by x,y,z…

Drawing polygons

Keep orientation of surfaces consistent,

If you use glScale() to reflect geometry, you need to reverse the orientation by using

glFrontFace() to keep faces consistent.

Subdivision strategy

The smaller the subdivisions, the larger the number of polygons, the slower the program.

Subdivide into larger polygons when image is far and into smaller polygons when the image is

near. Add a parameter to the subdivision routine based on eye distance.

Similarly subdivide to large polygons when the surface is flat and into smaller polygons when

the surface is curved.

Drawing loops 

For constructing a closed surface use GL_LINE_LOOP. Don’t make a first and last vertex. Unless

you are using the same variables otherwise you will get gaps due to round off errors.

Surface Normals

Save calculated vertex and normals, and calculate them only once.

Display Lists

A display list is a group of GL commands stored for later use.

A display lists are used when the same geometry is redrawn multiple times.

Display lists optimizes performance: especially when the OpenGL resides on a server across the

network. 

Creating the list

list_name = glGenLists(1);

 // creates list index that uniquely identifies the display list

glNewList(list_name, GL_COMPILE); 

// specifies the start of a display list.

// mode can be GL_COMPILE (only store) or 
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// GL_COMPILE_AND_EXECUTE (store and execute the commands).

//all OpenGL commands to be stored in the list

glEndList();

Calling the list

glCallList(list_name); 

// Executing a display list 

Display List: common uses

Matrix operations (provided they will be used with the same values)

Bitmaps and images 

Texture maps

Lighting

Polygon stipple patterns.

Display list characteristics

Display lists can only store OpenGL commands.

Display lists cannot be changed. so if the geometry is drawn in exactly the same way, use

display lists. If you change a variable or array value after sending it to the display list it will not

be effective.

Small lists don’t improve performance, due to the overhead for executing the list.

Display lists cannot be nested while they are being created.

Some commands cannot be stored in display lists: those that change the client state or those that

return a value. Such commands are executed immediately even when they are in a display list

called in the compile mode.

Example 1 : state variables persist after the application of the display list

glNewList(listIndex,GL_COMPILE);

glColor3f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0);

glBegin(GL_POLYGON);

glVertex2f(0.0,0.0);

glVertex2f(1.0,0.0);

glVertex2f(0.0,1.0);

glEnd();

glTranslatef(1.5,0.0,0.0);

glEndList();
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Example 2: using the attribute and matrix stacks to restore the previous state variables.

glNewList(listIndex,GL_COMPILE);

glPushMatrix();

glPushAttrib(GL_CURRENT_BIT);

glColor3f(1.0, 0.0, 0.0);

glBegin(GL_POLYGON);

glVertex2f(0.0,0.0);

glVertex2f(1.0,0.0);

glVertex2f(0.0,1.0);

glEnd();

glTranslatef(1.5,0.0,0.0);

glPopAttrib();

glPopMatrix();

glEndList();

Display lists can be executed multiple times and display list calls can be can be combined with

immediate OpenGL commands:

glNewList(listIndex,GL_COMPILE);

glCallList(handlebars);

glCallList(frame);

glTranslatef(1.0,0.0,0.0);

glCallList(wheel);

glTranslatef(3.0,0.0,0.0);

glCallList(wheel);

glEndList();

Hierarchical Display Lists

You can create hierarchical display lists by calling one list as you create another one.

There is a depth nesting limit of 64 to avoid infinite recursion.

To change a display list you recreate it with the same index.

So hierarchical display lists allows us to replace a sub-display list, within a another one, In this

manner we can edit values in the display list. Not the most optimal way, but acceptable, e.g: edit

polygons vertices.

glNewList(1,GL_COMPILE);

glVertex3f(v1);

glEndList();

glNewList(2,GL_COMPILE);
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glVertex3f(v2);

glEndList();

glNewList(3,GL_COMPILE);

 glVertex3f(v3);

glEndList();

glNewList(4,GL_COMPILE);

glBegin(GL_POLYGON);

glCallList(1);

glCallList(2);

glCallList(3);

glEnd();

glEndList();

glIsList(list); 

Determines whether a list index is in use by another active list.

glDeleteList();

// Explicitly delete a display list: 

Multiple Display Lists

OpenGL supports the use of several display lists in succession.

For example, when creating a font, each display list index will correspond to an ASCII letter.

For several fonts you need to establish several display lists bases.

glListBase() establishes an offset that is added to the display list indices.

For multiple display lists in succession we can use 

Base = glGenLists(128); 

// creates 128 contiguous display lists

// base is the first index

glCallLists(base + 1);

Display list can be used to manage state variables.

Can use glPushMatrix() and glPushAttrib() to save these values, and use the 

glPopAttrib() and glPopMatrix() to restore them, Inside the display list.

Can use display list to switch between multiple drawing modes. Example line stipple styles.

glNewList (offset, GL_COMPILE);

glDisable (GL_LINE_STIPPLE);

glEndList ();
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glNewList (offset+1, GL_COMPILE);

glEnable (GL_LINE_STIPPLE);

glLineStipple (1, 0x0F0F);

glEndList ();

glNewList (offset+2, GL_COMPILE);

glEnable (GL_LINE_STIPPLE);

glLineStipple (1, 0x1111);

glEndList ();

#define drawOneLine(x1,y1,x2,y2) glBegin(GL_LINES); \

glVertex2f ((x1),(y1)); glVertex2f ((x2),(y2)); glEnd();

glCallList (offset);

drawOneLine (50.0, 125.0, 350.0, 125.0);

glCallList (offset+1);

drawOneLine (50.0, 100.0, 350.0, 100.0);

glCallList (offset+2);

drawOneLine (50.0, 75.0, 350.0, 75.0);

18.11 Tessellations

OpenGL utilities library, glu, contains routines to tessellate concave polygons into convex ones.

These take contours that describe convex polygons, polygons containing holes, or polygons

with intersecting edges and returns triangles/triangular meshes and triangular fans, so the

polygons would be rendered properly.

Tess_pointer = gluNewTess();

gluTessCallback();

gluTessProperty();

gluDeleteTess();

Create a tessellation object

You can use a single tessellation object for all the tessellations. A null pointer is returned if the

tessellation fails.

Tess_pointer = gluNewTess();

Register user defined callback functions into OpenGL

 This tells OpenGL which function to use as the tessellation algorithm is running..
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gluTessCallback(Tess_pointer, TYPE, function_pointer); 

// Registers the appropriate callback function

// TYPE indicates the type of function to be registers 

// (one of six allowable types)

Below are the types and corresponding functions:

GLU_TESS_BEGIN void begin(GLenum type); 

GLU_TESS_EDGE_FLAG void edgeFlag(GLboolean flag); 

GLU_TESS_VERTEX void vertex(void *data); 

GLU_TESS_END void end(void); 

GLU_TESS_ERROR void error(void);

GLU_TESS_COMBINE void error(void);

// There exists two versions of each type one for user input 

// and one without.

GLU_TESS_VERTEX void vertex(void *vertex_data);

GLU_TESS_VERTEX_DATA void vertex(void vertex_data, void *user_data);

The COMBINE function is used to create new vertices where edges intersect or to merge two

vertices when they are too close.

These callback functions can be an OpenGL function such as glVertex3D or a user defined

function in the callback.

To change a callback routine call gluTessCallback with the new routine

Setting the Tessellation Properties

gluTessProperty(tess_pointer, property, value) can set three properties.

GLU_TESS_BOUNDARY_ONLY 

// determines whether the polygon will be drawn solid or

// boundary values: GL_TRUE or GL_FALSE

GLU_TESS_TOLERANCE

// determines when the two vertices are close enough to be

// merged

GLU_TESS_WINDING_RULE

// determines which part of the polygon are interior and 

// which part is exterior and should not be drawn.

// For every contour of a polygon OpenGL assigns a winding 

// number to the faces. 

// It Adds 1 for counter clockwise contours 

// subtract 1 for clockwise contours.
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Winding rule options

GLU_TESS_WINDING_ODD

GLU_TESS_WINDING_NONZERO  

// those common for finding interior

GLU_TESS_WINDING_POSTIVE

GLU_TESS_WINDING_NEGATIVE 

GLU_TESS_WINDING_ABS_GEQ_TWO 

// absolute value is greater or equal to two

// those are used for Boolean ops on polygon surfaces 

Boolean operations results by using tessellations objects.

Drawing strategy: solids counter-clockwise, holes clockwise

Union: 

Draw both contours as one polygon

Both counter clockwise.

Use GLU_TESS_WINDING_NONZERO or GLU_TESS_WINDING_POSITIVE  

Intersection: 

Only two contours at one time

Draw both contours as one polygon

Use GLU_TESS_WINDING_ABS_GEQ_TWO 

Difference: 

Draw the first polygon as counterclockwise and the second as clockwise

Use WINDING -POSITIVE

// Use gluTessNormal() to reverse the sign of the normal 

// if you can’t reverse the vertex directions

Complementary routines for tessellations

gluGetTessProperty(tess_pointer, property, value);

gluTessNormal();

// Defines the normal direction which controls the winding 

// property. Default normal 0,0,0

// If all polygons on x,y plane then call glu normal 

// on the 0,0,1

// after setting the properties
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gluTessBeginPolygon(tess_pointer, user data)

//starts Implementation of the tessellation algorithm.

//userdata points to a user-defined data-structure 

// (can contain vertex color, normal info)

gluTessEndPolygon(tess_pointer);

gluBeginContour(tess_pointer) 

//specification of a Closed contour

gluEndcontour(tess_pointer)

gluTessVertex(tess_pointer, coord, vertex_data) 

// specifies the vertex in the countour

gluDeleteTess(tess_pointer)

// deletes a tesselator object

Tess_pointer = gluNewTess();

gluTessCallback();

gluTessProperty();

gluTess BeginPolygon(tess_pointer, user data)

gluBeginContour(tess_pointer) 

gluTessVertex(obj, coord, vertex_data) 

// at least 3 call to define a polygon

gluEndcontour(tess_pointer)

gluTessEndPolygon(tess_pointer); 

gluDeleteTess();

18.12 OpenGL Selection 

OpenGL has a built in selection mechanism that allows users to select then modify objects from

the screen and manipulate them.

There are 3 modes:

Render

Drawing into the frame buffer: GL_RENDER

Selection

Returns all items that are in the viewing volume
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Picking: special case of selection:  Returns all  items close to the mouse

Feedback

Returns extra information that can be sent into the printer or plotter.

The Way It Works

• First draw the scene into the Frame Buffer

• Enter selection mode and  Redraw the scene

• Assign identifiers to each object

• This does not change the contents of the frame buffer.

• Exit selection mode 

• OpenGL returns a list  of (identifiers) for each object

• Hit records and Selection hit

When you draw into the selection mode you use the name stack to register object’s names.

Selection Steps

Specify the selection array:

glSelectBuffer(size, sel_buf_ptr);

Enter selection mode

glRenderMode(GL_SELECT); 

Specify viewing volume for selection

Use glPushMatrix() and glPopMatrix() to save and restore transformations.

Draw the OpenGL scene, while assigning names to primitives of interest.

glInitNames(); // creates the name stack and clears the names

glPushName();

glLoadName(); // replaces the name on top of the name stack

The name stack has 64 positions.

Exit selection mode and process the selection data.

Hits = glRenderMode(GL_RENDER);

Upon exiting the selection mode, OpenGL returns:

The number of hits in the selection
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The minium and maximum z values for the selection hit

Updates the contents the sel_buffer array.

Picking

A special case to selection

Differences

Picking is triggered by an input device. Use gluPickMatrix() 

• Narrows down the view volume that you will pick from

• A unit cube that surrounds the input device

• Multiply a special picking matrix onto the current projection matrix

• Call it prior to gluPperspective or glOrtho. 

Picking with multiple names in a hierarchy

• Every time a separate object is drawn load name

• Every time a nested object is drawn we do push name

• Hit returns the contents of the stack for every hit and gives the object and the 

components.

gluPickMatrix(x,y, width, height, viewport[]);

Feedback 

Feedback is similar to selection except for that the array returned is floating point and that the

information is in detail about the transformed primitives.

GlFeedbackBuffer(size, type, fed_bur_ptr);

Type can be: 

GL_2D, GL_3D, 

GL_2D_COLOR, GL_3D_COLOR,

GL_2D_COLOR_TEXTURE, GL_3D_COLOR_TEXTURE,

GL_PassThrough(GL_PASS_THROUGH_TOKEN);

Inserts markers between the feedack informations.

For example can be used to insert markers between primitives.
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Picking Example

#define BUFSIZE 512

// draws a row of squares

void drawSquares(GLenum mode)

{

GLuint I ;

if (mode == GL_SELECT)

for (i=0; i<6; i++)

{

glLoadName (i);

glRecti (i, 0, i+1, 1);

}

}

///////////////////////////

void display(void)

{

glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);

drawSquares (GL_RENDER);

glFlush();

}

///////////////////////////

void myReshape(GLsizei w, GLsizei h)

{

glViewport(0, 0, w, h);

glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);

glLoadIdentity();

gluOrtho2D (0.0, 3.0, 0.0, 3.0);

glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);

glLoadIdentity();

}

///////////////////////

void pickSquares(int button, int state, int x, int y) 

// the mouse function

{

GLuint selectBuf[BUFSIZE];

GLint hits;

GLint viewport[4];

glGetIntegerv (GL_VIEWPORT, viewport);

glSelectBuffer (BUFSIZE, selectBuf);
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(void) glRenderMode (GL_SELECT);

glInitNames();

glPushName(0);

glMatrixMode (GL_PROJECTION);

glPushMatrix ();

glLoadIdentity ();

/* create 5x5 pixel picking region near cursor location */

gluPickMatrix(( x, (viewport[3] - y), 5.0, 5.0, viewport);

gluOrtho2D (0.0, 3.0, 0.0, 3.0);

drawSquares (GL_SELECT);

glPopMatrix ();

glFlush ();

hits = glRenderMode (GL_RENDER);

processHits (hits, selectBuf);

}

///////////////////////

void processHits (GLint hits, GLuint buffer[])

{

unsigned int i, j;

GLuint ii, jj, names, *ptr;

printf ("hits = %d\n", hits);

ptr = (GLuint *) buffer;

for (i = 0; i < hits; i++) { /* for each hit */

names = *ptr;

printf (" number of names for this hit = %d\n", names);

ptr++;

printf (" z1 is %u;", *ptr); ptr++;

printf (" z2 is %u\n", *ptr); ptr++;

printf ("  names are ");

for (j = 0; j < names; j++) {  /*  for each name */

printf ("%d ", *ptr);

ptr++;

}

printf ("\n");

}

}

After you get your selection hit, you need to match the id/names with your objects.
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	number.h
	#ifndef NUMBER_ALREADY_INCLUDED
	#ifdef RATIONAL
	#define ZERO 0
	typedef struct { number a, b, c, d, e;} abcd_tuple;
	/* otherwise REAL NUMBERS ----------------------------------------- */
	#ifdef DOUBLE
	#else
	#define ZERO 0.0
	typedef struct {number a, b, c, d;} abcd_tuple;
	typedef double real;
	rational.h
	typedef long number;


	typedef struct _rat rational;
	longnumber gcd(number,number);
	r_make(rational,longnumber,longnumber);
	#ifndef PRECISION
	float rational2real(rational);
	#endif
	rational.c

	#include "rational.h"
	#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

	/* gcd of two numbers --------------------------------------------- */
	longnumber gcd(longnumber a,longnumber b)
	g=a; h=b;
	while (h!==0) {
	return (g*sign);

	/* make rational from two numbers (rati---------------------------- */
	r_make(rational r,longnumber num,longnumber den)
	r.a=num/g; r.b=den/g;

	r_copy(rational to,rational from)
	/* invert rational ------------------------------------------------ */
	r_invert(rational r)
	r.num=num; r.den=den;

	/* negative rational ---------------------------------------------- */
	r_negate(rational r)
	/* rational arithmetic -------------------------------------------- */
	r_plus(rational r,rational s)
	r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;

	r_minus(rational r,rational s)
	r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;

	r_mult(rational r,rational s)
	r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;

	r_divide(rational r,rational r)
	r.num=num/g; r.den=den/g;

	/* real-rational conversion --------------------------------------- */
	real2rational(rational r, float f, int precision)
	den=1;
	Ignore r_make(r,num,den);

	float rational2real(rational r)
	point.h

	#ifndef POINT_ALREADY_INCLUDED
	#include "number.h"
	typedef struct {number x, y, z, w;} Point ;
	point_copy(Point,Point);
	#ifndef RATIONAL
	#else
	#endif
	#endif
	point.c
	#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */


	point_copy(Point p,Point q) { p.x=q.x; p.y=q.y; p.z=q.z; p.w=q.w; }
	#ifndef RATIONAL
	#else
	point_print(Point p)
	#endif
	inc_rat-points.c
	extern longnumber gcd();
	p.x=x/g; p.y=y/g; p.z=z/g; p.w=w/g;


	#ifdef MAKESURE
	#else
	#ifdef MAKESURE
	#else
	#ifdef MAKESURE
	#else
	#endif
	#ifdef MAKESURE
	#else
	#endif
	inc_real-points.c
	vector.h

	#include "number.h"
	typedef number vector[4];
	#define X 0
	/* vector routines ------------------------------------------------ */
	veccopy(vector,vector);
	#endif
	vector.c
	#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */


	veccopy(v,u)
	vecnegate(v)
	#ifndef RATIONAL
	#else
	#endif
	inc_real-vector.c
	inc_rat-vector.c
	matrix.h

	#include "vector.h"
	typedef number matrix[4][4];
	/* matrix routines ------------------------------------------------ */
	vecmult(vector,vector,matrix)
	matrixcopy(matrix,matrix);
	#ifdef RATIONAL
	matrixscale(matrix,rational,rational,rational);

	#else
	matrixscale(matrix,number,number,number);

	#endif
	#endif
	matrix.c

	/*
	K is the gcd of all of the other elements in M
	#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

	/* diagonal and identity matrix ----------------------------------- */
	matrixdiag(m,dx,dy,dz,dw)
	matrixident(m)
	/* create matrix by rows and by cols ------------------------------ */
	matrixbyrows(m,rx,ry,rz,rw)
	for (c=0;c<4;c++){

	matrixbycols(m,cx,cy,cz,cw)
	for (r=0;r<4;r++){

	/* copy matrix ---------------------------------------------------- */
	matrixcopy(to,from)
	for (r=0; r<4;r++)

	/* transpose matrix ---------------------------------------------- */
	matrixtranspose(m,n)
	for (r=0; r<4;r++) {

	/* vector multiply v=u*m ------------------------------------------ */
	vecmult(v,u,m)
	for (i=0;i<3;i++){
	#ifndef RATIONAL
	#else
	v[X]=res[X]/g; v[Y]=res[Y]/g; v[Z]=res[Z]/g; v[W]=res[W]/g;

	#endif
	}

	/* convert matrix to real ----------------------------------------- */
	real2matrix(to,from,precision)
	while(n-->0) k*=10;
	#ifdef RATIONAL
	}

	matrix2real(to,from)
	for (r=0; r<4;r++)

	/* matrix multiplication ------------------------------------------ */
	matrixmult(m,m1,m2)
	for (r=0; r<4;r++)
	#ifdef RATIONAL
	}

	/* scale matrix --------------------------------------------------- */
	matrixlscale(m,sx,sy,sz,sw)
	for(r=0;r<4;r++) {
	#ifdef RATIONAL

	matrixscale(m,sx,sy,sz)
	Ignore matrix1scale(m,s.x,s.y,s.z,s.w);
	#else

	matrixscale(m,sx,sy,sz)
	#endif

	/* translate matrix ----------------------------------------------- */
	matrixltrans(m,tx,ty,tz,tw)
	matrixmult(m,m,t);
	#ifdef RATIONAL
	matrixtrans(m,tx,ty,tz)
	matrix1trans(m,t.x,t.y,t.z,t.w);
	#else
	matrixtrans(m,tx,ty,tz)

	#endif
	/* rotate matrix -------------------------------------------------- */
	static void _rotatethruaxis(m,angle,axis)
	if (angle == ZERO) {
	Ignore matrixmult(m,m,rot);

	#ifdef RATIONAL
	matrixrotate(m,rx,ry,rz)
	Ignore matrix2real(rm,m);
	_rotatethruaxis(rm,rational2real(rx),X);
	Ignore real2matrix(m,rm,PRECISION);

	#else
	matrixrotate(m,rx,ry,rz)
	#endif
	struct.h

	/* useful global typedefs ----------------------------------------- */
	typedef void *PTR;
	#define FIRST 0

	/* structure typedefs --------------------------------------------- */
	typedef struct _elem {
	/* structure routines ------------------------------------------ */
	Structure * _st_alloc();
	#endif
	struct.c

	extern char * malloc(unsigned);
	/* basic storage allocation --------------------------------------- */
	#define MALLOC(X) (X *)malloc(sizeof(X))
	/* error and warnings --------------------------------------------- */
	#define error(S) fprintf(stderr,S,"\n"); exit(1)
	/* local management of elements ----------------------------------- */
	static Element * el_pool = NIL;
	static Element *_el_alloc()
	if (el_pool) {
	static _el_free(ep)
	static void _el_describe(ep,desc)
	/* local management of structures --------------------------------- */
	static Structure * st_pool = NIL;
	static Structure *_alloc()
	if (st_pool) {
	return (sp);

	static void _free(sp)
	static void _describe(sp,desc)
	_el_describe(ep,desc);

	/* global management of structures -------------------------------- */
	Structure * _st_alloc() {
	return (sp);

	Structure * _st_free(sp)
	int * _st_size(sp)
	int * _st_empty(sp)
	/* data insertion ------------------------------------------------- */
	void _st_put_first(sp,data)
	if (sp->size==0) {
	ep->prev=sp->last;
	++sp->size;

	void _st_put_last(sp,data)
	if (sp->size==0) {
	ep->next=sp->first;
	++sp->size;

	/* data retrieval ------------------------------------------------- */
	static void _st_set(sp)

	PTR _st_get_first(sp)
	if (sp->size==0) {
	ep=sp->first; sp->first=sp->first->next;
	data = ep->data;
	return (data);

	PTR _st_get_last(sp)
	if (!sp->last) {
	ep=sp->last; sp->last=sp->last->prev;
	data = ep->data;
	return (data);

	/* structure based routines --------------------------------------- */
	void _st_exchange(sp,tp)
	ep=sp->first; sp->first=tp->first; tp->first=ep;
	sp->last->next = ap->first;
	sp->size += ap->size;
	_init(ap);

	/* data find-based routines --------------------------------------- */
	static Element * _find(sp,match,arg)
	sp->last->next=NIL;
	return(ep);

	PTR _st_find(sp,match,arg)
	if (ep) return(ep->data);
	return (NIL);

	void _st_put (sp,data,compare)
	if (sp->first == ep) {
	dp=_el_allocate()
	++sp->size;

	PTR _st_get (sp,compare,arg)
	if (!ep) {
	return(data);

	int _st_restructure(sp,match,arg)
	if (!ep) return (0);
	return(1);

	/* structure traversal routines ----------------------------------- */
	int _st_traverse_and_apply (sp,foo,arg)
	do {

	return(count);
	int _st_reverse (sp)
	ep=sp->last; sp->last=sp->first; sp->first=ep;

	void _st_flush(sp,flush,arg)
	sp->last->next=NIL;
	_st_init(sp);

	/* structure statistics ------------------------------------------ */
	void _st_stat(sp,name)
	void _st_describe(sp,name,desc)
	stack.h

	#include <struct.h>
	/* stack functions --------------------------------------------- */
	#define stack_alloc() (Stack)_st_alloc()
	#endif
	queue.h

	#include <struct.h>
	/* queue functions --------------------------------------------- */
	#define queue_alloc() (Queue)_st_alloc()
	list.h

	#include <struct.h>
	/* list functions ------------------------------------------------ */
	#define list_alloc() (List)_st_alloc()
	#endif
	brep.h

	#include "point.h"
	typedef abcd_tuple Plane;
	typedef struct _world World;
	struct _world {List solids; };
	enum _type { WORLD=0, SOLID, FACE, LOOP, EDGE, VERTEX };
	void *new(Type);
	void dispose(Node,Type);
	void unlink(Node,Type);
	#define FIRST 0
	void linksolid(Solid *,World *,int);
	Solid *getsolid(World *,int)
	#define nosolids(W) list_empty((W)->solids)
	#define solids(W) (W)->solids
	int isequal(PTR,PTR);
	Edge *makeedge(Vertex *,Vertex *);
	Edge *findedge(Face *, Vertex *);

	#endif
	brep.c

	extern char * malloc();
	#define MALLOC(X) (X*)malloc(sizeof(X))
	static List pool[]={ NIL,NIL,NIL,NIL,NIL,NIL };
	static unsigned size[]={
	static char* msg[] = {
	#define error(S) fprintf(stderr,"%s:out of storage\n",S); exit(1)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	static void _laWorld(World *w) {solids(w)=list_alloc();}
	static PFV BRalloc[]= {
	/* clean brep lists ---------------------------------------------- */
	static void _cWorld(World *w) {}
	static PFV clean[]= {
	/* create a new geometry ------------------------------------------ */
	void * new(Type geom)

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	static void _fWorld(World *w) {list_flush(solids(w),dispose,SOLID);}
	static PFV flush[]= {

	/* destroy a geometry -------------------------------------------- */
	void dispose(Node n,Type geom)

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	int isequal(PTR a,PTR b)
	int issamepoint(Vertex *v, Vertex *w)
	int isvertexof(Edge *e,Vertex *v)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	static void _uWorld(World *w) {}
	static void _uSolid(Solid *s) {
	static void _uFace(Face *f) {
	static void _uLoop(Loop *l) {
	static void _uEdge(Edge *e) {
	static void _uVertex(Vertex *v) {
	static PFV disconnect[]= {
	void unlink(Node n,Type geom)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	static PFV link[]= { list_put_first, list_put_last };
	void linksolid(Solid *s,World *w, int WHERE)
	void linkface(Face *f,Solid *s, int WHERE)
	void linkloop(Loop *l,Face *f, int WHERE)
	void linkouter(Loop *l,Face *f)
	void linkedge(Edge *e,Loop *l,int WHERE)
	void linkvertex(Vertex *v,Solid *s, int WHERE)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	static _tVertex(Vertex *v) {
	static _tEdge(Edge *e) {
	static _tLoop(Loop *l) {
	static _tFace(Face *f) {
	static _tSolid(Solid *s) {
	static _tWorld(World *w) {
	static PFV tell[]= {
	void describe(Node n,Type geom)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	static PFP get[]= { list_get_first, list_get_last };
	Solid * getsolid(World *w,int FROM)
	Face * getface(Solid *s,int FROM)
	Loop * getloop(Face *f,int FROM)
	Edge * getedge(Loop *l,int FROM)
	Vertex * getvertex(Solid *s,int FROM)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	Vertex * makevertex(Solid *s, Point p)
	linkvertex(v,s,LAST);
	return (v);

	Edge * makeedge(Vertex *u,Vertex *v)
	vertex(e)=u; vertex(m)=v;
	return (e);

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	Edge * findedge(Face *f, Vertex *v, Vertex *w)
	temp=list_alloc();
	return(e);
	euler.h

	#include "brep.h"
	Solid * mvfs(Point);
	Vertex * smev(Vertex *,Face *,Point);
	Face * _mef(Edge *,Edge *,Face *);
	int _kemr(Edge *);
	int glue(Face *,Face *);

	#define kfmrh(F1,F2) glue(F1,F2)
	#define LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(L,E) list_restructure(edges(L),isequal,E)
	#define DELETE_SOLID(S) unlinksolid(S); disposesolid(S)
	#endif
	euler.c

	#include "euler.h"
	#define Ignore (void) /* make compiler shut up */

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	Solid *mvfs(p)
	linkouter(l,f);
	return (ns);

	/* kill vertex face solid ---------------------------------------- */
	int kvfs(s)
	int kvfskeep(s)
	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	Vertex * smev (v,f,p)
	nv=makevertex(solid(v),p);
	linkedge(ne,outer(f),FIRST);
	return (nv)

	Vertex * _mev(v,e1,e2,p)
	nv=makevertex(solid(v),p);
	if (e1 == e2) {

	Vertex * mev(v1,v2,v3,f1,f2,p)
	e1=findedge(f1,v1,v2);
	if (e1 && e2)

	/* kill edge vertex ---------------------------------------------- */
	int _kev(e)
	LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(m,l,FIRST)
	m=getedge(l,FIRST);
	DELETE_VERTEX(vertex(e));
	return (TRUE);

	int kev(w,v,f)
	e=findedge(f,w,v);

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	Face * _mef(v,e1,e2,f)
	linkouter(nl,nf);
	if (e1) {
	if (!noedges(l))
	ne=makeedge(v1,v2);
	return(nf);

	Face * mef(v1,v2,v3,v4,f)
	if (v1 == v3 && v2 == v4) {
	if (!e1 && !e2) {

	/* kill edge face ------------------------------------------------ */
	loopassign(e,l)
	int _kef(e)
	le=loop(e);
	loop_restructure(le,e);
	DELETE_EDGE(m);
	list_apply(edges(lm),loopassign,le);
	DELETE_LOOP(lm);

	int kef(v,w,f)
	if (!e) {
	return (_kef(e));

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	int _kemr(e)
	loop_restructure(l,e);

	linkloop(ring,face(l));
	/* v lies on an edge in the outer

	if (! list_find(edges(l),isvertexof,v))
	int kemr(v,w,f)
	e=findedge(f,v,w);
	if (loop(e) != outer(f) && loop(e) != loop (mate(e)) {
	return (_kemr(e));

	/* make edge kill ring ------------------------------------------- */
	int _mekr(e1,e2)
	l=loop(e1);
	LOOP_RESTRUCTURE(l,e1);
	ne=makeedge(vertex(e1),vertex(e3));
	linkedge(ne,r,FIRST);
	DELETE_LOOP(r);
	return TRUE;

	int mekr(v1,v2,v3,v4,f)
	e1=findedge(f,v1,v2);
	if (loop(e1) == loop(e2)) {

	/* --------------------------------------------------------------- */
	if (list_size(loops(f2))>1) {
	return TRUE;

	int unglue (v,w,f)
	e=findedge(f,v,w);
	if (ring == outer(f)) {
	unlinkloop(ring);

	return TRUE;

	12 Boundary Merging
	12.1 Boolean Operators on B-Reps
	1) Subdivide A and B into non-intersecting faces.
	2) Compute a out B, a in B, b out A, b in A.
	3) A »* B = a out B ƒ a out A A «* B = a in B ƒ b in A A -* B = a out B ƒ (b in A)-1
	1) Determine which pair of faces a Œ A and b Œ B intersect. If there are none, test shell containment only.
	2) For each face a of A that intersects a face of B, construct the cross section c of B with the plane containing a:
	3) Repeat these two steps for each face of B that intersects a face of A.
	1) Construct and analyze the points and line segments of their intersection.
	2) Transfer the results to all adjacent faces of A and of B.
	3) Link up the intersection elements into complete face and edge subdivisions.
	1) A face of one solid intersects the face of another solid at a point interior to both.
	2) An edge of one solid intersects a face of the other solid at a point interior to both edge and face.
	3) An edge of one solid intersects an edge of the other solid at a point interior to both edges.
	4) A vertex of one solid intersects a face of the other solid in the interior.
	5) A vertex of one solid intersects an edge of the other solid in the interior.
	6) A vertex of one solid intersects a vertex of the other solid.
	1) Multiply each face equation by -1.
	2) Reverse the orientation of every boundary vertex cycle of a face.
	3) In multishell objects, complement the indication (if stored) of the boundedness of the volume that the shell encloses.
	4) Change the pairing of the volume enclosing pairs - this last step applies only to non- manifold objects.

	12.2 Splitting Algorithm
	1) Classify and tag each edge of the neighborhood according to whether its final vertex lies above, on or below SP.
	2) Consider the edges around a vertex in cyclic order and reclassify the on edges by applying the following rules:

	12.3 Robustness

	13 A Model for Shapes
	13.1 Basic Definitions
	Definition 13.1 A part is an embedding of one shape in another shape. The part relation is denoted by the symbol, £. A part of a shape is also referred to as a subshape.
	"a Œ U: a £ a [13.1]

	"a, b Œ U: a £ b Ÿ a £ b ¤ a = b [13.2]
	"a, b, c Œ U: a £ b Ÿ b £ c ﬁ a £ c [13.3]
	"a, b Œ U: a £ b ¤ (" e: e £ a ﬁ e £ b) [13.4]
	e £ 0 ¤ e = 0 [13.5]
	Definition 13.2 The product of two shapes, denoted by the symbol ‘×’, is the largest shape common to both. " a, b, e Œ U: e £ a × b ¤ e £ a Ÿ e £ b.
	13.1 Two shapes a and b and their product a × b.
	" a, b Œ U: a × b £ a Ÿ a × b £ b [13.6]
	a £ b ¤ a × b = a [13.7]
	a × 0 = 0 = 0 × a [13.8]
	a £ b ﬁ a × c £ b × c [13.9]

	Definition 13.3 The difference of two shapes, denoted by the symbol ‘-’, is the shape given by the relative complement of the first shape with respect to the second;
	13.2 Two shapes a and b and their differences a - b and b - a.
	a - b £ a [13.10]
	a - b = a ¤ a × b = 0 [13.11]
	a - 0 = a [13.12]
	a £ b ﬁ a - c £ b - c [13.13]
	a £ b ﬁ c - b £ c - a [13.14]

	Definition 13.4 The sum of two shapes, denoted by the symbol ‘+’, is the smallest shape that results from the combination of both shapes.
	13.3 Two shapes a and b and their sum a + b.
	a £ a + b Ÿ b £ a + b [13.15]
	a £ b ¤ a + b = b [13.16]
	a + 0 = a = 0 + a [13.17]
	a £ b ﬁ a + c £ b + c [13.18]
	a + b £ c ¤ a £ c Ÿ b £ c [13.19]
	a - (b - c) = (a - b) + (a × c) [13.20]
	\ (a + b) - c = (a - c) + (b - c) [13.21]
	a - (b + c) = (a - b) - c [13.22]


	13.2 Generalized Boolean Algebra
	Theorem 13.1 The operations of shape sum and product define an algebra (U, (+, ×)) that satisfies the following identities:
	13.4 Shapes a, b and c and their product a × b × c.
	13.5 Shapes a, b and c and their sum a + b + c.
	Corollary 13.2 The relation £ on U, defined by a £ b ¤ a × b = a, makes (U, £) into a lattice in which the least upper bound of a, b in U is a + b and the greatest lower bound of a, b in U is a × b.
	a × (b - c) = (a × b) - (a × c) = (a × b) - c [13.23]
	a £ b ¤ a - b = 0 [13.24]
	(a - b) + b = a + b [13.25]
	(a + b) - b = a - b [13.26]
	13.6 Three shapes a, b and c; the shapes b + c, a × b and a × c; and the shape a × (b + c) = (a × b) + (a × c).

	a × (b + c) = (a × b) + (a × c) [13.27]
	a + (b × c) = (a + b) × (a + c) [13.28]
	13.7 Two shapes a and b with a £ b, the relative complement, b - a, of a with respect to b and the shapes a × (b - a) and a + (b - a).
	Theorem 13.3 (U, £) is a relatively complemented distributive lattice.

	Definition 13.5 A relatively complemented distributive lattice (L, £) with a zero element defines a generalized Boolean algebra (L, (+, ×, 0)).
	Theorem 13.4 (U, (+, ×, 0)) is a generalized Boolean algebra and for, a, b Œ U, the difference, a - b, is the relative complement of a× b for 0 £ a× b £ a.



	13.3 Symmetric Difference
	" a, b Œ U: a = (a - b) + (a × b) Ÿ (a - b) × (a × b) = 0 [13.29]
	13.8 Two shapes a and b and their ‘disjoint’ parts a - b, b - a and a × b.

	a + b = (a - b) + (b - a) + (a × b) Ÿ (a - b) × (b - a) = 0 Ÿ (a - b) × (a × b) = 0 Ÿ (a × b) × (b - a) = 0 [13.30]
	Definition 13.6 The symmetric difference, ‘Å’, computes the sum of the differences of two shapes.
	13.9 Two shapes a and b and their symmetric difference a Å b.
	a Å b = (a + b) - (a × b) [13.31]
	a = (a - b) Å (a × b) [13.32]
	a £ b ¤ a Å b = b - a [13.33]
	a Å 0 = a = 0 Å a [13.34]
	a Å a = 0 [13.35]
	13.10 Graphical description of the poset of shapes derived from the shapes a and b under sum, product, difference and symmetric difference.
	13.11 Two shapes a and b, their product, differences, sum and symmetric difference.
	1) Closure: a Å b is a unique element of L.
	2) Associativity: a Å (b Å c) = (a Å b) Å c.
	3) Identity: $ e Œ L, " a Œ L: a Å e = a = e Å a.
	4) Inverses: " a Œ L, $ a-1 Œ L: a Å a-1 = e = a-1 Å a.
	5) Commutativity: a Å b = b Å a.
	Theorem 13.5 Any universe of shapes U form an Abelian group under symmetric difference (with identity 0 and inverse a-1 = a).
	13.12 Three shapes a, b and c and their symmetric difference a Å b Å c.




	13.4 Boolean Ring
	Definition 13.7 A Boolean ring is a non-empty set L in which two binary operations Å and × are defined satisfying the following conditions, " a, b, c Œ L:
	1) Closure: a Å b and a × b are unique elements of L.
	2) Commutativity of ‘Å’: a Å b = b Å a.
	3) Associativity of ‘Å’: a Å (b Å c) = (a Å b) Å c.
	4) Solvability of equations: a Å x = b has at least one solution in L.
	5) Associativity of ‘×’: a × (b × c) = (a × b) × c.
	6) Distributivity: a × (b Å c) = (a × b) Å (a × c) and (a Å b) × c = (a × c) Å (b × c).
	7) Idempotency of ‘×’: a × a = a.
	Theorem 13.6 U satisfies the axioms of a Boolean ring under symmetric difference and product.


	13.5 Shape Relations
	Definition 13.8 A shape a contains a shape b if b is a part of a; b £ a.
	Definition 13.9 Two shapes a and b are disjoint if their product is the empty shape; a × b = 0.
	Definition 13.10 Two shapes a and b overlap if their product is non-zero and neither shape contains the other; a × b ¹ 0 Ÿ a b Ÿ b a.
	13.13 The shape relations (a) contain, (b) overlap and (c, d) disjoint.

	Definition 13.11 Two shapes a and b equal if their symmetric difference is the empty shape; a Å b = 0.

	13.6 Summary

	14 Maximal Element Representation
	14.1 Boundary shape and neighborhood
	Definition 14.1 A neighborhood D(s) of a shape s in Un is a shape in Un+1 that has s as a part of its boundary;
	Axiom 1 For any given segment or shape, no three (or more) co-equal, disjoint neighborhoods can be found.
	Axiom 2 A shape s in Un-1 is a part of the boundary of a shape a in Un if and only if there exist two neighborhoods of s, one of which is a part of a and the other is disjoint of a;  " s Œ Un-1, " a Œ Un: s £ B[a]  ¤  $ D1(s), D2(s) Œ Un: D1(...
	Axiom 3 Given a shape a Œ Un, a shape s Œ Un-1 and a neighborhood D(s) Œ Un, there exists a partitioning of s into t and s - t, and a partitioning of D(s) into neighborhoods D(t) and D(s - t), with D(t) £ a and D(s - t) × a = 0.
	Figure 14.1 Two shapes a and b and a part s of the boundary of a, resulting in three possible cases upon partitioning s and a with respect to b: (a) t = 0, (b) t ¹ 0 Ÿ t ¹ s, (c) t = s.
	" a, b Œ Un, a £ b, " s Œ Un-1, s £ B[a]: s £ B[b] ¤ $ D(s) Œ Un, b × D(s) = 0. [13.36]
	" a, b Œ Un, a £ b, " s Œ Un-1, s £ B[a]: s × B[b] = 0 ¤ $ D(s) Œ Un, D(s) £ b - a. [13.37]


	14.2 Maximal Element Representation
	Definition 14.2 A shape a is a segment if and only if there exists no shape b, b ¹ 0 and b ¹ a, such that b is a part of a and the boundary of b is a part of the boundary of a (b £ a Ÿ B[b] £ B[a]).
	14.2 Exemplar segments in U2.
	14.3 The sum of two segments is a segment if the segments are not disjoint (a, d) or their boundaries are not disjoint (b) and is not a segment, otherwise (c, e, f).


	Theorem 14.1 The sum of two co-equal segments is a segment if and only if the segments are not disjoint or their boundaries are not disjoint.
	Theorem 14.2 For any shape a there exists exactly one finite set {a1, …, am} of disjoint segments with disjoint boundaries such that a equals the sum of a1, …, am; " a Œ Un, $ !{a1, …, am}, segments a1, …, am Œ Un:  (ai × aj = 0  Ÿ  B[ai] × B...
	14.3 Simple Boundaries
	Definition 14.3 A boundary shape or, simply, boundary is a shape a in Un for which there exists a shape b in Un+1 such that a = B[b]; we say that the boundary a defines the shape b and write b = G(a).
	Definition 14.4 A boundary shape a is a simple boundary if and only if there exists no boundary shape b, b ¹ 0 and b ¹ a, that is a part of a.
	14.4 Examples of segments with a simple boundary (a) and without a simple boundary (b, c).

	Theorem 14.3 For any boundary shape b there exists a set {b1, …, bm} of disjoint, simple boundaries such that b is the composition of b1, …, bm under the operation of sum or symmetric difference. " boundary b Œ Un, $ simple boundaries b1, …, ...
	14.5 Inner and outer boundaries among a set of non-intersecting, simple boundaries (in U1). Outer boundaries are drawn solid, inner boundaries dashed.

	Definition 14.5 A simple boundary b that is a part of the boundary of a segment a is an outer boundary for a if a £ G(b) and is an inner boundary for a, otherwise.
	14.6 Outer and inner boundaries for a few shapes (in U2): (a) a segment with a sin gle outer boundary; (b) a segment with a single outer and multiple (2) inner bound aries; (c) a shape (composed of two segments) with multiple (2) outer and a ...

	Theorem 14.4 Given a segment a there exists exactly one simple boundary that is an outer boundary for a. " segment a Œ Un, $ ! simple boundary b Œ Un-1: b £ B[a] Ÿ a £ G(b)
	Theorem 14.5 For any segment a in Un there exists exactly one finite set {b1, …, bm} of disjoint, simple boundaries in Un-1 such that B[a] equals the sum of b1, …, bm; " segment a Œ Un, $ !{b1, …, bm}, simple boundaries b1, …, bm Œ Un-1:  bi ...

	14.4 Geometric Relations
	Definition 14.6 A shape contains another shape if the second shape is a part of the first shape.
	Definition 14.7 Two shapes overlap if their product is non-zero and one shape does not contain the other.
	Definition 14.8 Two shapes in Un share boundary if and only if they do not overlap, nor one contains the other, but, there exist two co-equal segments, one from each shape, of which the boundaries overlap (or one contains the other) in Un-1.
	Definition 14.9 Two shapes that do not overlap, nor share boundary and of which one does not contain the other, are said to be disjoint.
	14.7 The geometric shape relations (a) contain, (b) overlap, (c) share boundary and (d) disjoint.


	14.5 Maximal Shapes
	Definition 14.10 A segment ai (i £ m) in the representation {a1, …, am} of a shape a in Un is denoted a maximal segment if it is disjoint with all segments aj (j £ m, j ¹ i) in the representation, and its boundary (B[ai]) is represented as a ...
	Definition 14.11 A shape a {a1, …, am} is termed maximal if it is represented as a set of maximal segments a1, …, am.
	Definition 14.12 A shape a {a1, …, am} in Un is embedded in a maximal shape b {b1, …, bm’} in Un if and only if every segment ai (i £ m) is embedded in a maximal segment bj (j £ m’).
	Theorem 14.6 The boundary of a maximal shape a {a1, …, am} equals the sum of the boundaries B[ai] (i £ m); " maximal a {a1, …, am} Œ Un : B[a] = B[a1] + … + B[am].

	14.6 Isomorphisms
	Definition 14.13 Given a point set S in Ek that is a subset of an n-dimensional hyperplane H and a continuous transformation f that maps H onto En, we say that S is n-regular in Ek if and only if f(S) is regular in En, i.e., f(S) º r(f(S)).
	Theorem 14.7 There exists an isomorphism between Un, k (1 £ n £ k) and a subset of Ã(Ek) that maps each shape x in Un, k to an n-regular point set x* in Ek.

	14.7 Comparison
	Theorem 14.8 The boundary of the shape resulting from one of the operations of sum, product, difference and symmetric difference on two shapes is a part of the sum of the boundaries of these two shapes; " a, b Œ Un: B[a + b] £ B[a] + B[b]  B[...
	14.8 A shape in U1 ¥ U2 ¥ U3 is made up of subshapes in U1, U2 and U3 that may “overlap” or “intersect”, but that do not compose.




	15 Comparison of Representations
	16 Review of C++
	16.1 C++
	C++ File Structure
	Header files
	Source files
	Include section
	#include "math.h"

	Comments and Syntax
	Comments
	Syntax

	Data Types (built in C++)
	Declaring a variable
	int x;
	Determining the amount of storage space given to a variable

	sizeof (x);

	Data Structures (defined by the user)
	Defining a composite structure
	struct Vect
	Declaring a structure

	Vect v;
	Accessing components of the structure

	v.x =2; v.y =5, v.z =1;

	Arrays
	1 -Dimensional array
	float vect[4];
	// indices go from 0 to 3;
	// vect[2] is the third element.
	2 -Dimensional array

	float matrix[4][4];
	// arrays of structs or classes.

	Operators
	If-else Statements
	if (conditions)

	Switch Statements
	switch (variable)

	While and Do-while Loop
	while (condition)
	do
	} while (condition);

	For Loop
	Go through elements in an array
	for (i=0; i<length; i++)
	Go through elements in a link list

	for (i=start; i!=NULL; i=i->next)

	Break
	Continue
	Exit()
	Local And Global Variables
	Constants
	const int x = 200;

	Casting
	// (type) expression
	D = (double) 10/3.

	Functions
	User-defined functions
	Function prototype (in the header file)
	int drawPoint (int x, int y);
	Function implementation (in the source file)

	int drawPoint (int x, int y) // function header
	Function call

	p = drawPoint(x,y);

	Passing Arguments By Value or By Reference
	Passing by value
	int x;
	Passing by reference (passing a pointer or an address &a)

	int x;

	Pointers
	Pointers to Basic Data Types
	Pointer to an integer
	int * p = new int;
	De-referencing a pointer

	*p =7;
	To create a pointer to an integer named x

	int x;
	delete p;
	The null pointer

	int * p = null;

	Pointer and Arrays
	Dynamic allocation of arrays
	int *array = new int[num]
	delete [] array;
	Array of pointers

	Vect * vect_arr[100];

	Pointers to Data Structure
	To declare a pointer to a structure
	Vect * pv = new Vect();
	To de-reference the structure

	(*pv);
	To de-reference the components of the structure

	pv->x;
	pv->y;
	pv->z;

	Pointer Arithmetic
	Pointer to Functions
	Function declaration
	void drawf (float x, float y);
	Pointer declaration

	void (*f)(float x, float y);
	Calling the pointer to the function

	f = &drawf();
	int *f (); // a function that returns an integer pointer and
	int (*f) (); // a pointer to a function that returns an integer
	Passing a pointer to a function as variable

	void init (char a, (void (*funct) (float, float)) );
	Returing a pointer to a variable

	void (*funct) (float, float) ) give_me_funct (int a));

	Typedef
	typedef * Vect vectpointer;
	Vectpointer[10] v;
	// automatically is an array of pointers to vects

	Namespaces
	Math Library
	value = sin ( theta * M_PI/180);

	Input Output library for the Terminal
	#include "iostream.h"
	// for standard output and input to the terminal
	cout << "Hello everyone \n" << “” ;
	cin >> name;
	Options for cout

	cout.precision (2);
	Option for cin

	cin.getline ();
	\Escape sequences


	Input Output Library For Files
	#include “fstream.h”
	//for files saving and loading data into files.
	Output example

	std:: ofstream outfile;
	outfile.open(filename, IOS::out);
	if (outfile)
	{
	outfile << variable_name << endl;
	//as many times as needed (usually inside a loop)
	outfile.close();
	}
	else
	cout << "error in opening file";
	Input example:

	std:: ifstream infile;


	16.2 Object Oriented Programming
	Class Vertex
	public:
	Constructors and Destructors
	Static Variables
	Overloading
	Class Brush
	public:

	Inheritance
	Virtual functions
	Aggregation
	class Shape // abstract class with virtual functions
	class Triangle : public shape // inherits from shape
	// public keyword that only public members are inherited
	public:
	class Square : public shape // inherits from shape
	public:
	Implementations for member functions

	double Triangle:: area () // function implementation
	Instantiation of a class

	Triangle T1(v1,v2,v3 );
	// without using pointers
	// v1,v2,v3 are pointer to vectors.
	Triangle *T2 = new Triangle (v1, v2, v3);
	// by using pointers;

	Polymorphism
	Shape * myshape = get_shape();
	// get shape returns the selected shape
	// the client code does not know whether myshape is of
	// type triangle or square.
	myarea = myshape->area();
	// whether its square or triangle this will work and
	// the program will select at runtime the appropriate function.

	Templates
	Class Template
	Template <class TYPE>
	class Stack
	public:
	stack <char *> st1;
	Function Template

	Template <class T>
	void copy (T a[], T b[], int n)
	for (i=0 ; i<n ; ++i)
	double f1[50]; double x[50];

	C++ Standard Library
	#include <vector>
	Std:: vector <Vertex *> poly ; // C++ containers all use templates
	#include <list>
	List <Vertex *> :: const_iterator pos;
	Search(), Count(), Find()
	Transform(), Replace()

	Circular References
	class Shape
	class Brush
	// declare your class names in the beginning of the file.
	class Shape
	class Brush



	17 Setting Up Your Programming Environment
	Overview: Visual C++ - FLTK - OpenGL
	Creating A Project with Visual C++
	Starting with Visual C++:
	Setting Up FLTK on your Local Computer
	Using the FLTK demo files
	Setting Up Project To Link With FLTK
	Starting with Fluid (The FLTK Interface Builder)
	Examples
	Connecting Your FLTK Window To OpenGL

	18 OpenGL
	18.1 Setting up and Drawing
	General Information
	Frame Buffer
	OpenGL as a state machine
	Depth Buffer
	OpenGL syntax
	Open GL related libraries
	Setting UP the OpenGL Window
	GLUT Setup and Important Functions
	Initialize the OpenGL View
	2 Dimesional view
	3 Dimensional view

	OpenGL DRAWING
	Setting the background color

	GL primitives
	GL States
	Drawing
	Variations of glVertex include
	Variations of glColor include


	18.2 Modeling Transformations
	Modeling Transformation Examples (revisited)
	Homogeneous Coordinates (revisited)
	Composition of Matrices
	Vector Notations: Beware
	Transforming Coordinate Frames (revisited)
	OpenGL Modeling Transformations and Model View Stack
	Example


	18.3 Viewing
	Viewing Transformation
	Projection Transformation
	Orthogonal Projections
	Perspective projections
	Viewport Transformations


	18.4 Color
	OpenGL Color Modes
	RGBA mode
	Color-index mode
	Color Buffer

	Color Dithering
	Setting color values
	Color specification in RGBA mode
	Color specification in color index mode
	Clearing the screen

	OpenGL Color Shading Models

	18.5 Hidden Surface Removal
	18.6 Blending
	Transparency in 2D
	Transparency in 3D
	Example

	Anti-aliasing

	18.7 Hierarchical Modeling
	For example: the stick figure/humanoid
	GLU Quadrics

	18.8 Drawing Pixels Bitmaps Fonts and Images
	Bitmap
	Current Raster Position
	Drawing the Bitmap

	Images
	Reading Pixels
	Drawing Pixels
	Copying Pixels
	Controling the Storage Modes
	Magnifying: reducing or reflecting an image

	18.9 Texture Mapping: an introduction
	18.10 Using OpenGL More Efficiently
	Additional Properties of Points, Lines and Polygons
	Points
	Lines
	Polygons
	Normal vectors
	To draw non-convex polygons

	Vertex Arrays in OpenGL
	Activating the Vertex Array
	Send Data to the Array
	Draw the Geometry by Traversing the Arrays
	Random traversal: glArrayElement()
	Predefined ordered traversal: glDrawElement()
	Sequential traversal in order of the array

	Attribute Groups
	OpenGL TIPS
	Reflection and scale
	Drawing polygons
	Subdivision strategy
	Drawing loops
	Surface Normals

	Display Lists
	Creating the list
	Calling the list

	Display List: common uses
	Display list characteristics
	Example 1 : state variables persist after the application of the display list
	Example 2: using the attribute and matrix stacks to restore the previous state variables.


	Hierarchical Display Lists
	Multiple Display Lists
	18.11 Tessellations

	Create a tessellation object
	Register user defined callback functions into OpenGL
	Setting the Tessellation Properties
	Winding rule options
	Drawing strategy: solids counter-clockwise, holes clockwise
	Complementary routines for tessellations
	18.12 OpenGL Selection
	Render
	Selection
	Feedback


	The Way It Works
	Selection Steps
	Picking
	Differences
	Picking with multiple names in a hierarchy

	Feedback
	Picking Example
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